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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The ability of mart to exploit space will be a function of availability of power and
energy in space and the cost of that power. Programs (such as the 25 kW power
system) are presently *underway to develop and orbit space power ranging in the
tens of kilowatts, and new studies are pursuing systems ranging to hundreds of
kilowatts. It is envisioned that by the end of the century megawatt capability
will power missions which will offer significant benefits to society. This study
was constructed to survey possible beneficial missions and identify crucial tech-
nologies that must be developed to enable multimegawatt photovoltaic space power
systems.
Both Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) applications
were examined. LEO orbits offered the obvious advantage of lower insertion costs
and initial manned serviceability and construct ability, while GEO orbits enable
single or dual satellites to support services tied to one terrestrial area.
This study assumes that power levels in the low megawatt range can be realized
by the year 2000 if technology development is started early enough to permit an
orderly, well planned development approach. Such an approach would also aid
in making programmatic decisions on current and near term technology efforts to
direct those technologies toward a multimegawatt capability.
By contractual ground rule, a photovoltaic source was selected for the baseline
power generation system, rather than solar thermodynamics or nuclear systems.
However, to assure that possible beneficial solutions were not overlooked, two
alternates employing hybrid photovoltaic /thermodynamic approaches were included
for completeness.
The study was divided into four separate tasks:
Potential beneficial missions which require power in the 1 to 10 megawatt average
power region were developed in Task I. Based on benefits, two types of missions
were selected as study baselines and their power requirements developed.
In Task II, alternative power system concepts and operating options, including
alternative component technologies, w%re identified and compared. One high -risk
concept and a low-risk backup approaLJo were selected for further study.
In Task III, the concepts were refined by performing trades and analysis, with
particular attention to encironmental interactions and modularity and safety, to
establish technology goals. Benefits of the goals were established.
In Task IV, technology efforts which enable megawatt capability were icientitied
and, based on benefit criteria, ranked and recommended.
1-1
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SECTION 2
STUDY RESULTS
2.1 TASK I, BASELINE MISSION IDENTIFICATION
This part of the study was performed as shown in Figure 2-1.
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2.1.1 IDENTIFY POTENTIAL MISSIONS. The first step of the study identifies
potential missions. Figure 2-2 indicates several of the potential missions which
were considered. In addition to those listed in Figure 2-2. one other mission was
considered; RF and laser GEO power beaming to LEO user satellites.
2.1.2 SOLAR POWER SATELLITE (SPS) TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION. The
prospect of converting solar energy at geosynchronous orbit continues to repre-
sent one of the more likely major future technological/energy thrusts. Its via-
bility is enhanced by its 4 to 1 advantage over terrestrial solar power sources
from its locations, and its potential for lower environmental risks than fusion.
fission, or coal systems. The major obstacles to a funded SPS program are posed
by technical uncertainties. public acceptance of environmental impacts, and
skepticism about current economic analyses based on tentative assumptions. Like
fusion, the technological approaches involved are varied. and all the effects and
impacts of the various alternates have not been fully assessed or demonstrated.
Several SPS technology demonstration approaches are viable, including non-
photovoltaic systems which are not part of this study.
Capture probability of the SPS demonstration mission is rated high (Figure 2-3) .
While it can be argued that some major segments of the SPS, such as the required
heavy !lunch vehicles and space c onstrtaction techniques, would not be demonstrated
2-1
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with a shuttle launch demonstrator, the operational environment of high power
and high voltage arrays and large, relatively flexible structures differs enough
from present or future GEO satellite plans to warrant demonstration up to the
limits of shuttle capability. Further, efficient RF conversion, transmissions, and
rectification, and concerns about RFI/sidelobe environmental impacts should be
addressed with test data for a GEO stabilized large structure. Without the data,
environmental skepticism will remain too high for the full public support needed
for the program.
This study, therefore, includes the SPS demonstration mission. Orbital inclina-
tion is the recommended zero degrees (Ref. 1), weight is 2.5 x 10 4 Kg, with 2.0
megawatts useful power delivered to a potential load. Although the two pure
photovoltaic SPS concept baselines do not include active heat rejection, it is in-
cluded here as a contingency that may be deleted later. Mission objectives in-
clude the demonstration of concept viability, measurements of efficiency and
reliability, and data gathering on environmental interaction. These data would
increase the credibility of studies leading to full-scale SPS development.
2.1.3 MATERIAL PROCESSING IN SPACE (MPS). With the advent of the space
transportation system, it becomes feasible to consider the manufacturing of high
technology drugs, perishable cutting tools, and semiconductor electronics, when-
ever zero "g" can significantly increase quality or yields. Science Applications,
Inc. (SAI) estimated in 1977 (Ref. 2) that up to 25% of the drug market, 50% of
the current tool market, and 10% of the semiconductor market (with space segment
sales of 15, 38, and 17 billion dollars, respectively) might be economically justi-
fiable. These processes have not yet been proven, but the potential is there.
Certainly, if they can be developed, they will provide a significant encourage-
ment for public support of space activities which is now lukewarm because the
benefits are not clearly evident.
NASA plans to begin the development of MPS activity in the near future, and
some contractor studies have suggested that material-processing clusters could
be developed by the late 1990s to meet the needs for material processing in an
efficient manner.
Unfortunately, in evaluating a cluster concept for materials processing (Figure
2-4) , the conflicting needs of the different processes make a single integrated
facility impructical, at least at this time when much basic research is still needed
to prove the feasibility of manufacturing in space. Specific issues would be con-
tamination and different basic operational points. Materials processing is a "hot"
activity, while bio-processing (drugs) tends to be cold or at room temperature.
All the processes require low 11g" levels, and clustering complicates the environ-
mental interaction.
2.1.4 PROPELLANT PROCESSOR. In the event that electric propulsion techno-
logy is unable to fulfill the requirements for transfer or interplanetary missions
In the 1990s because of technical or economic considerations, an orbiting propellant
processor was considered as a possible approach processing a high probability
2-4
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Figure 2-4. Material Processing in Space - Processing Cluster.
of success and the ability for alternative functions. The major advantages of
processing LH2 and L02 fuels in LEO include the ability to avoid expenditure of
fossil fuels on Earth for electrolysis, the high power density achievable with these
more conventional thrusters and the ability to provide full-time multi-100 kW power
by later incorporating banks of nonregenerative fuel-cells, using the liquified
gasses as a power storage medium.
A typical system configuration is shown in Figure 2-5, from which it can be seen
that the high power level arises primarily from the requirements for electrolysis
and the low coefficient of performance attained in cryogenic cooling. The weight
breakdown shown in Table 2-1 indicates that the primary component of mass is
the L02 tank, and that multiple Shuttle launches or Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
(HLLV) Shuttle derivative wo,:.' d be required.
Table 2-1. Weight Breakdown for Propellant Processor.
LH 2 Tank 3,600 kg
L02
 Tank 21,800
Radiators (2.4 kglm 2 ) 1,000
Stirling Cycle Refrigerators (2) 4,100
H2O Tank 250
Electrolyzer 900
Array (1 mw @ 430 w /kg) 2,300
Pumps, Piping, Insulation 2,250
TOTAL SYSTEM 36,200 kg
Initial Water Fill 25,400
Total Operat'_onal Weight 61,600 kg
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The capture probability of this mission is considered to be low (Figure 2-6) for
the following reasons:
a. Ion and Magneto Plasma Discharge (MPD) thrusters are in an advanced
state of technology development, and although there are uncertainties,
it can be expected that these will be reduced in the time frame considered.
b. Micro-meteoroid protection of the tanks makes them very heavy, leading
to high transportation costs. Completely fail-safe protection is considered
unlikely.
c. The considerable masses of the oxygen tank and the water fuel would
require multiple Shuttle launches to implement this system.
INSULATED EXTERNAL TANK ., ,f \
	
SPACEFOR PROPELLANT STORAGE
	 IT--J	 RADIATOR
^^^
POWER LEVEL=1 MW BASELINE
PROCESSOR,4000LI COULD BE SCALED TO ANY SIZE
ATTACHES TO EXTERNAL
TANKINAITER UAEAILICALS
^^;^SHUTTLE DOCKING FORT	 %^ LIFE - 20-30 YEARS
FOR WATER DELIVERY
,• : ,^ ' ' 	 SHUTTLE OREITER
WITH MATER AS
SOLAR	 of 	 , •; ,'	
CONTINGENCY PAYLOAD LEO ORBIT	 FUELING STATION
ARRAY FOR TRANSFER, INTERPLANETARY,
REBOOST OR LONG-TERM MISSIONS
P oWilant processor configuration SYSTEM MASS INCLUDING FUEL -
61600 KG
RISK - CATASTROPHIC FAILURE IN
EVENT OF METEOROID OR STRAY
SATELLITE IMPACT RESULTING IN
BREACH OF CONTAINMENT
Figure 2-6. Propellant Processor.
2.1.5 LEO SPACE CONSTRUCTION FACILITY. There are two major thrusts that
encourage the development of space construction capability. The first arises
zrom the results of many studies that are concluding that the Shuttle System pay-
load capability is volume-limited. rather than weight-limited. This implies that
more efficient use of STS will result frnm the ability to load the cargo bay with a
dense array of raw materials and the . i	 perform construction and deployment of
basic buildinb locks using an orbitkig construction facility. This will allow a
variety of structures to be implemenite:: s, .Ahout incurring the penalty of
2-7
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transporting a separate deployment mechanism to orbit for each. The planar
structure of Figure 2-7 is an example. This would be especially true as shuttle
performance increases in the 1990s.
BASELINE
PLANAR
ARRAY
LEO
STATION-
KEEPING
ION
ENGINES
.^..^... ^......::.. rye 11,^•^•—''^- yw
• 1.0 MW AVERAGE POWER
• 250 KW FOR SCF MODULES
• 750 KW FOR DRAG
COMPENSATION
• 2.35 MW ARRAY
• 0.7 MW HR ENERGY STORAGE
SUPPORT TRUSSES
Figure 2-7. LEO Mission Concept Space Construction Facility.
The second thrust is the fact that deeper structures can be more maneuverable
and transportable. Perhaps they can be erected in LEO, fully tested, and then
deployed intact more easily with this facility. Later in this study, concentrating
arrays are shown to have greater benefits (lower cost, higher efficiency) than
planar arrays. This also may be true at lower power levels for different missions
(Ref. 3). The technology for assembly may be significantly aided by utilizing
space-aided construction.
Because of these issues, a space construction facility was selected as a baseline
LEO mission.
Since the facility would be used to assemble larger spacecraft, such as those
eventually to be stationed at GEO, the baseline design includes ion engines and
their propellants required for stationkeeping, as described in the following sec-
tion on orbital constraints. Final trades could substitute more engines and array
'( i
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ALTERNATE BREAKDOWN
Robotic Beam Extender(s) 15,000 kg
Crane /Manipulator 20,000
Crew Quarters 20,000
2.5 MW Array 12.500**
Energy Storage 101000**
77,500 kg
GDC /AST 81-019
than included in the baseline; these would fire only when the spacecraft is inso-
lated by sunlight, and the energy storage requirement would be decreased ac-
cordingly.
A set of baseline design SCF mass properties were developed to be used as input
to the stationkeeping analysis. Table 2-2 lists the major components of the faci-
lity and their masses. A minimal facility could consist of a beam builder, a mani-
pulator, a device for sheathing the structure in some manner dependent upon the
particular application; for example, the construction of solar arrays, or manned
stations requiring radiation shielding, pressurized "cherry-pickers" for manned
operations, and crew quarters. Capture probability for the mission is high be-
cause it will be prerequisite to the deployment of very large space structures,
and should enable more effective use of STS.
Table 2-2. Mass Properties for Space Construction Facility.
MASS PROPERTIES	 WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
15,000 kg
20,000
5,000
12,000
10,000
12,500**
10,000**
84,500 kg
Required Power
Energy Storage
Array for Energy
Storage
Total Array
With Safety Factor
(0.9)
Distribution (0.9) and
EOL (0.9)
Array Area Required	 10, 000 m2
(0.17 ri)
Solar Blanket Mass	 8, 000 kg
(10,000 x 0.8)
Truss Mass ( 4300 m x
	
3,700
0.87 kg/m)
Odapt * Mass	 800
Total	 12,500 kg
Electrical Propulsion	 100,000 kg
Mass
1.00 MW AVG
	
Beam Builder
0.64 MWH	 Crane /Manipulator
0.7 MW	 Sheather
"Cherry-Pickers"
1.7	 Crew Quarters
2.35 MW	 2.5 MW Array
Energy Storage
* Orientation Drive and Power 	 ** Depended upon Study Outputs
Transfer.	 -- Final Estimates Higher.
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2.1.6 ORBITING SPACE SCIENCES OBSERVATORY. The Orbiting Space Sciences
Observatory (OSSO) (Figure 2-8) is a large, orbital laboratory facility that could
be used by international scientists to increase man's knowledge and understand-
ing of the earth's space environment, the sun, stars, and other celestial bodies.
Specifically, OSSO would be employ ad for research to investigate the earth's
upper atmosphere, the ionosphere, the magnetosphere, the interplanetary medium,
and their coupling links; and to make observations of solar cosmic ray, X-ray,
gamma ray, ultra violet, infrared, and radio emissions not possible from ground-
based observatories.
This large orbital facility is an unmanned, multi-purpose scientific observatory
that provides central subsystem support (power generation and storage, propul-
sion, attitude control, telemetry and control communications, computation, and
data handling) for a wide variety of user-provided scientific payloads in the
Astrophysics and Solar Terrestrial Progra as, thereby providing the scientific
community with both economic benefits and expanded technological capabilities;
e.g., high power, large area sensors, and a %ride range of orbit altitudes and
inclinations.
The OSSO will be a long-life facility that is initially assembled in low earth orbit
(LEO) and is thereafter periodically serviced and refurbished in LEO using the
Space Shuttle. Typical mission durations might range from 1 to 2 years. Some
of the scientific instruments would stay aboard for multiple mission periods.
Others would be updated in accordance with new mission requirements and as
new technology evolves.
An advanced electric propulsion system provides the capability to operate over
a wide range of earth orbit altitudes and inclinations. Each mission begins and
ends in Shuttle-compatible low earth orbit; e.g., 300-500 km altitude and 28.5 to
56 degrees inclination. The electric propulsion system provides the capabiiity
for plane changes (range 0 to 104 0) and orbit altitude changes (range 300-100,000
km) , depending upon the specific mission requirements.
The facility includes a 1000 m diameter antenna that is used for ratio astronomy,
gravity wave experiments, inner magnetosphere cold electron dynamics investiga-
tions, and various radar applications. The antenna size and figure should make
it usable up to about 0.2 GHz.
The large size of the facility makes possible the use of very large experiment equip-
ment items such as the 1000m long dipole antenna of the plasma wave injection facil-
ity (PWIF). Figure 2-8 shows the OSSO typically configured for a plasma Physics
investigation mission. The extendable tape dipole antenna is used for investigations
of magnetic pulsations and wave-particle interaction, and the electron accelerator is
used for particle beam injection experiments. Diagnostic instruments such as rf
receivers, energetic particle detectors, optical imagers a photometers, magnetome-
ters, and wave detectors are mounted on sensor platforms at the ends of four 600m
long experiment mounting arms. For other types of missions, these sensor platforms
would carry telescopes, spectrometers, polarimeters, hilrh-energy detectors, and
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their supporting electronics. Some of the telescopes and/or detectors will be cooled
to LHe or LH 2
 temperatures and will require closed-loop refrigeration for these long
term missions.
Standard docking ports are provided at the ends of the six 600m long experiment
mounting arms. These provide the structural and functional interface for inter-
changeable platforms that house the user-supplied scientific experiment equip-
ment. The functional interfaces to be accommodated are listed in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3. Functional Interface Requirements at Sensor Platform
Docking Points.
Structural:
	
Maximum sensor platform mass = 5,000 kg
(each of six)
Electrical Power:	 Up to 3 mw at any location (not simultane-
ously)
4 mw total power during operation of
experiments
NOTE: High power experiments do not operate while propulsion
system is operating.
Data Handling:
	
Digital = 50 mbps
TV = 4.5 MH Z , 2 channels simultaneously
Pointing /Attitude Control: t5 degrees for photovoltaics
NOTE: 1000 m antenna pointing /attitude control = ±0.2 deg.
The design of the OSSO must assure that the facility will not contaminate or
otherwise perturb the local environment and thus invalidate the results of the
investigations underway. For this reason, fine pointing control is accomplished
using reaction wheels rather than mass-expulsion devices, and the electric pro-
pulsion system employs argon as the working fluid. Magnetic fields produced by
the electrical power generation and distribution system must also be controlled to
acceptably low values.
The total facility is estimated to weigh approximately 80,000 kg at the beginning
of a typical mission. A preliminary weight estimate is presented in Table 2-4.
2.1.7 FAST ELECTRIC TRANSFER. The development of larger ion or MPD
engines (References 4 and 5) could offer the prospect of relatively fast electric
transfer from LEO to GEO.
The number of shuttle flights for propellant transfer would be reduced with this
development, and thus thc domain of less expensive space transportation extended
to GEO altitudes. Even lunar transfer could become less expensive should lunar
resources become needed in space.
2-12
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Table 2-4. Preliminary Weight Statement (OSSO) .
ELEMENT	 MASS, kg
Structure 5,400
Electrical Generation a Storage 18,000
1000m Antenna 2,800
TCC 200
ACS 2,000
Propulsion, dry 7,600
Argon 12,000
Payload Equipment 30,000
Total 78,000
Successful pursuit of the fast electric transfer system (FETS) concept must re-
cognize a need for technology developments along several lines of effort, includ-
ing:
a. Advanced photovoltaic arrays
b. Light-weight, efficient support structures
c. Light-weight power bussing
d. DC to DC power conversion ai M. W' levels, including possible on-array con-
ditioning
e. Thermal heat rejection
f. Long life ion or MPD thrusters
By reason of high specific impulse (5,000 to 10,000 seconds), possible large cost
savings are foreseen due to fewer shuttle flights needed for carrying propellants
into orbit. Propellant requirements can be ideally determined by the ratio of the
ISPs of the various propellants under consideration, but in practice, reduction
of total system mass is not this large because the self-powered electric stage is
heavier than its counterpart in a chemical OTV.
It is useful to examine a hypothetical design to better reveal the target areas for
development to achieve fast electric transfer. Identification and study of the
vehicle systems 'hat use and service electrical thrusters may uncover information
that is critical to the development of the thruster itself.
For this preliminary examination, Reference 4 was used to estimate thruster per-
formance.
2-13
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An overall concept for a PETS is shown in Figure 2-9. Two large solar arrays
are coupled to the equipment and propulsion module through rotating joints. The
struc•,iral subsystem is derived from a truss concept patented by General Dyna-
mics :.. 1974 and from work accomplished during 1977 and 1978 under an Air Force
study for On-Orbit Assembly of a large space antenna. During this study. a
lightweight, deployable truss was defined (Figure 2-10). Linear packaging ratios
of 10:1 and volumetric ratios of 40:1 are achievable with this concept. For the
FETS otrueture, truss weights of 0.588 lb/ft are projected. Concepts for unfurl-
itty;P, and tensioning very large membranes were also defined.
Important to the euncept is a photovoltaic array of an advanced design. Light-
weight, high efficiency, and long life are all important considerations. Studies
by General Electric for NASA have shown potential for constructing arrays for
approximately 450 watts/kg (array only) . For this preliminary definition, array
performance is targeted for 430 watts/kg at 260 watts/sq. meter.
Table 2-5 summarizes subsystem wclghts used to arrive at a total system weight.
One of the important tradeoffs recognized is in the area of power conversion. DC
to DC converters built to current technology would weigh three or four pounds
per kilowatt, which would result in the single heaviest subsystem. A converter
appears to be necessary, since the supply voltages for the ion and MPD thrusters
are varied, whereas for maximum efficiency the supply voltage array may be 1000
volts. An ideal system might be designed to operate without power conversion.
Trades at a system level can reveal information on this possibility. For the pur-
pose of this estimate, a target weight of 1 kg/kw was inserted in the table for
power conversion.
Table 2-5. Fast Electric Transfer System Weight Targets, kg.
Array Support Trusses Central Module 800
800m at 0.836 kg/m 640 Electronics 300
Paylcad Trusfer Trusses Batteries and Power Control 300360m at 0.836/m 300 kg
Berthing devices and fittings Auxiliary Propulsion 500
300 kg 600 Argon Containers
Array 15,000 lb capacity 1,000
5.1 mw at 430 w /kg 12,000 Thrusters
Array Deployment Drums 30 at 20 kg each 600
Drums (2)
	
200 kg DC to DC Convertors/on Array
cable 2500m	 160 kg Conditioning 1 kg/kw 5,000
motors	 40 kg Radiator
mechanism	 40 kg 440 rst. 9817c power conversion
Main Supp:)rt Truss 20 kg/kw 2.000
IOm at 2 " '/m 220
Rotating Machinery TOTAL 25,500
est 5% of array weight 550 drys
Bussing
est 5r of array weight 550
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A second major area of concern is heat rejection for the thrusters. No weight
has been included in the table for radiators. Reference 5 estimates that it can be
done for 700 kg per thruster. This may be conservative, and may also impose
undue penalty in the event that multiple thrusters are used to unsure long life
for the system. Some other way might be studied to solve the heat rejection
problem. A bank of sixty MPD thrusters operating at one second on and fifty-
nine off, might be self-cooled. If this works, it could also prolong thruster life,
by distributing firing time across sixty thrusters. An additional system trade is
required to establish whether the projected ion engine efficiency and array weight
savings are worth the added complication.
Assuming the target weights indicated in Table 2-5 are achievable, the FETS can
become an efficient and useful tool for both orbital transfer and planetary explora-
tion. The weights are felt to be realistic, and in some cases conservative. For
example, a radiator weight of 2000 kg, could be as low as 900 kg, according to
some parametric information produced by the Vought Corporation (Figure 2-11) .
With the fast electric transfer system, a GEO transfer time of 30 days is the goal.
For the configuration outlined herein, preliminary estimates show a payload trans-
fer capability of 20,000 kg to GEO, carrying sufficient propellants for return to
LEO.
Conclusion: Although the Fast Electric transfer stage does provide significant
benefits as a vehicle stage, it was not selected as a baseline mission for the study.
It was felt that it would be better to select a mission which, in itself, provided
new benefits to the public in terms of the actual use of power in orbit for ex-
tended time periods.
2.1.8 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR ILLUMINATOR. There are approximately
13,000 commercial airports in the United States today. At this time, they have
varying degrees of radar coverage for air traffic control/collision avoidance.
There are indications from news media reports that the air traffic control and
collision avoidance system could benefit from increased accuracy and awareness
of the proximity of air traffic. Two ground station transmitters would be required
to reliably assure that the area of each airport is illuminated, so that single point
failures leave the system operational.
Further, each radar requires its own power, which is generated terrestrially.
This generation adds to terrestrial energy usage; and, since beam field strength
is relatively high, poses a possible health risk to personnel in close proximity to
the transmitter. The above deficiencies can be overcome by careful control, but
an alternative is the space generation of energy in the form desired.
Figure 2-12 shows the basic system approach for such a bistatic illuminator, and
a baseline spacecraft configuration using planar arrays. A space radar trans-
mitter operating in a bistatic mode would sequentially illuminate the area surround-
ing up to 1,000 airports. Surrounding the airport, several bistatic receivers
would use inexpensive high-speed data processors which will be available in the
2-17
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1990s, along with techniques from modern information theory to establish the
location of the airplanes within a required error interval. The redundant set of
ground system radars would be redistributed to other airports, since the space
radar provides redundancy to protect against random or overtly caused failures
of the ground radar or power systems. The ground system would provide re-
dundancy in the event of hostile action against the space radar, or some highly
improbable catastrophic failure. Airplane transponders would not be required.
Two spacecraft would be spaced so that only one was eclipsed during the spring
and fail eclipse periods. This is acceptable because traffic is reduced later at
night. The two 15-megawatt solar arrays supply 10 MW to the radar antenna.
The 45-meter aperture antenna uses phased array technology to direct the radar
beam to up to 1.000 airport areas over the continental United States. The 45-
meter aperture provides spot sizes of approximately 40-mile diameter from geo-
synchronous orbit. Using the 10 megawatts from the arrays provides enough
energy for a signal-to-noise ratio of about 10 db at the bistatic receivers, for
targets with a 5 sq. meter cross-section, which also requires a 10 MHz bandwidth
to estimate the velocity and position within 100 ft. Figure 2-13 provides the
preliminary link analysis. When the design is done, the bandwidth may be re-
duced by applying correlation and Kalman filtering to the video and state data,
but this analysis assumes further study would be required to analyze these effects
more completely to establish final link budgets.
The technology for the planar array baseline radar uses trusses to construct a
gridwork upon which solar blankets are mounted; the 45-meter radar antenna
concept uses Convair-developed deployable trusses and radar membrane blankets
for its construction (Figure 2-10) . The membrane, which consists of about one
million transmitter modules spaced at intervals of 0.6 X, can be used as a phased
array and is also under development at Convair. Each module would radiate 3
watts of power.
The socio-economics of such a system are someshat similar to the proposed SPS ,
with some exceptions:
a. The environmental concerns, costs, and risks of the system on the terrestrial
RF radiation environment are significantly reduced, because the average
energy density can be held below even the Russian safety level of 0.01 mw/
cm 2 , and far below the postulated 25 mw /cm 2
 of the U.S.  SPS .
b. Shuttle launch costs per kilogram of payload are greater than the postulated
SPS heavy launch vehicles. Therefore, the system effectiveness equations
must show gains sufficient to overcome the transportation expenses. The
preliminary analysis conducted by Convair for NASA has indicated that the
cost of the space-based radar can reduce transportation costs by utilizing
centralization to achieve economics of scale. These come about primarily be-
cause individual ground radars require e; every airport separate backup
systems which are operated only intermitteiitly, while the space systems level
of redundance can be multiplexed in such a way as to be operational without
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a completely separate additional spacecraft. Low cost is essential however,
for the concept to be viable. Figure 2-14 summarizes these considerations.
This analysis of the susceptibility of the two alternate approaches to catastrophic
and overt destruction has not been completely developed, since it is dependent
on the assumed threat and on detailed design.
2.1.9 RF POWER BEAMING SATELLITE IN GEO. The Solar Power Satellite (SPS)
is economically viable because satellites in GEO receive insolation almost the en-
tire orbital period and thus the photovoltaics have nearly 100% duty cycle. Use
of these GEO SPS satellites to beam rf power to LEO satellites provides potential
benefits to the space program. Because such satellites (Figure 2-15) would
generate the beam power at GEO, the LEO satellites receiving power would:
a. Require a lower cost rectenna compared to a higher cost solar array. The
rectenna would have a 100% duty cycle as compared to the 67% duty cycle the
solar array eclipsed LEO satellites may have. The photovoltaic costs associ-
ated with LEO energy storage/power generation would also be avoided.
b. Not require the significant energy storage systems which LEO satellites now
need to accommodate the eclipse period.
The weight and cost of energy storage systems such as NICAD batteries, nickel
hydrogen batteries, or fuel cells would be avoided.
Initially, the capture probability of such a system is thought to be small. User
resistance will probably be high because LEO users would be dependent on the
laser power beaming satellite for their energy. However, the benefit of such a
satellite strongly depends upon the configuration and design concept which even-
tually evolves. If a concept could be developed which features an extremely light
weight deployable structure for the rectennas and perhaps for the transmitting
antenna, the concept might have more viability than appears on first examination.
Because the air traffic control radar satellite has much higher capture probabi-
lity, the RF power beaming satellite will not be considered further.
2.1.10 ORBITAL CONSTRAINTS. The deceleration of structures whose cross-
sectional area is large increases as their mass decreases and may cause significant
orbital decay in LEO. To evaluate these effects for a typical multimegawatt con-
figuration, an analysis of the effects of atmospheric drag was conducted for the
spacecraft illustrated in Figure 2-16. The spacecrsft configuration is one design
concept for a 5-megawatt solar power demonstrator. Components would be delivered
into low earth orbit by the Space Shuttle, where they would be assembled into the
configuration illustrated.
The General Dynamics program TRAM was used to generate a parametric set of
orbital flight simulations in which the only perturbing forge acting on the space-
craft was atmospheric drag. The effects of rarefied stow aerodynamic forces
normal to drag were not simulated. Since these forces act normal to the velocity
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vector, their effect would be to perturb orbital inclination and/or eccentricity
without changing orbital energy. The corresponding station-keeping velocity
corrections are believed to be small compared to the corrections for drag. The
oblate earth terms in the gravitation function were set to zero to isolate the effects
of atmospheric drag. The effect of solar radiation pressure was not included in
this analysis since it is small compared to the effect of aerodynamic pressure.
Reference 6 gives a value of about 9 x 10-8 lb /ft 2 for solar radiation pressure at
earth, whereas a nominal aerodynamic pressure of about 1 x 10-6 lb/ft 2 is indi-
cated for the highest circular orbit considered in this analysis (225 nautical miles) .
The nominal upper atmosphere densities defined by the 1976 U.S.  Standard Atmos-
phere of Reference 7 were simulated by applying a correction factor to the densi-
ties computed by the older atmosphere model (Reference 8) used in the TRAM
Computer Program. The densities defined by the 3-sigma cold atmopshere model
of Section 7 of Reference 9 were used to compute data for maximum drag.
Drag characteristics of the spacecraft are based on data obtained from Chapter V
of Reference 10. Drag coefficient was implemented as a function of total angle of
attach as defined in Figure 2-16. A flat plate drag coefficient, CD = 3.3, was
assumed where CD is based on projected area perpendicular to the free stream,
Free molecular flow, a non-tumbling spacecraft, and diffuse reflection of imping-
ing gas particles were assumed. The computed drag force was applied in the
direction of the negative relative velocity vector in the TRAM simulations.
Figure 2-17 defines the alignment of the spacecraft body axes with respect to the
TRAM inertial u.v.w coordinate system (Reference 11) . The matrix of direction
cosines relating the spacecraft body axes to the inertial coordinate system is
shown. The inertially fixed spacecraft attitude is defined as a function of orbit
inclination and solar declination such that the flat plane of the spacecraft is always
normal to the earth-sun line.
Figure 2-18 summarizes the results of this study. Each data point on the nominal
atmosphere curves corresponds to a TRAM simulation. These simulations in-
cluded a range of orbit inclinations from zero to 90 degrees, solar declinations of
-23.5 degrees and +23.5 degrees, and altitudes of 150 nautical miles and 225 nau-
tical miles. The 3-sigma dense atmosphere curves were obtained by multiplying
the nominal drag loss values from the computer simulations by the ratio of the
dispersed atmosphere density to nominal density. since drag loss is directly pro-
portional to atmospheric density for the cases considered here. Note that mini-
mum drag losses occur when the difference between orbital inclination and solar
declination is equal to 90 degrees. Reference to Figure 2-17 shows that this cor-
responds to the case in which the spacecraft is always aligned in the minimum
drag attitude, that is. "edge-on" to the direction of motion. It should be noted
that. for simplicity, the projected frontal area for the "edge-on" case was con-
servatively assumed to be 37.670 ft 2 , corresponding to the long dimension of the
rectangular spacecraft. In reality . the average projected area of the leading edge
will be somewhat smaller over a full orbit because of the apparent spacecraft
rotation with respect to the earth-relative velocity vector.
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v
x, y, z - Spacecraft Body Axes Unit Vectors
u, v, w - Earth Centered Inertial Coordinate System Unit Vectors
i - Orbital Inclination
6 - Solar Declination
Direction Cosines of the Spacecraft x, y, z Body Axes with the Inertial
u, v, w Axes (TRAM Input Format):
SMS(1) - cos (x, u), cos (x, v), cos (x, w),
SMS(4) = cos (y, We cos (Y, v), cos (y, w),
SbM7) - cos (z, u), cos (z, v), cos (z, w),
.V.
0, -sin (i - 6 ), cos (i - 6),
•	 -1,	 09	 0,
0, -coo (i - 6 ). -ain (i - 4),
Figure 2-17. Inertial Orientation of Spacecraft.
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Maximum drag loss occu rs when the orbit inclination is equal to the solar declina-
tion. Figure 2-17 shows tha. in this configurrtion, the spacecraft is alternately
moving from "broadside" to "edge-on" with respect to its attitude relative to the
direction of motion. This is the expected position for large structures hangir.g
down from the Space Construction i aellity, to minimize gravity gradient torques.
In sizing the btationkeeping propulsion system for the spacecraft, the minimum
required thrust level would be determined by the maximum drag force expected
to be encountered during the lifetime of the spacecraft. For a 150 nautical mile
circular orbit, the maximum drag force would lre about 93 pounds. This corres-
ponds to a three-sigma dense atmosphere and maximum projected frontal area.
For 225 nautical miles, the corresponding maximum dray force would be about 15
pounds. For preliminary estimates of propellant loading requirements, a velocity
correction capability someshere between those shown in Figure 2-18 for 3-sigma
dense and nominal atmospheres should be used; to assume a nominal atmosphere
would be nonconservative since drag force dispersions resulting !rom a 3-sigma
cold (densz) atmosphere are greater than those resulting from a 3-sigma hot
atmosphere. ( See Section 7 of Reference 11.)
When the data for drag were used to calculate the propellant mass required for a
20-year mission life, up to 2 X 10 6 kg of chemical stationkeeping propellant mass
were found to be required (Hydrazine, ISP = 225), whereas only 100,000 kg of
mass would be required for electric propulsion, with an assumed Ion Engine ISP
of 5000 and a 225 mile altitude.
It should be noted that the amount of propellant required for stationkeeping de-
pends on engine specific impulse, altitude, and spacecraft mass. This study as-
sumed a 225 n.rui. shuttle orbit, an engine ISP of 5,000 and without Orbital Maneu-
vering System (OMS) Kits installed. Spacecraft mass was 50,000 Kg. This mass
influences propellant usage, because the velocity loss per orbit is the integral of
acceleration, and the more massive the spacecraft, the smaller the velocity loss per
orbit. For a fully configured space construction facility with five times the 50,000
Kg mass for which Figure 2-3 applies, and for a higher OMS-aided 300-mile orbit
and an ISP of 5.000, the chemical propellants required could decrease to as low as
40,000 Kg. However, the eleck'rical propulsion propellant mass would still be about
5% of this value. and even with these lower masses of propellan.°:, the expected
chemical propellant transportation costs are approximately equal to the extra array
costa, and therefore ion engine stationkeeping is viable.
2.1.11 MISSION SELECTION AND GROUPING. The foregoing discussion high-
lights the fact that two GEO missions emerged as potentially very beneficial to the
needs of the country ,in the 1990s. They were the Radar illuminator and the Solar
Power Satellite (SPS) demonstrator. Both beam R.F. power to a relatively small
area on earth.
Because the SPS is being studied extensively elsewhere. t was decided to focus
this study effort on the Radar illuminator mission. The Radar mission also has
the attractiveness of focusing on a problem of concern to all who fly: assuring
the safety of the traveling public.
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The selection of a LEO Space Construction Facility to implement the GEO power
beaming missions was a corollary to the LEO selection.
2. 1.12 POWER REQUIREMENTS. As described above, the power requirements
for the radar satellites were established so that one or two satellites could handle
up to 1,000 airports. Final requirements would be dependent on the operational
planning. However, to minimize wasted orbital slots, the satellites were sized at
the high end of the power range studied
	 10 mW each.
The power requirements developed for the space construction facility assumed
that the dr.,? caused by the interaction of the atmosphere at LEO with the array
frontal ape­' :ire was compensated for by electrical propulsion, with shuttle-
supplied, stati..un` ,.eeping propellants. Further, compensation for the drag caused
by the interaction between the atmosphere and the item being assembled by the
station was also supplied by electrical propulsion.
For ion engines, a 1.0 megawatt requirement will provide the stationkeeping with
electrical propulsion at 225 n.mi. These power requirements interact with the
energy storage component characteristics, as shown in Figure 2-19 (on the
following page) which specifies the power generation capability for the various
storage technologies. To accommodate any option, a 2.5 megawatt sizing was used.
2.2 TASK II, CANDIDATE POWER SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND COMPONENT TECH-
NOLOGIES
Figure 2-20 shows how candidate power system concepts were developed, compo-
nents were identified, and preliminary system synthesis were accomplished.
iNPUT 2 2.2 2.2.4 2.2.5
• GENERATE • .VALUATE CONCEPTS! RECOMMEND ALTERNATETASK t
ALTERNATIVE COMPONENTS CONCEPTS/ COMPONENT
LQRC REVIEW.
BASELINE MISSI.N OPERATING - AOVANT./OISAOVANI. TECH. REVISIONS ASREQUIREMENTS
OPTGNS
- LIMITATIONS! - CRITERIA
REQUIRED.
AMC APPROVAL
CONSTRAINTS - RATIONALE
2.2.1
• GENERATE ALTERNATE 2.2.3 2.2.5
POMPEII SYSTEM
CONCEPTS • IDENTIFY ALTERNATE I	 • 'DENTIFY MAJOR TO TASK IIIMAJOR COMPONENTS/ SELECTION DRIVERS
- PLANAR ARRAY REOMTS
- COST
- CONCENTRATOR
- FOWER GENERATION
- SIZE
- NY11R10
- POWER MOMT
- POWER
- ENERGY STORAGE ETC
- TNERMAL MGMT
- INTERFACES 9362.4
Figure 2-20. Power System Concepts and Component Technologies.
2.2.1 CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION. Three types of power generation concepts
were developed: planar array, pure photovoltaic concentrator, and hybrid
photovoltaic/thermal heat engine concepts. They were considered in conjunction
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with two types of power management and distribution systems, tic and dc; and
three types of energy storage systems: batteries, fuel cell/electrolysis, and in-
ertial (flywheel) storage.
2.2.1.1 Cell Configurations Considered. Three configurations of photovoltaic
cells were considered for power generation use:
a. Multi-bandgap (three bandgaps) cells with high projected efficiencies.
( Figure 2-21.)
b. Two cells or two-bandgap cells, with some form of spectrum splitting or dual
energy used.
c. Single-bandgap cells such as todays silicon and gallium aluminum arsenide.
2.2.1.1.1 Multi-Bandgap Cell Data. The analysis accomplished by this study was
performed using data provided to General Dynamics by the Varian Corporation as
part of a trade-of-data agreement between the two corporations. Figure 2-22
shows the performance predicted	 .hree junctions Gallium Arsenide cells with
three-micron diffusion lengths `c. various concentration ratios and temperatures.
Appendix C describes the approaches and expected performance in more detail.
2.2.1.1.2 Two-Cell Configurations. There is some concern that multi-bandgap
cell technolGgy will never really achieve its ultimate desired goals. To provide a
viable plan, this study also projected an approach which uses two cells as a backup
to provide two-band operation. Two possible configurations for two-cell systems
were considered. In one configuration, a high-bandgap Gallium Arsenide cell
floats on tup of a lower-bandgap Gallium Arsenide or silicon cell. These type
cells have been referred to as "Gallicon" cells in the literature. Basically, the
spectral splitting is achieved inherently by the design; the two cells are bonded
together with a transparent bonding material which can survive the temperature
extremes of space. A second approach considered involves using energy which
the high-bandgap cell does not use, and reflecting it because of the geometrical
configuration on to the lower-bandgap cell. A typical configuration for such a
reflection is shown in Figure 2-23. This figure also shows what the ideal energy
utilization might be from the high-bandgap Gallium Arsenide cell when combined
with the lower-bandgap Gallium Arsenide or silicon cell. In the figure, the lower-
bandgap cell is a silicon cell. If the lower-bandgap cell were to be a Gallium
Arsenide cell, the cutoff point for the infrared energy might be at a slightly lower
:wavelength (around 650 millimicrons) and the second lower-bandgap cell would
probably cease performance between 900 millimicrons and 1 micrometer.
The data used for this two-cell Gallium Arsenide configuration was provided by
Varian as part of the interchange agreement, and is also further described in
Appendix C.
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2.2.1.1.3 Single-Band Cells. The single-bandgap cells considered were those
emerging from the laboratory today, but with slightly higher efficiency projec-
tions. Back surface reflectors were employed to eliminate the unused infrared
energy, a "low cost", lower efficiency, silicon cell was also considered, since
such cells may be available from the DOE "low cost" photovoltaic program.
2.2.1.1.4 Cell Configuration Summary. Figure 2 -23a summaries the various cell
technologies which will be available for use in planar arrays and concentrators.
The projected characteristics are summaries from the Component Application and
PerformAnce estimates which are presented in Appendix A. These estimates were
developed from Vendor discussions and consultations with NASA component
engineers.
2.2.1.2 Power Generation Configuration Geometries. Six alternate geometrical
configurations of spacecraft were investigated. They are shown in Figures 2-24
through 2-29. Three configurations satisfied the requirements of a 10-megawatt
radar satellite operating in geosynchronous orbit (23.5 degrees) . Three satisfied
a LEO space construction mission objective at 28-degree inclination. Preliminary
study of another configuration, the very-high- concentration-ratio (CR=2000)
spherical paraboloid, revealed a concern which weighs against its selection: if
the spacecraft should accidently tip off the sun line, the truss structure attach-
ing the focal electronics to the spacecraft could be destroyed by the concentrated
solar beam. Further, the thermal analysis indicates theremal impedance of the
high concentration (> 200) systems is significant, and, very high velocity (> 50
ft /sec) liquid cooling is required. The spherical paraboloid was therefore dropped
from consideration.
2.2.2 PLANAR ARRAY OR LOW CONCENTRATION ABOUT GIMBALED AXIS (CON-
CENTRATION RATIO, CR, =2). These types of systems are extensions of today's
technology. A truss structure is used to hold solar cell blankets, and (in the
case of the CR=2 concentrator) the blanket and two flat mirrors are positioned so
that their surface is at an angle of 60 degrees with respect to the sun line, doubl-
ing the solar blanket insolation. Several alternate truss approaches exist. Figure
2-30 shows a deployable space truss beam utilized in a rectangular configuration
over which rows of solar blankets are tensioned.
An alternate, space-fabricated, composite truss, (Figure 2-31), can also be used
to build up the rectangular structure, tension the blankets, and hold the mirrors.
Figure 2-32 indicates the cor_f:guration to be studied for the radar satellite with
the antenna installation °plitting the planar array into two equal rectangular sec-
tions. Figures 2-3? and 2-34 show the space construction configuration with the
same type of split array, the differences being in the dimensions of the arrays
and mass properties of the central construction module compared to the radar core
antenna.
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In addition to the rectang0ar structure, the hexagonal shape and construction
approach developed during Contract F04701-77-C-0178 (DODISTS On-Orbit As-
sembly Concept Design Study) was examined for use as the structural backbone
(Figure 2-35) . The system employs a center shaft to hold the solar blankets dur-
ing shuttle orbital insertion. During deployment, the arrays are then spooled
from the shaft by arms which extend and pull the blankets away from the center
shaft (Figure 2-36) . Six shuttle flights would be required to complete the space-
craft deployment into LEO, and the spool shafts become a superfluous weight
penalty of approximately 6000 kg after deployment. Also, the star configuration
is usable for planar blanket approach but not the linear (x2) concentrator. Be-
cause of this added mass for the star system, it has been ruled out as a candidate
for planar arrays in the multimegawatt range.
In developing the planar configurations, it is apparent that consideration should
have been given to the alternate material concepts for solar cells being developed
for terrestrial application by various university and industrial groups for DCE .
This approach was excluded at this time, for the following reasons: The only
driver which will be influential in this approach is cost. Certainly risk, radiation
sensitivity, LEO drag, and mass/volume are significantly increased. The viability
of a 20-30 year life is extremely hard to evaluate. It does mean that risk would
be significantly increased with little prospect for achieving significantly better.
This does not mean the edge-defined film grown, dendritic web, or amorphous
cells have been rejected. They will be considered as a part of Tasks 2.2.4 and
2.2.5.
Figure 2-35. Ten Megawatt Planar Construction using On Orbit Assembly-
Construction Approach.
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2.2.3 LARGE TROUGH CONCENTRATORS. These designs use parabolic concen-
trators modified to accommodate the basic missions (antennas or construction module
added). The concentrator (shown in Figure 2-37) has a blanket of aluminized
Mylar attached to a truss frame which is parabolic when viewed from the end. To
establish the mass properties and dimensions of the configuration for the two mis-
alone (those specified by Figures 2-37 and 2-38) , the thermal aspects of the
problem were first analyzed.
2.2.4 THERMAL MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS. Multimegawatt photovoltaic space
power systems will require thermal management of the collected heat energy. Cool-
ing and temperature control are required for the solar cells, the mission-specific
payload equipment , and subsystem equipment. Thermal management requirements
for orbiting spacecraft equipment have been well studied and thoroughly docu-
mented in the literature. The thermal analysis performed for this study therefore
addresses only thermal management of the solar cells.
Solar cells used in planar space solar arrays (without solar concentration) tend to
operate near 60°C (140 0F). The portion of absorbed solar energy not converted
to electrical energy (approx. 85%) is radiated back to space from front and back
sides of the array. Use of a high emittance coating on the array back side pro-
vides sufficient cooling. No liquid cooling or other heat removal is required.
It was initially assumed that fluid cooling is required for solar cells used in space
solar concentration systems, at least for large paraboloids. The cooling system
which removes heat from the cells and transports it to a radiator where it is radi-
ated to space can be either a pumped fluid or a heat pipe system. In both cases,
the cooling liquid is required to be as close to the cell as possible to prevent ex-
cessive cell temperatures. Effectiveness and limitations of each of the heat trans-
port methods are discussed in the following sections.
2.2.4.1 Pumped Liquid Heat Removal. The parabolic concentrator system shown
in Figure 2- 39 is a representative application for a pumped coolant system and will
be used as a basis for the following discussion.
The coolant is pumped in parallel tubes across the solar cells in the short direction
to minimize pressure drop and coolant temperature rise. The coolant then flows in
larger manifolds along the long edge of the solar cells to the radiators at the end
of the concentrator. Fluid routing is not defined beyond that described above.
Evaluation of the pumped coolant approach will be based on the coolant-to-solar
cell temperature difference, with emphasis on convective heat transfer at the
coolant /tube wall interface. The latter analysis will investigate fluid velocities,
convective heat transfer coefficients, and resulting temperature differences across
the coolant convective boundary layer.
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Figure 2-39. Parabolic Concentrator with Pumped Coolant System.
2.2.4.1.1 Heat Load Model. The spacecraft thermal model employed to determine
the heat load on the pumped coolant system solar cells is shown in Figure 2-40.
The solar cell flux to be removed by the heat rejection system Qrej, is related to
the concentration ratio, Cr, by:
	
Qrej = 1000 Cr Watts/M 2	(Eq. 1)
	
Qrej = 318 Cr Btu/hr-ft 2	(Eq. 1a)
	
10% ABSORBED	 PARABOLIC
TROUGH
REFLECTOR
90% REFLECTED
3% REFLECTED
ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT
SOLAR
HEATING HEAT TO BE REJEC'Z'ED
Figure 2-40. Spacecraft Thermal Model for Pumped Coolant System.
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2.2.4.1 . 2 Coolant-to-Solar-Ce.7 A Temperatures. The portiot ► of the concentrated
solar energy absorbed by the solar cells which must be removed by the cooling
system will conduct .through the cell substrate an 1 tubing wall and be transferred
across the fluid boundary layer (see Figure 2-41) .
GaAs	 0 . 0041 CM (0.0016 IN)r i	 0.020 CM(0. 008 IN)SUBSTRATE	
•0: i1S6 M .a04 IN)
.^  _. ^ _c. y,.11,pHESIVEZ._
CU OR AL TUBE WALL.
Figure 2-41. Solar Cell /Coolant Tube Wall /Coolant Cross-Section.
Heating of the solar cells by concetrated solar energy will establish A temperatures
across the various layers of material according to the following:
SI Units, AT in oC
w
Q
3
h
tt
0»
CrSolar cell substrate dTss = 0.204 
Substrate adhesive dTsa a 0.107 Cr
Copper tube wall ATtw = 0.00516 Cr
Fluid boundary layer ATbI = 1003 h
English Units. AT in OF
Solar cell substrate	 AT = 0.212 Cr
Substrate adhesive	 dTss = 0.192 Cr
Copper tube wall	 ATtw = 0.00928 Cr
CrFluid boundary layer	 A TbI - 318 
(Eq. 2)
(Eq . 2a)
where: k - substrate material thermal conductivity, w/m- oC (Btulhr-ft-OF)
h = coolant heat transfer coefficient, wlm 2- oC (Btu/hr-ft2-oF)
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The wolar cells will reside at a temperature established by the coolant temperature
plus the sum of the four ^ temperatures given above. The total solar-cell-to-
coolant temperature difference is seen to be proportional to the cuncentrhtion
ratio, Cr . A concentration ratio of 50:1 will be used here as an example for in-
vestigating cell temperatures.
Temperature difference acc ss the boundary layer, AT bl , is seen above to be in-
versely proportional to the convective film heat transfer coefficient, h. The heat
transfer coefficient for fully developed turbulent forced convection flow in a tube
is 'given by the following equation:
C u 0.33
h = 0.023 d ovd 	 0.8	 p
W
	
k
where:
	 h = heat transfer coefficient, wim 2 - oC (Btu/hr-ft2•-oF)
k = coolant thermal conductivity, wlm- oC (Btu/hr-ft-OF)
d = tube diameter, m (ft)
v = coolant velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
w= coolant viscosity, kg/m-sec (lb/ft-sec)
o = coolant density, kg/m 3 (lb /ft 3)
Cp = coolant specific heat, joule /kg- oC ( Btu /lb- o F )
(Eq . 3)
For a given tube diameter and coolant, the heat transfer coefficient is related to
velocity by
h = Kv 0.8
	 (Eq. 4)
Earlier studies conducted at Convair (Reference 12) compared fourteen fluids fcr
heat transfer performance in pumped-coolant space-radiator systems. Water has
by far the best performance. but because of its relatively high freezing temperb-
ture is generally unsuitable for space radiators. Coolants Freon-21 (DuPont) and
FC-75 (Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing) have about the same heat transfer
coefficient and are next tn water in performance. However, Freon-21 has an ex-
cessively high vapor pressure at the temperature range foreseen in this applica-
tion (e.g. 12.1 x 10 5 NIm 2 at 93 0C or 175 psi at 200 0 F). FC-75 therefore appears
to be the most suitable coolant. Its va;jor pressure is less than 13.8 x 10 4 N /m2
at 93 0C ( 20 psi at 200 1 F) .
Using the properties of FC-75 and assucring a 1.9 cm (314 in) tube diameter.
Equation 3 gives the relationship between velocity and heat transfer coefficient
seen in Figure 2-42.
In terms of heat flux, the G temperature across the convective film is given by:
,^T = Q/A	 (Eq. 5)
where: Q/A = heat flux transferred into coolant, w/m 2
 (Btu/hr-ft2)
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Figure 2-42. Hrat Transfer Coefficient Versus Velocity for FC-75.
For a concentration ratio of 50, the heat flux to be removed is approximately 50,200
w /m 2 (15 , 900 Btu /hr-ft 2 ) . This assumes a 10% loss by absorption at the primary
reflector, a 3% loss by resection at the solar cells, and electrical energy developer:
by a 17% cell efficiency. all of which are removed before reaching the cell cooling
system ( Figure 2-40 1/. The resulting film A temperature is seen in Figure 2-43 as
a function of heat transfer coefficient.
rw 300'."-
r^	 17
99	 (4 "_'-	 --:CONCENTRATION RATIO 	 50:1
T	 t.	 L,I
Qn
`-•1100I ^
-_ ^..4
.'	
— 
0— -
G
-.260,	 400	 600 800	 1000Y
—91 00) - (150)	 (200)
C	 HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, W/M 2-`C (Btu/Hr-Ft2!F)
Figure 2-43. Temperature Difference Across Coolant Boundary Layer
Versus Heat Transfer Coefficient.
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From Figures 2-42 and 2-43, high heat transfer coefficients and correspondingly
high velocities, 9.1 to 15 m,sec, (30 to 50 ft/sec) are seen to be required to bring
the coolant boundary layer I temperature down even to the 50-80 0C (90-1440F)
range. This is seer as a critical limitation with the pumped coolant approach to
cooling solar cells in a concentrator system.
Since substrate materiel has not yet been aefined for t1ds analysis and candidate
materials cover a range of k v>Aues, the potential cell substrate A temperatures,
0 Tss , also cover a range of values. The spread of A T ss values shown in Figure
2-44 is representative of low -k semiconductors and is seen to be low compared to
predicted coolant film A temperatures (typically over 55 0C or 100 0F). As an ex-
ample, candidate substrate material 510 2 has a thermal conductivity of 2.1 w1m-0C
(1.2 Btu/hr-ft- OF) which results in OTss = 5 0C (90F).
	
= (20)= -	 - -« = -- - -	
-	 --- --
r
U 10	 - 
a	 :-	 _ `- - CONCENTRATION RATIO s 50:1
"E' 	 __ __
p^ s -F__r.:...:
+ F"'
	
--
	
-1 a' 2. ^-	 -FEE -= -	 -	 -
=- 	 2 -_fi-	 4	 6	 g
SUBSTRATE k, W/M-•C (Btu/hr-ft-•F)
Figure 2-44. Solar Cell Substrate GTs for Typical Low-k Semiconductor.
The solar cell substrate can be bonded to the cooling tube using an Ablestick
preform adhesive (Ableform 506) which has a thermal conductivity of approximately
0.80 w/m- OC 0.46 Btu/hr-ft- OF). Required thickness is appro3dMately 0.01 cm
(0. 004 in). The resulting ATss= 5.3°C (9.6°F) at a 50:1 concentration ratio.
Copper tubing wall 0 temperature is only 0.25 0C (0.45°F) for a thickness of 0.18
cm (0.07 in) and a concentration ratio of 50:1. Thus, tubing wall ATs can be
ignored in solar cell temperature predictions.
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The above discussion has shown that the coolant boundary layer AT makes up
nearly all the coolant-to-solar-cell AT. It has also shown that the overall AT is
proportional to concentration ratio, C r . Analysis to size the radiators required
to reject the heat picked up by the fluid in cooling the solar cells appears later
in this report.
2.2.4.2 Heat Removal By Heat Pipes. Heat pipe use in a multimegawatt space
power system is generally limited to applications where transport distances are
considerably less than the major dimensions of the spacecraft. A representative
solar concentrator concept well suited to heat pipe use is that shown in Figure
2-45. A version of u was, unknown the author at a much later date first sug-
gested in Reference 13.
PLANAR ARRANGEMENT
OF DISTRIBUTED
PARABOLIC CONCENTRATORS
I
-PRIMARY REFLECTOR AND	 SOLAR CELLS
HEAT PIPE RADIATOR
0.6 '(2)- -	 —	 - --- -	 -	 -
.0. 4- -
^'0.2
w =- 0 -
z	 _.
-- -- - -^ -----i 0.5. -.. -1. 0 - ..1.5	 2 0	 2.5 -- 3.0	 3. 5
(0)	 -	 (2)	 (4)	 (6)	 (8)	 (1.0)	 (12)
-- — - --
	
--- - DISTANCE, ^I (FT)	 - -
Figure 2-45. Solar Concentrator Concept Suited to Heat Pipe Use.
The array consists of a number of small concentrating parabolic reflectors, 0.6m
x 1.2m (2 ft x 4 ft) in cross-section, arranged in a plane. The primary reflector
acts as a heat pipe radiator for the solar cells on the adjacent concentrator. For
a 50:1 concentrator, the solar cell strip is approximately 2.5 cm (one inch) wide.
The assumed heat pipe arrangement fir removing heat from the cells and distribut-
ing it to the heat pipe radiator is that shown in Figure 2-46. The heat pipe cross-
section is representative only. Other designs, such as a wide hea* pipe saddle,
are possible and could result in a lighter weight. The following sections discuss
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heat transport limitations, wick design, fluid selection, thermal modeling, and
solar cell-to-radiator temperature drops for this heat pipe application.
2.2.4.2.1 Heat Transport Limitations. Four limiting conditions have been identi-
fied for heat pipe performance (Reference 14). That is, the heat pipe will con-
tinue to operate under increasing heat loads until one of the following conditions
occurs: sonic limitation. entrainment limitation, wicking limitation, or boiling
limitation. The sonic limitation occurs when the working fluid vapor flovdng to
the condenser section reaches sonic velocity. The entrainment limitation occurs
with excessively high dynamic vapor pressure. In this case, some of the liquid
in the wick-return system is picked up and entrained in the vapor, which is
flowing in the opposite direction. Wicking limitation is reached when the pressure
drop due to resistance of liquid and vapor flows balances the capillary pumping
pressure. Boiling limitation occurs when the heat flux into the evaporator section
is great enough to cause nucleate boiling (bubbles), which interferes with the
liquid return.
RADIATOR	 I/"
FIN
MATERIAL	 R-0.658 CM
(0.259 IN)
R - 0.572 CM(0.225 IN)
R=0.480 CM(0.189 IN)
H---0.21 CM (0.082 IN)
0.086 CM (0.034 IN)
+ t
0. 658 CM
(0.259 IN)
t:
HEAT PIPE
SPACING TBD
'n
3. 05 CM
(1.20 IN) -^
Figure 2-46. Heat Pipe Arrangement Assumed for Analysis.
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For this application, the boiling limitation 18 the most likely of the four to be 
encountered because of the small solar cell (evaporator) area. The analysis, 
therefore, investigated the maximum flux the evaporator can accommodate without 
boiling, and the effects wicking design and fluid selection have on this max flux. 
The wicking limitation is also a potential limiting condition, but was not analyzed 
in this study. 
Reference 1 4  has developed in equation for boiling limitation maximum heat rate 
into the evaporator section, and this equation is given below: 
where: Qm, = max heat rate into evaporator, watts (Btulhr) 
Tg = vapor temperature, OK (OR) 
o = liquid surfcce tension, Kglm (lblft) 
Ke = effective radial thermal conductivity of the liquid filled wick, 
w lm-OK (Btulhr-ft-OF) 
Ze = evaporator length, m (ft) 
r i  = wick outer radius, m (ft) 
rg = wick inner radius, m (ft) 
hfg = heat of vaporization of the working fluid joulelKg (Btunb) 
pg - vapor density, ~ g l r n 3  (lb lft3) 
rb  = radius of wick capillary cavity where bubble originates, ft (taken to be 0.025 cm (0.01 inch) = 3.5 x 10-4m (8.33 x ft) 
J = conversion factor of 0.102 m - Kgljofe (778 ft-lb!Btu) for 
correct units 
2 .2 .4 .2 .2  Wick Configuration. The effective radial thermal conductivity of the 
fluid-fillet1 wick, Ke , is strongly dependent on the wick configuration. Equetion 
7 gives effective thermal conductivity for parallel paths of fluid and wick materid 
in an axial groove heat pipe. 
where: Kf = liquid thermal conductivity, wlm-OK (Btulhr-ft-OF) 
Kw = wick material thermal conductivity, wlm-OK (Htulhr-ft- OF) 
E = volume fraction of the liquid, dimensionless 
Equation 8 givos effective thermal conducti~ 'ty for distributed cylinders, arranged 
to form a screen, surrounded by the fluid. 
GDC/AST 81-019
Kf [Kf
 + Kw - (1 - 0 (Kf - Kw)]
Ke	 [Kf + Kw
 + (1 + e) (Kf - Kw)]	 (Eq. 8)
Effective thermal conductivities of 59 and 5.9 w/m- OK (40 and 3.4 Btu/hr-ft-OF)
were calculated for axial groove and screen aluminum/water heat pipes, respec-
tively. Because of the significantly higher conductivity, only axial groove heat
pipes were considered from this point on.
2.2.4.2.3 Fluid Selection. A number of potential heat pipe fluids were investi-
gated and eliminated. Water freezes at too high a temperature. Methane liquid
surface tension approaches zero at -840C (-1200F) and is only usable at tempera-
tures below this.
Ammonia has a vapor pressure of 13.8 x 105 N /m2 (200 psi) at 380C (1000F),
which is excessively high. The Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing fluorocarbons
FC-43, FC-75, and FC-78 have acceptably low vapor pressures and freezing tem-
peratures. They were compared for boiling limitation performance; i.e., for
maximum evaporator heat rate without boiling.
Equation 6 was used to calculate boiling limit maximum heat rate (which was then
converted to heat flux and equivalent suns) . At a gas temperature of 66 0C (15010F),
the fluids FC-43, FC-75, and FC-78 were found to accommodate heating equivalent
to 47.6, 8.1, and 3.6 suns. For a 50:1 concentration ratio and typical system
losses and efficiency, the teat pipe is required to remove heating approximately
equal to 31 suns. FC-43 was, therefore, selected as a suitable working fluid.
To determine how warm the evaporator temperature can be allowed to operate,
Equation 6 was also used to determine FC-43 boiling limit heating at 100 0C (2120F)
and 1500C (3020F) . Maximum fluxes corresponding to 38 suns (at 100 0C) and 25
suns (at 1500C) were calculated. The nature of the working fluid (FC-43) pro-
perties causes the allowable heat flux entering the evaporator to decrease with
increasing temperature. A concentrated solar flux of 31 suns could theoretically
be accommodated at a heat pipe evaporator temperature of 127 0C (2600F) . How-
ever, because of the uncertainty of rb (radius where bubble originates) in Equa-
tion 6 and for a margin of safety, 100 00 (2120F) will be taken as the maximum
allowable heat pipe evaporator temperature for this analysis.
2.2.4.2.4 Solar Cell-to-Heat Pipe Temperature Drops. Maximum operating tem-
perature of the solar cell is set by the maximum allowable evaporator temperature
(100 0C) plus the cell-to-heat pipe temperature drops. Note that the solar cell
operates at a greater efficiency at lower temperatures, but that this requires
thicker radiation fin material between heat pipes and/or closer heat pipe spacing,
both of which increase weight. Radiator fin sizing and heat pipe spacing are
covered in Subsection 2.3. The design point for this analysis is based on the
maximum allowable evaporator temperature which results in the lightest weight
per unit aperture area.
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The AT across the cell substrate is identical to that for the pumped coolant sys-
tem described in Subsection 2.2.4.1. Values are typically 1 to 10 0C (2 to 180F),
depending on the thermal conductivity of the substrate material (Figure 2-44) . A
cell substrate AT of 5 0C ( 90F) is taken to be a typical value for this example.
Similarly, the AT across the cell adhesive is also identical to that for the pumped
coolant system. Bond line AT was shown to be 5.30C (9.60F) for an Ablestick
preform adhesive "Ableform 506."
	 •
Radial temperature drop acrocae the liquid filled evaporator wick is given by the
following equation:
Te
 - T  = Q (ri - rg) / Fff Ke Ze (ri + rg) l
	
(Eq . 9)
where: Te
 = temperature of heat pipe wall at evaporator, OC (OF)
Tg
 = temperature of fluid vapor at evaporator, OC (OF)
Q = heat rate into the evaporator, watts (Btu/hr)
ri
 = inside radius of heat pipe wall = outside radius of wick, m (ft)
r  = radius of gas passageway = inside radius of wick, m (ft)
Ke = effective thermal conductivity of wick, w/m- OC (Btu/hr-ft-OF)
Ze
 = length of evaporator, m (ft)
At a heat flux into the heat pipe evaporator of approximately 30 suns (for Cr
50:1), the above equation gives a A temperature across a typical axial groove
wick of less than 1 0C (20F). Note that this AT compares to the 50-800C (90-1440F)
AT across a pumped coolant boundary layer as described in Subsection 2.2.4.1.
Maximum allowable cell operating temperature based on the heat pipe evaporator
boiling limitation is therefore 100 + 5 + 5 + 1 = 111 0C (2320F).
The foregoing analysis indicates that it is possible to conceive of attainable designs
— albeit massive ones — which could be developed into modular concentrating sys-
tems.
During the Task III modularity studies, these approaches were refined further
in an effort to minimize mass and cost.
2.2.5 OPERATING OPTIONS. During Task I, the preliminary power system re-
quirements for the 10-megawatt radar and 2.5 MW Space Construction Facility
were synthesized. These preliminary requirements assumed that ion engines were
utilized to accomplish GEO injection of the 10-MW Radar and LEO stationkeeping
of the Space Construction Facility. During Task II, these requirements were
synthesized more accurately, based on the data generated for array specific
powers, energy storage specific energies, and based on possible power system
topologies and power system to ion engine interfaces. These calculations continued
to support the use of ion engines in both configurations, as described below.
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2.2.5.1 Ion Engine GEO Orbital Transfer and LEO Orbital Stationkeeping. Be-
cause by ground rules, this study concerned itself with multimegawatt electrical
power systems, the natural first choice for a system to provide the thrust for
LEO to GEO transfer and LEO stationkeep is an electrical propulsion system. Both
Ion engine and MPD thrusters could have been considered, but, since the poten-
tial efficiency of ion engine systems appears to be greater (Reference 15) , they
were used as a study baseline. Later trades should be conducted to establish the
quantified benefits and liabilities of an MPD approach. However, with ISPs of
5,000 to 10,000 and efficiencies of 50%. even MPD systems seem to be beneficial
compared to chemical propulsion, as discussed in the following section.
2.2.5.2 Ion Engine Projections. The projections of argon electrical ion engine
propulsion technology have been described by Byers et al. (References 15 and
17) . In this study, their equations and results were used to develop the expected
spacecraft performance for the two study missions. Particular results that af-
fected the study were:
a. Argon engines that have a diameter of 50 cm, efficiency of 0.75, ISP of 5,000
at a net beam voltage of 900 VDC (V B) appear feasible, and were used in
system configuration development.
b. Beam and discharge voltages were regulated by the receiving AC power sup-
ply for the AC system, or by the DC regulator for the DC system.
c. Thruster and gimbal mass was assumed to be 27 kg based on Figure 4 of
Reference 6.
2.2.5.3 GEO Electrical Injection Calculations. Based on these projections, cal-
culations were then made of the Argon propellants mass, thruster quantity, form,
and cost of propellants transportation, and mass for the 10-MW space radar GEO
orbit injection; total system mass was 141,000 kg, as shown in Table 2-6, which
lists the breakdown of these mass properties.
2.2.5.4 Chemical Injection. A calculation of the mass of propellants required to
inject the Space Radar into GEO orbit using chemical propulsion was also made.
At ISPs of 450, the indicated total system mass would be about 443,000 kg, using
a tank engine and electronics mass fraction of 0.12. Table 2-7 summarizes this
data.
The chemical system orbital trajectory was based on a nine-burn injection with a
25-hour coast phase, as was developed in a study of low thrust OTV concepts for
GEO injection (Reference 18) .
For both the electrical and chemical systems, the cost to GEO orbit was also cal-
culated, including the cost of money for the orbital transfer time, assuming a
$1, 000 M spacecraft investment, $1, 000/kg shuttle transportation cost, and 15%
interest rate.
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Table 2-6. Mass Properties for the 10 Megawatt Radar--Electrical Ion Engine
E	
Propulsion Injection with an AC Power Management System.
'► ,	 10 Megawatt Solar Array — Small, modular, low-light-loss 	 55,000
concentrator
Radar Membrane Array — Orientation drive and electronics 	 71000
Power Management System	 52,000
Argon Ion Engines and Gimbals, at a 5, 000 ISP, VB = 900	 3,000
VDC, 50 cm diameter, 108 thrusters @ 27 Kg each
Storage /Tankage /Structure /Miscellaneous	 81000
Subtotal	 125,000
f	 Argon Propellant Mass	 16,000
141,000
Trip time
30 days with continuous thrust, more likely 60 days
with intermittent thrusting and extra velocity to be
gained.
Total Cost to Orbit plua Money Cost	 $200 M
Table 2-7. Mass Properties for the 10 Megawatt Radar —
Chemical Propulsion Injection.
10 Megawatt Solar Array — Small, modular, low-light-loss 	 55, 000 Kg
concentrator
Radar Membrane Array — Orientation drive and electronics 	 7,000 Kg
AC Power Management System or DC IDC Power Management 40,000 Kg
Emergency Storage/Elect.-onics 	 2,000 Kg
Electronics, Engine/Tank Mass at 0.12 Mass Fraction 	 36,000 Kg
Subtotal	 140, 000 Kg
Propellant Mass at 450 ISP (Hydrogen/Oxygen, 1990s 	 303,000 Kg
projection)	 ---
Total	 443,000 Kg
Trip Time	 6 days
Total Cost to Orbit plus Money Cost 	 $440 M
The data shown in the tables clearly indicates the benefits of electrical propuls
for the 10-NW Radar Mission.
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2.2.5.5 LEO Space Construction Facility. The Space Construction Facility re-
quires engines to maintain it in low earth orbit against the drag forces caused by
the reaction between the upper atmosphere and the large planar arrays, which
it would be fabricating and assembling in space. To minimize gravity gradient
effects, the large space structure under construction would probably be assem-
bled outward from the bottom of the spacecraft (towards the earth). Since the
majority of the mass of the system riculd come from the array under construction,
crew quarters, and construction materials to counteract the drag forces should
be located where they can thrust the spacecraft away from the earth's horizontal
plane. By locating them on two truss frames as shown in Figure 2-47, the thrust
vector can be kept along the center of gravity of the composite system of arrays
and spacecraft modular components. Because these components comprise the
major mass, it is assumed that, for this facility, if electrical propulsion station-
keeping is utilized, all the engine power will transverse through the rotary joint.
Based on this conceptual design, calculations of the benefits and liabilities of
electrical and chemical stationkeeping were made.
2.2.5.6 Stationkeeping for the Space Construction Facility using Chemical or
Electrical Stationkeeping Engines. As discussed in Subsection 2. 1, large solar
arrays in the megawatt class will have a significant amount of drag that could
cause their premature reentry before tYey have been transported out of low earth
orbit to GEO synchronous orbit. To provide a stationkeeping acceleration, either
chemical or electrical propulsion could be employed. Calculations were made of the
amount of propellants and the cost of transporting the propellants to LEO using
the shuttle for both chemical and electrical propulsion systems. The mass pro-
perties of the combined Space Construction Facility and 10-MW radar given in
Table 2-6 were used to compute both the drag of the combined system and the
propellant mass and transportation cost. The velocity loss caused by drag was
decreased to 0.2 meter/sec/orbit because of the increased total mass of the en-
tire system.
2.2.5.7 Chemical Propulsion Versus Electrical Propulsion. For the chemical sys-
tem, a hydrazine ISP of 235 was assumed to be the Tutu imam possible value that
might be obtained. Tank and engine mass fractions of 0.12 were again used.
2.2.5.8 Electrical Pro ulsion . For electrical propulsion, the characteristics of
the argon ion engine system were assumed to be identical to those described in
Subsection 2.2.5.2, namely:
a. Argon engines that have a diameter of 50 cm, efficiency of 0. 75, ISP of 5,000
at a net beam voltage of 900 VDC (V B ) appears feasible and were used in
system configuration development.
b. Beam and discharge voltages were regulated by the receiving AC power sup-
ply for the AC system or by a DC regulator for the DC system.
c. Thruster and gimbal mass characteristics can be predicted from Figure
of Reference 16.
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THRUST	 LEO
DIRECTION
	 STATION.
KEEPING
BASELINE ION
PLANAR	 ENGINES
ARRAY
Q'
50M
I ^
00M
• DRAG ANALYSIS ESTABLISHED
THAT CHEMICAL STATIONKEEPING
COULD REQUIRE UP TO 2 X 10 6 KG
OF PROPELLANTS FOR 20-YEAR
LIFE.
• ELECTRICAL PROPULSION
EQUIVALENT MASS - 100,000 KG
NOTE PROVIDES CONTINUOUS ION
STATIONKEEPING. FINAL TRADES
MAY SUBSTITUTE MORE ENGINES
(OFF IN THE SHADE), AND REDUCE
STORAGE TO 0.2 MW HR
SUPPORT TRUSSES
• 1.0 MW AVERAGE POWER
• 150 KW FOR SCF MODULES
• 750 KW FOR DRAG COMPENSATION
• 2.35 MW ARRAY
• 0.7 MW HR ENERGY STORAGE
264 7702
Figure 2-47. LEO Mission Concept Space Construction Facility.
Based on these projections and estimates, the propellant masses and transporta-
tion costs at $1,000/kg shown in Table 2-7 were calculated, projecting ion engine
system costs of $13,500/kg for electri al systems (Reference 19) and hydrazine
engine costs of $12,000 per 6-pound thruster.
The conclusions reached from these updated calculations were that ion engine
propulsion paid for itself in about 6 months and thereafter was less costly. There-
fore, the power system structuring was accomplished using ion engine electrical
propulsion requirements for both missions.
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2.2.6 GEOSYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONAL MODES. Figure 2-46 shows the three
possible geosynchronous operational modes. One mode is the normal mode used
by geosynchronous satellites today. In this mode, the satellite rotates in the
equatorial plane of the earth. A second possible mode is to drive the satellite
with the ione engine systems so the satellite itself maintains sun synchronism.
The effectiveness of this approach depends on the ultimate ISP of the ion engine
system developed. For a system with an ISP of 3000, 15,000 kilograms per year
of propellants would be required. However, if ISPs can be increased, perhaps
this propellant usage would go down, and the sun-synchronous approach becomes
more beneficial. Note that in this sun-synchronous mode, the satellite is actually
inclined enough from the equatorial plane to avoid the shadow of the earth. The
third operational mode involves simply the spaced apart placement of the two
satellites, and the acceptance of the midnight power outage during the time inter-
val when utilization on the earth has become significantly less.
2.2.7 OPERATING OPTIONS — PLANAR SILICON ARRAYS. There are several
possible operating options that are reasonable alternatives to consider for the
LEO and GEO spacecraft.
TWO SPACECRAFT WITH 	 SUN$YNCHRONOUS
POWER OUTAGE AT MIDNIGHT
APPLIED ,AV PER DAY (M/SEC)
• ENERGY S1 ORAGE DOUBLES INITIAL
MASS -120,000 KGA
• DOUBLES TRANSFER TIME
• ENERGY STORAGE LIFETIME OF 10 YEARS
MAKES THE TWO CONCEPTS ABOUT
EQUIVALENT
• REQUIRES HALF THE TOTAL MASS
• USES INJECTION ION ENGINES FOR
THEIR REMAINING LIFE (IF 15,000
HR LIFE, THEY SHOULD LAST 20 YEARS)
• REQUIRES 7,500 KG/YEAR PROPELLANTS
264,770-3
Figure 2-48. Three Geosynchronous Operational Modes are Feasible.
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One of these involves the servicing of the spaoecra,,, at approximately 4-year in-
tervals to add modules to the photovoltaic arrays and to the energy storage sys-
tems to supplement degraded arrays /batteries. The advantage of this approach
is that the cost of the supplemental hardware would be incurred later in the life
cycle, and the higher cost of overdesigned hardware avoided. In addition, the
added hardware would start its life cycle at peak efficiency, rather than in a
degraded condition. Therefore, Planar silicon array costs were based on this
approach.
Since the orbital injection degradation of the silicon arrays would require over-
sizing them by 50%, the operating option selected was to first inject a 10-MW
radar with BOL LEO capability of about 20-MW, then, at 4-year intervals, main-
tain the array generation capability with orbital transfer vehicle supplied supple-
mental modules. No attempt was made to optimize this interval and its ooverslide
interaction. Later studies. with more accurate costing, could accomplish this
analysis.
2.2.8 POWER GENERATION SYNTHESIS AND EVALUATION. The iast subtask
for Task II involved the analysis of the various component technologies for the
three concept configurations (Planar Array, Large Trough, and Modular Trough).
2.2.8.1 Planar Array Component Technologies. The planar array baseline uses
silicon solar cells combined with a kapton blanket stretched between truss mem-
bers with a 15-meter spacing between members. The baseline array assumes that
the 18% efficient cells at Air Mass One (AM1) described in recent laboratory news
releases can be qualified and upgraded to be 16 to 17% efficient in space at IOC
(36°C GEO and 60°C LEO) (see Silicon data sheet in Appendix A). The launch
packaging of the baseline system appears to be accomplishable in a volumetrically
efficient manner since the trusses would be fabricated from rolls and spools of
material that have relatively high mass densities. For example. the estimated
density for cap material is approximately 6.06 IWO, while the ideal shuttle den-
sity is 0.003 lb /in3 . Likewise, the estimated density of rolls of solar blankets
would be on the order of 0.03 lb/in 3 . The estimated number of flights to orbit
planar arrays can then be based on the shuttle cargo payload bay mass capability.
The 15 meter truss spacing of the planar array was established for two reasons;
they are:
a, Reasonable maximum for the width of a roll of solar cell blankets when pack-
aged in the shuttle, compared to the 17-meter length of the cargo bay.
b. Calculations of the g-level capability of a 150-meter truss when loaded with
the solar blanket shows that the torsional ::ap buckling load capability of 600
lb was not exceeded. (The yield point is 900 lb, but a safety factor of 1.5
was used) . To allow the 0.0058 loads required when thicker and heavier
solar cells are used, the cap thickness of the baseline space-fabricated beam
was changed from 0.76 mm (0. 030  in .) to 0.93 mm (0. 036  in .) and truss height
from 1.18M ( 3.87 ft) to 1.62m ( 5.31 ft) . The beam mass per unit length in-
creased from 0.87 kg/m 2 to 1.15 kg/m 2
 for planar arrays. For concentrators
with even heavier mass per unit area, a truss mass of 3.5 kg/m was used.
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The study did not attempt to particularly optimise the thickness of the coverslides
to be ampioyed versus cost versus radiation degradation over time. The rationale
was simply that these factors will depend on economic factors prevailing at the
time of the decision, such as discounted rates of return, cost of money. and cost
of the ion engines. Instead. a GBO baseline with 0.15 mm ooverslides was used
for comparison purposes. This represents the transit time from LBO to GBO and
was based on using the full 10-megawatt output capability of the array to drive
the 104 ion engines, but only with a duty cycle of 101 of the orbital time, i.e.,
the trip time used by Byers, et.al ., in Reference 17 was increased one order of
magnitude, to calculate the proton radiation exposure that was than averaged,
based on the data from Table 2-8 ( Reference 20) to be 2 x 11 16 equivalent i MBV
electrons per year. This 4osages results in the efficiency chain loss of about
58%, as shown in Figures 2-49 and 2-50. The reader is cautioned that this esti-
mate may be somewhat pessimistic, later trajectory studies may decrease exposure
time. It could also be optimistic. V ISPs 5000 seconds are not achieved. None-
theless, such a severe degradation would make today's silicon technology less
attractive. On the other hand, for the LBO mission, withost this exposure, the
silicon blankets are significantly more attractive.
2.2.8.1.1 Cost of the Baseline Planar Array. The cost of the baseline planar
array was estimated using conservative factors. The intent was to consider the
alternative approaches and evaluate them against a baseline whose cost attain-
ability is not in question.
Today's space solar arrays typically cost $300 to $500 per watt. Costing studies
of the arrays reveal these costs are split roughly 50-50 between the cost of the
solar cells themselves and the cost of the cover slides, blanket, module assembly,
and assembly and test. The solar cells. made of single crystal a+_-on, are cur-
rently becoming available terrestrially at $8 to $14 per watt. Even when the cost
of space requirements (such as weldability, wraparound contacts and more string-
ent quality) are added, the cost should be $20 to $50 per watt for reasonable
volume, therefore, an optimistic $20 per watt will be used for the cell. This cost
will be doubled to include the cost of cell assembly on the blanket. Total cost will
be raised to $40 per watt.
2.2.8.1.2 Alternative Planar Array Configurations. Several alternate planar
array configurations were considered in addition to the baseline
a. Lower efficiency, low-cost silicon approaches
b. Planar and CR=2 Gallium Arsenide configurations
c. Encapsulated blanket approaches
d. Honeycomb panel arrays
e. Multibar d planar CR=2 arrays
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The alternatives were scoped to provide a se-lection of possible configurations
from the baseline it;; to relatively higher risk options. Some are theoretical only
(multi-bandgap cells for example) and have not been demonstrated yet in the
laboratory.
2.2.8.1.3 Advanced Silicon Technologies. The DOE/JPL Low Cost Solar Array
Program is developing silicon solar cell technology in several areas applicable to
space usage. Ribbon cells, using EFG or dentritic webs promise lower cost. So
do amorphous cells. These processes, as they will exist i,i 1990s, initially pro-
duce either single crystal, polycrystaline, or amorf,hcus wi-fers.. With laser
ichniques, the polycrystaline and amorphous wafers may be annealable into single
..rystal surfaces. Since the 1985, DOE goals specify initiatives across the entire
scope of this activity. This study assumes that the technology and cost of silicon
cells will, by 1990, be driver to the point where the manufacture of cells can be
accomplished' for $0.5/watt, plus space requirements and standards, that would
raise the price to $5-$20/watt.
Transportation Costs for Advanced Silicon Cells. The silicon technologies con-
sidered included alternatives that assumed that terrestrial laser annealing of cells
will accomplish what will be alternatives it .^ l hich the cells remain polycrystaline
and amorphous. The basel-r.e array area would be increased to accommodate the
lower efficiency cells. Less nbvious is the effect of radiation on the life of such
systems and how they could be "space qualified."
For purposes of this study, the assumption is made that "space qualification" will
introduce cost of $35/watt for the cells, just as in the case of the baseline and
that the baseline and that the savings in cell cost of $151watt are offset by extra
transportation costs of $5/watt and extra assembly and test costs of $201m 2 (the
array is twice as large).
The conclusion is that the decreased efficiency that would require increased flights
and increased assembly costs will always cost more totally than the cell cost sav-
ings. Note that this conclusion is only valid for lower efficiency cells. If laser
annealed or largely single crystal ribbons can be fabricated, the distinction is
lost, and these approaches should then be "spaced qualified".
2.2.8.1.4 Single Bandgap Gallium Arsenide. By the 1990s, single bandgap GaAlAs
cells with efficiencies of 16% (air mass zero, 125°C) could reduce the area require-
ments of the planar array blanket about 45%.
Since Gallium Arsenide density using 50-um cells adds 16% to the specific t^rray
mass. an
 extra 7% penalty is paid. This penalty is made up by the improved
radiation performance of the Gallium Arsenide, which is assumed to be self anneal-
ing, or reanneal able using heating circuits and, therefore, does not exhibit the
approximately 5-7$ loss caused by the 5-year radiation flux that degrades the
silicon. (The 6-7$ assume, silicon array supplements at 5-year inte^vials as dis-
cussed in the operating options section) .
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Galium Arsenide Planar Array Mass. The Gallium Arsenide planar array mass has
been estimated based on the same blanket and trues concept used for the silicon
planar arrays. The cells themselves have a higher mass (129%) due to the 5.3
gm/cm 3
 density of Gallium Arsenide, however, the cover slides are thinner, be-
cause self annealing of the GaA}As is assumed. The array design factor was also
assumed to be 0.95; it accounts for intercell spacing for thermal expansion.
2.2.8.1.5 Low Concentration Ratio Gallium Arsenide Concentrators. A Gallium
Arsenide concentration system with a concentration ratio of about two as proposed
for one of the SPS prototype concepts is a viable planar type option. The mass
of the system is slightly lower than the planar array mass, since the extra mass
of trusses required to position the mylar mirrors is offset by the reduced blanket
mass of one half of the number of solar cells. This discussion assumes that the
geometry of the array is as shown in Figure 2-51. Array design factor was as-
sumed to be 0.9; the additional 0.05 is caused by temperature mismatch power
loss. Low radiation degradation is assumed (0.98),  due to the self annealing
characteristic of the Gallium Arsenide at 125 0C or at a slightly higher temperature
with electronic annealing.
The first order analysis of the area required for Gallium Arsenide arrays indicates
blanket areas of 47,000 and 23,500 m 2 for CRs of 1 and 1.9 respectively. Because
Gallium cost $40/watt for 10 times the price of silicon, cells cost of $20 to $401watt
seems more reasonable for the 1-10 megawatt systems. This price accounts for
the extra costs associated with space qualification and the yield loss. To keep
the comparison with silicon consistent, $4,000/m 2 is used for blanket assembly
and test cost.
264.770.4
Figure 2-51. CR=2 Geometry.
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2.2.8.1.6 Plan_ ar Multi-Bandgap Arrays. Planar multi-bandgap arrays are con-
figurable with the hypothetical multi-bandgap cells being investigated at Hughes
Research, Varian, and several universities. Two alternates were considered; a
variation of the baseline planar array and a low concentration (CR =2) linear trough
similar to the SPS Gallium Arsenide alternate. The first order analysis of the
configurations assumed that the planar array would operate at approximately 36°C
in GEO and 60°C in LEO and the linear trough at approximately 125°C in both
orbits. The cells were assumed to be stacked with a series Vmp at 28°C AMO of
1.1 + 0.8 + 0.5 VDC . The temperature coefficient for the three series cells was
Included in the calculations provided by Varian Associates. (See Appendix C).
The r- i4ption environment was assumed to cause insignificant degradation; cir-
cuit - !..aing provided will self anneal briefly when the array has degraded 2 to
3%. Cover slide density was a low 5.6 X 10- 3 gm1cm2 (2.6 X 10-3 gm/cm 3) .
With these assumptions, first order calculations for the GEO planar array would
require 36,000 m of area and have a mass of 61,200 kg. The cost of manufactur-
ing multi-bandgap cells was assumed higher than silicon or Gallium Arsenide be-
cause of the many process steps — and insentive to quantity reductions, which
normally would occur because of increased yield. A value of $1001watt will re-
main appropriate. Thus, cost benefits do not appear to be likely for this techno-
logy; the drivers and benefits will more likely come from the fact that gain in
performance may benefit SEPS or FETS type missions if a lower thickness cell can
eventually be made.
2.2.9 LARGE PARABOLIC TROUGHS. Task II evaluated large parabolic trough
concentrators to see whether economies of scale could provide significant benefits.
Figure 2-52 shows the configuration evaluated. Cross-members run the length
of the trough to support aluminized Mylar which reflects incident insolation onto
the solar cells which lie along the focal line of the trough. Radiators on both the
far and near side radiate waste heat from the solar cells. The solar cells them-
selves were actively cooled using fluid cooling loops. The basic problem associ-
ated with the configuration turned out to be the mass of the radiators (refer to
Subsection 2.2.12, Figure 2-64) . Because of the requirements for micrometeoroid
protection, they were large and relatively massive compared to concentrating and
planar array approaches with smaller cell sizes apertures.
2.2.9.1 Hybrid Approaches. In an effort to try to establish whether reduced
radiator size could be achieved, two configurations were evaluated that used the
waste heat provided by the cooling system to drive Rankine turbine systems.
Figure 2-53 is a graph of data provided by the Sunstrand Corporation for the
upscaling of their "KIPS" Rankine Combined Rotating Unit Mass. This unit in-
cludes the Turbine, Generator, and Condenser. From the data asemptote, a
specific mass of 7 kg/kW was obtained and used for the hybrid system calcula-
tions. The first hybrid provided solar cells on the primary target area as part
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of the Mylar blanket. The solar cells themselves reflected waste heat because of
blue-red filters on their front surface, and in this way the portion of the solar
spectrum unused by the solar cells could provide heat to the turbine system (see
Figure 2-54 and Table 2-9) . This heat was collected along the focal line of the
parabola. In the second configuration, the mirror itself remained. aluminized
Mylar (see Figures 2-55 and 2-56) . Cells at the secondary focal line simply ab-
sorbed the entire spectrum, and an attempt was made to use the waste heat by
driving a Rankine turbine. In both cases, the amount of radiator area required
to radiate the waste heat, and its mass, offset the gains provided by the Rankine
system turbine.
2.2.9.2 Paraboloids of Revolution. The fourth large-scale configuration con-
sidered utilized a paraboloid of revolution to focus energy in three dimensions on
the focus of the mirror system. It is shown in Figure 2-57. The system uses
the thermophotovoltaic approach developed by Stanford University. The energy
illuminates a 2,100° Kelvin absorber that then reradiates energy at its black body
temperature to a surrounding group of silicon solar cells. Because the energy of
illumine,ion peaks near the bandgap of the silicon cells, the system may have very
high efficiencies, when it is compared with normal silicon cells up-radiated with
the normal solar spectrum. Nonetheless, there is considerable waste heat required
to be dissipated from the silicon cells during the operation of the system, and
this makes for large massive radiators just as in the case of the parabolic trough
concentrators. In addition, the 2, 1000 Kelvin illuminator has some concerns as-
sociated with its life. This is because the tungsten absorber element involved
has a lifetime that has been estimated by various researchers at from 7-10 years
(Reference 21) . Another concern is whether the pointing angle error might cause
destruction of the truss assembly holding the illuminator and cell assembly. The
problem is that this significant amount of energy might actually cause the supports
to melt. This is not true of other concentrating configurations considered, be-
cause the concentration ratio is not as high as the concentration ratio of about
2,000 required for the large thermophotovoltaic concentrator. Figure 2-58 shows
the efficiency chain projected for the thermophotovoltaic concentrator. Notice
that the specific power is relatively high, but that ultimate costs will probably be
affected by the significantly higher risk.
2.2.10 MODULAR TROUGH CONCENTRATORS. The most effective approach
developed during Tzsks II and III was a small, low-light-loss parabolic louver
concentrator. As defined during Task III, this approach used a series of para-
bolic louvers to reflect sunlight to a single-band, dual-band, or multi-bandgap
cell configuration (Figure 2-59). The benefits of this concept over others con-
sidered were:
a. The concentration ratio of between 30 and 100 permitted a reduction in total
solar cell area and its attendant cost reduction, while at the same time en-
abling a cell operating temperature of between 90 and 100°C, with a reason-
able specific power ( 250 W /kg) when constructed from mirror whose thickness
is between 0.25 and 0.5 mm (10 to 20 mils) .
a
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b. Geometrically, the system should show low aperture light loss. Since there
are no Cassegrainian secondary reflectors, the aperture blockage and absorp-
tion losses in Cassegrainian designs are avoided. From a constructability
viewpoint, the mirror radiator louvers are modularizable, can be assembled
in space using a supporting truss structure, and are self supporting — less
extra structure is required to hold them aligned.
c. Inherent shielding from natural radiation: The 20 -mil thick trough louver to
which the solar cell substrate is attached, along with the substrate itself,
should provide up to an average of between 0.75 and 1 m ( 30 and 40 mils)
shielding on the backside of each solar cell. The sides of the cells are shielded
by the reflectors, which provide a minimum of 0.25mm (10 mils) shielding.
Coverslides could increase this front surface shielding.
The recommended mini-trough design has an additional benefit — one that involves
how it is pointed to receive the solar insolations .
2.2.10 . 1 Concentrator Pointing Strategies. The geometrical design of a concen-
trating solar array must be compatible with the spacecraft orbital geometry and its
overall relationship to the ecliptic plane and the direction of the sun. Since this
geometry changes with the seasons, the approach to the overall design should be
compatible with this seasonal change. Figure 2 -60 shows the relationship of the
sun to the earth during winter. For a spacecraft with a rotary solar array joint
in GEO or LEO, three options are possible that could accommodate the geometrical
variations, there are:
a. Option 1 — A single rotary joint can be utilized, with its axis (the spacecraft
pitch axis) oriented normal to the plane cf the orbit. Then, as the spacecraft
rotates, the array counter-rotation in the opposite direction just compensates
for this, and the array remains facing the sun. Depending on the season,
it will be from the direction of the sun by an angle of from 0 degrees (during
the spring and autumn equinoxes) to up to 23 . 5 for GEO in July and Decem-
ber) . In July and December, the tilt angle of 23 . 5 degrees causes the effec-
tive insolation incident upon the array plane to be decreased by cos 23.5 (8%) .
This loss is compensated for by the fact that problems associated with the
other two strategies are avoided. The control and coordinate strategy of
many three axis stabilized satellites launched today — specifically, FLTSATCOPA,
Intelsat V, RCA SATCOMS, Communication Technology Satellite, and European
OTS, utilize this single rotary joint approach.
b. Option 2 — The array can be designed with two gimbals and two rotary joints
so that as the seasons change, the second compensates for the change in tilt
angle. This strategy has obvious mass penalties, momentum interaction
penalties, and reliability disadvantages (extra rotary joint) .
c. Option 3 — The spacecraft can be aligned so that its single rotary joint axis
is aligned normal to the plane of the ecliptic.
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The penalties associated with this option are that one of the benefit.a of geo-
synchronous orbits is that the shifting antenna pointing over the orbit can be
avoided. It is desirable to ovoid extra antenna gimbals, and their momentum/
angle interactions irotary joints, etc. Further, this option requires that the
total angular momentum vector must be adjusted so that it is normal to the plane
f the orbit; therefore, extra momentum storage is required.
For LEU orbits inclined at 28 degrees, the same alternative strategies can be
considered. Namely, they are:
a. Two gimbals
b. One gimbal, sun pointing
c. One gimbal, earth pointing (see Figure 2-60)
The two gimbal systems have the same penalties at LEO that they have at GEO —
extra mass and momentum interactions, which are desirable.
Of the single-gimbal systems, an earth-pointing spacecraft system has advantages,
since gravity gradients remain constant, and, if the larger masses hang down
from the array (toward the earth), the system is neutrally stabilized.
Since an infinite number of 28 degrees inclinations are possible, the 28 degrees
inclination closest to the ecliptic should be considered first. This constrains the
launch time but does not impact performance. It also suggests a 4.5 degree
pointing angle (28-23.5 degrees) tolerance along the array axis is desirable.
Now, consider the mini-trough geometry. If the single rotary joint axis is aligned
along the trough axis, as shown in Figure 2-59, and the axis of the rotary joint
is aligned normal to the orbital plane, the rotary joint can keep the array properly
pointed as the spacecraft orbits, even if the body of the spacecraft points toward
the earth. The LEO ±4.5-degree pointing error and GEO ±23-degrees pointing
error will cause the light to fall on different cells along the trough, with losses
due to edge loss, defocusing, and non-normal (cosine) pointing. Since these
should be less than 10%, the mini-trough accommodates these pointing errors with
only one gimbal, without the extra mass of two gimbals and without constraining
the spacecraft pointing. Both the GEO and LEO systems can work the same sim-
ple fashion utilized by today's single-gimbal axis spacecraft.
2.2.11 EFFICIENCY CHAINS. The efficiency chains shown in Figures 2-61 to
2-64 were developed to document the calculations for the preceding configurations.
They include seasonal variation caused by the cosine loss resulting from the
orbital plane and by variation of insolation at aphelion, all efficiencies at the ex-
pected operating temperatures, and degradation and array design factors.
The chains indicate the expected result two-cell and multi-band configurations
will out perform (have higher efficiencies) single-cell configurations. and calcula-
tions of truss, blanket heat radiator/mirror mass for the geometrics .
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These charts indicate that the most attractive configurations for GEO radar are
based on then Gallium Arsenide technology, followed by silicon planar arrays,
followed by concentrators. Although concentrators were heavy for this Task II
analysis, later modularity studies in Task III provided versions with almost the
same mass as silicon fcr the GEO mission.
2.2.12 MASS PROPERTIES. Figures 2-65 to 2-68 show the results of geometrical
analysis of the preceding configurations, and calculations of truss, blanket heat
radiator/mirror mass for the geometrics.
2.2.13 COSTS. Figures 2-69 and 2-70 provide cost estimate data for the three
power generation options. They show that the cost of concentrators is lowest.
This is a significant driver when a new mission. such as the radar, is being
developed. If cost can't be lowered then some of the benefits which the nations
should be reaping from the space program will not be realized.
2.2.14 ENERGY STORAGE. Three types of energy storage components were
considered as possible concepts for meeting the LEO SCF energy storage require-
ments — batteries, fuel cells, and flywheels (see Figure 2-71). Batteries with
solid anode and cathode plate materials typically have limited cycle lives more
suitable to higher orbits including GEO with fewer cycles, in LEO, they must be
restocked at varying intervals. Fuel cells are less efficient, requiring more array
area and larger radiators for waste heat rejection. Flywheels are efficient and
very long life; however, their specific energy is limited because the energy stored
cannot exceed the elastic limit of the material or catastrophic failure occurs. Dur-
ing Task II, the advantages of flywheels were significant enough to make them
the initially recommended choice (Figure 2-72) .
A review of this data, and consideration of the large penalties being paid for
transportation to orbit, led to the decision to investigate other high energy den-
sity systems during tasks III & IV. They were:
• ZN BR` systems
• Li MS systems — in particular Li FeS2
• Na S.
2.2.15 10-MEGAWATT RADAR POWER SYSTEM SYNTHESIS. The 10-megawatt
radar system requires power conditioning for the ion engines which inject it into
its GEO orbit and power conditioning on the radar array to convert the higher
voltage power from the photovo; Laic system to the voltages required by the radar
module. Table 2-10 lists the components considered for use in the system. Two
alternate component configurations were initially considered for the system. They
were:
a. An all DC system with power for the ion engine beam voltage and discharge
currents provided by DC to DC regulators and radar power provided at the
radar modules by a separate set of DC to DC converters.
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b. A split inverter AC system with one set of DC /AC drivers that delivered AC
to receivers at the radar low voltage system and with on array regulators for
the ion engines.
In a split AC system, described in Reference 22, the entire power system is de-
signed as a single, distributed resonant converter. A multimodule unidirectional,
four-quadrant coverter driving a resonant circuit, including the source and load
transformers and power transmission buses, converts DC into high frequency AC
(like the usual front half of any resonant DC-DC converter) . Unidirectional,
four-quadrant converter modules are transformer-coupled to the transmission
system at the load end to provide the loads with either DC or any frequency and
format AC, depending on their individual requirements. (This end is equalent
to the load-end half of a DC-DC converter.) A typical multiple-driver, multiple-
receiver system is shown in Figure 2-73.
Notice that the rotary transformer not only provides frictionless power transfer
across the array rotary joint but also serves as the load inductance of the AC re-
sonant converter. Rotary transformer efficiencies of 0.98 were projected, although
data was sparse. For example, air gap losses for alternators are only briefly
mentioned in standard textbooks. Apparently they were ignored quantitatively
because they were not significant compared to other losses.
Review of these configurations revealed several alternate topologies which would
be considered as a part of modularization activities during the next study phase .
They were:
a. Consideration of the topology of Figure 2-74 for the AC system. In this
topology, a single set of AC drivers drives both the ion engine regulators
and the radar power supply modules for the 10-megawatt radar. Advantages
appeared to be lower mass for the ion engine power conditioning portion of
the circuitry.
b. Consideration of wing topology modularity levels compatible with on-array
electrical annealing of solar cells and with lowest possible mass and cost.
c. Consideration of alternate array and transmission voltage levels. Higher
array voltages (900V) will minimize transmission losses and may permit in-
creased ion engine specific impulse, thus reducing propellant mass; but they
are also less safe, susceptible to arcing, and, for the DC system, they in-
crease LEO plasma losses. Of these issues, lethality is certainly one to be
considered carefully; it is also difficult to evaluate. For this study, it was
decided to consider both higher and lower distribution /array voltages, and
estimate the increased mass cost of lower voltage approaches, along with the
higher voltage alternate topologies. This task was accomplished in Task III.
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2.3 TECHNOLOGY GOALS — SENSITIVITY TRADES AND ANALYSES
Figure 2-75 shows how technology goals and benefits were developed.
INFYT
TASK H
2.7.1
• IDENTIFY COMPONEI• PUPOW sENSmVITY
ALTERNATIVE TRAOEE/ANALTEIE TECHNOLOGY OOAIs
POWER STSTIM
— TNRAMAL MINT — COMPINNSONSCONCEPTSUPOW ANO
COMPONENT — ENVINON. INTERACTION — CONCLUSION$
TECHNOLOGIES — sEIIVICEMILITY
— NOOULARITY/ Unc REVIEW. NEVISIOhs
COMMONALITY As REOWREO. ANO APPM
— sTONIAGE/"PLOY/
AssNRY
— CREW SAFETY
2.7.2	 2.7.7
it I	 • IDENTIFY POTENTIAL
	
— EACH TECHNOLOGY 	 t0 TASK IV
— COMBINED TECH.
Figure 2-75. Technology Goals.
Trades and sensitivity studies conducted to optimize the various concepts con-
sidered in the evaluation included: Thermal management; environmental inter-
actions; constructability, storage, and assembly on orbit; safety; and modularity.
2.3.1 THERMAL MANAGEMENT. The power generation, energy storage, and
bower management and control systems are all affected by the approach taken to
their thermal management.
2.3.1.1 Thermal Management for the Power Generation System. The power gen-
eration options considered included planer arrays and concentrators as previously
discussed. For the planer array cases, the study projected that no significant
changes would be made in lowering the temperature of planer arrays beyond that
experienced by today's planer arrays and initially projected during Task II. In
particular, it was projected that the average emmisivity might run around 0.7
(0.9 for the back surface and 0.4 for the front surface). As a result, the LEO
array temperature is expected to be approximately 60°C while the array is operat-
ing in the sunlight, and the GEO temperature should average around 30°C during
insolation periods.
2.3.1.2 Thermal Management System Sizing for Large Concentrators. Solar cell
thermal management systems identified in Subsection 2.2 were analyzed to deter-
mine pumped coolant radiator size, heat pipe spacing, and heat pipe radiator skin
thickness. The following sections shown the extremely large pumped coolant
radiator sizes required, and describe the thermal and weight effects of varying
pipe spacing and skin thicknesses of the heat pipe system.
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2.3.1.2.1 Pumped Coolant Radiator Sizing. A method for sizing pumped coolant
space radiators was developed at Convair in an earlier study (Reference 23) .
The equations giving heat rejection per unit radiator area as a function of inlet,
outlet, and environmental sink temperature is given below
Q/A =
2onfCTs (Ti-To)
To	 i	 1	 (Ti-Ts) (To +Ta)
	
tan-1 Ts -tan-i Ts + 2 Rn (Ti+Ts)(To-Ts)	 (Eq. 10)
where
Q/A = heat rejection flux, watts/m 2
 (Btu/hr-ft2)
a	 = Stefan-Boltzman constant, watts/m 2 - °K 4 (Btu/hr-ft2-OR4)
of = radiator fin efficiency = actual heat rejection /heat rejection if the
entire radiator fin temperature were that of the coolant at the fin
base = .90
C	 = radiator surface emittance = .85
Ts
 = sink temperature, °K (OR)
Ti = inlet temperature, °K (OR)
To = outlet temperature, °K (OR)
Calculations to determine (a) the coolant temperature rise as it passes across the
solar cells, and (b) radiator sink temperature for low-earth and geosynchronous
orbits (LEO and GEO), are required before proceeding with the radiator sizing
equation.
a. Coolant Temperature Rise — Coolant temperature increase is given by the ab-
sorbed heat rate divided by the product of coolant mass flow rate (per unit
area of solar cells) times specific heat:
For a given velocity, the mass flow rate pR:r unit area of solar cell will nary
with passage depth. Calculated fluid temperature rise is shown in Figure
2-76. Coolant temperature rise is seen to be .,ery small compared to the
temperature difference across the boundary layer. A temperature rise of
5.6°C (10°F) will be used in the radiator sizing calculations.
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Figure 2-76. Variation of Coolant Temperature Rise with Passage Height
and Velocity..
b. • Sink Temperature — Radiator environmental sink temperature is the tempera-
ture the radiator would come to with no heat load on the fluid. Skin tempera-
tures -59°C (-74°F) for LEO and -110°C (--167°F) for CEO were calculated,
using the configuration of Figure 2-26 and the orbital average space heating,
view factor, and surface property assumptions of Table 2-11.
c. Radiator Sizing — Equation 10 was used to calculate four heat rejection flux
cases (two cell temperatures and two coolant velocities) at LEO and the same
four cases at GEO . The two solar cell temperatures analyzed are 200°C (3920F)
and 125°C (257 0F). The two coolant velocities are 3 and 15m/sec (10 and 50
ft /sec) with corresponding coolant boundary layer A temperatures of 193°C
(348°F) and 53°C (980F). These assumptions result in coolant temperatures
(radiator inlet temperatures) of 7°C (44°F) and 147°C (296°F) for 200°C solar
cells and -68°C (91 0F) and 716C (161°F) for 125°C solar cells. Calculated
heat rejectionfluxes are summarized in Table 2-12. The highest (best) heat
rejection flux occurs at GEO (lower sink temperature) for the case of the
highest coolant temperature ( 2000C cell and velocity = 15m/sec).
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Table 2-11. Assumptions for Calculating Radiator Sink Temperatures.
Solar heat flux = 1350 w/m 2 (429 Btu/hr-ft2)
Earth thermal heat flux = X37 w/m 2 (75 B'.0/hr-ft2)
Radiator direct solar heating ( LEO and GEO) = zero
Primary reflector earth heating during GEO = zero
Primary reflector (both sides) view to earth during LEO, F = .40
Radiator (one side) view to primary reflector, F = .35
Radiator (both sides) view to earth during LEO, F = .40
Primary reflector front surface:
Solar absorbtance, as = .19
Emittance, : . 75
Primary refiectc r back surface:
Emittance, e = .85
Table 2-12. Summary of Radiator Heat Rejection Fluxes, W/m 2 (Btu/hr-ft2).
LEO	 GEO
Cell Temp	 Cell Temp	 Cell Temp Cell Temp
= 200°C
	 = 125°C	 = 2000C	 = 125°C
Velocity = 3 m/sec 164 (52.1) N/A*	 226 (71.6) 42 (13.3)
Velocity = 15m/sec 1224 (388)
	
503 (159.5)	 1278 (405) 565 (179.2)
* Radiator inlet and outlet temps are below sink temp.
To determine required radiator area, a 10-megawatt power output system was
assumed. Cell efficiency dependence on temperature was assumed to follow
the equation shown below:
n = . 17 - . 002 x .17 (T - 28°C)	 (Eq. 12)
where: T = cell temperature, °C
Calculated required heat rejection}/ rates are 7.91 x 10 7 watts (2.70 x 10 8 Btu/
hr) for 200°C cells and 6.27 x 10 watts (2.14 x 108 Btu/hr) for 125°C cells.
Required radiator areas are shown in Table 2-13. Note that both sides of the
radiator would be used to achieve the areas shown. The areas are all so great
that none of the cases investigated appears practical.
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Table 2-13. Summary of Required Radiator Areas. m 2 (ft2).
Cell Temp	 Cell Temp	 Cell Temp	 Cell Temp
= 2nnor	 = 1790r	 = 2nnor,	 = 125°C
4.81 x 105
(5.18 x 106)
6.47 x 104
(6.95 x 105)
N/A
1.2, x 105
(1.24 x 106)
3.51 x 105
(3.78 x 106)
6.19 x 104
(6.66 x 105)
1.51 x106
(1.62 x 10')
6.19 x 105
oms . It x 1n 61
Velocity = 3 m /sec
Vo' ,icity = 15 m /sec
2.3.1,2 . 2 Heat Pipe Spaces and Fin Thickness Sizing. Heat pipe spacing and
radiator fin thickness sizing are analyzed in this section for the spacecraft con-
figuration shown in Figure 2-45 and heat pipe arrangement shown in Figure 2-46.
The spacecraft thermal model employed to determine the heat load on the radiator
is shown in Figure 2-77.
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Figure 2-77. Spa--craft Thermal Model for Heat Pipe System.
The primary reflector will radiate to space all the heat conducted down the heat
pipes from the adjacent concentrator plus the absorbed part of direct solar ir-
radiation (assumed to be 10%).
A major objective of this analysis is to define a heat rejection 1pri.'nary reflector
system which is weight/cost effective with planar arrays. The weight per unit
aperture area of the concept shown in Figure 2-46 is presented in Figure 2-78 as
a function of aluminum sheet primary refl.:ctor thickness and heat pipe spacing.
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Figure 2-78. Weight /Aperture Area as a Function of Sheet Reflector Thickness
and Heat Pipe Spacing.
The heat pipe cross - section is simular to that of existing heat pipes tested at
Convair ( Reference 12) and, as noted earlier, may not be the Li ghtest weight de-
sign. A system weighing in the range of 2 to 3 Kg/,n 2 is sought.
The thermal effect of spreading out the heat pipes is twofold. First, the heat
load per pipe increases. With the arrangement shown in Figure 2-46, the evapora-
tor area for heat transfer to the heat pipe increases with greater spacing, so the
heat flux with respect to the coiling limitation is not affected. However, the
greater heat load per pipe does affect performance with respect to the wicking
limitation, and this should be analyzed in any future studies. The second thermal
effect of spreading out the heat pipes is an increase in heat pipe terni)erature
caused by the reduction in fin efficiency of the primary reflector. The distributed
temlerature in the fin ( primary reflector) will attain a high enough level to radi-
ate away all of the heat carried by the heat pipe. The less the fir. efficiency, the
greater is the temperature " sag" in the fir. material.
Heat pipe spacing of 10 to 25 em (' to 10 inches) we,e thermally analyzed. Tem-
perature distribution it primary reflectors of .025 and . 05 cm ( . 01 and . 02 inches)
thickness were determined using the Convair Radiation/Convection Fin computer
program 1?52 y9 ( Reference 24). Exarnple temperature distributions ere illustrated
in Figure 2-79. Greater sn aring causes the ?icat pipe ( fin root) temperature to
increase. It was determined in Subsection 2.2 that an heat pipe temperature of
approximately 100°C ( 212 1F) was the maximum allowable without sur passing the
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Figure 2-79. Primary Reflector Temperature Distribution as a Function
of Heat Pipe Spacing.
boiling limitation at the evaporator. Figure 2-80 summarizes heat pipe (fin root)
temperatures for the cases analyzed. The two points indicated by footnotes in
the figure are both under the maidmum allowable temperature. Primary reflector]
heat pipe weights at these design points :re 3.6 and 4.0 kg]m2.
2.3.1.3 Small Modular 'oncentrators. The thermal management of the small
modular concentrators described in Subsection 2.2 was conducted using some of
the same assumptions that had been made for planer arrays, namely, that the
back surface of the concentrators would be painted black and have high emmisi-
vity -- 0. 90 to 0.95. The front surface could use a reflective aluminum or silver
L-iah overcoated with a:ultilayer quarter-wavelength silicon of SiOa type material.
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Figure 2-80. Heat Pipe Temperature as a Function of Heat Pipe Spacing
and Reflector Thickness.
These overcoats could tune the front surface so that it provided a idghly reflec-
tive surface in the visible range usable by the solar cell, and s highly emmissive
(E = .65 infrared surface). These type surfaces would be preferred to a more
cost-effective teflon overcoating, because they can be made conductive by adding
indium oxide surface layers in addition to the silicon dieside layers. View factors
to space are somewhat less for the small modular concentrators than for planer
arrays be--ause of geometrical shielding by the reflector sides.
The two competing small concentrator configurations each partially block their
own cuoiing black body radiation to deep space. The scope of this study did not
permit a detailed analysis of this blockage. The two configurations can be com-
pared cursorily with the following results. Both the small semiparabolic trough
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and the eggcrate geometries block about 35% of the radiated energy. Figure 2-81
shows an estimate (made using a protractor) of three representative points and
their approximate blockage. The blockage for the eggcrate could be reduced by
eliminating the light cone, but then the design would become more pointing angle
sensitive. Light prisms added to the trough design, on the other hand, do not
appear to cause significant blockage.
Thermal gradients of between 10 and 20 degrees centigrade from the cell proper
to the radiator extreme adge were calculated. The Stephen Boltsman equation
was used to calculate the temperature; which ran from 90 to 100 degrees centigrade.
2.3.1.4 Energy Storage Components. The thermal management of the energy
storage components was also assumed to be done passively for components mounted
on the array. In previous studies accomplished for NASA, the modularity of these
components had been driven up to achieve higher reliability. In this specific
case, modularity levels for the energy storage component have been established
to be approximately 10 to 25 kilowatt hours. At this level, passive thin-fin cooling
is possible for the component, as long as view factors are not restricted unduly.
It was projected that this could be accomplished. The density of the radiators
involved would be approximately 3 kilograms per square meter. The thermal mc n ­
agement of the power generation and control system was also assumed to be done
passively since these components would be modularized at the 25 kw level, and
(since they are highly efficient) very small amounts of power are radiated into
space and wasted.
2.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS. The GEO Radar Illuminator and the
LEO Space Construction Facility must be designed to survive the natural environ-
ments that they will encounter on station. Since the radar will be assembled at
LEO and transitioned by GEO , it must also survive the injection environment.
Environment factors include:
a. Natural Radiation
b. Micro Meteoroid Particles
c. Space Plasma and its losses/arcing susceptability
d. Injection, stationkeeping, and docking G loads and vibration loads.
The environments can affect power generation, energy storage, systems, and
Power Management Systems.
2.3.2.1 Power Generation — Environmental Effects. The degradation of solar
cells as a result of exposure to natural electron and proton radiation has been
described in the literature and is well understood, although more completely for
silicon than for Gallium Arsenide. This study projects that silicon planar array
degradation will not be significantly decreased by efforts now underway to identify
and remove the causes of the imperfections which made silicon susceptible. The
judgement was based on current literature (Reference 20) and., of course, is
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susceptible to a technology breakthrough. It is in keeping with th:: philosophy
and ground rules of the study, which were: do not postulate the existence of
any components or processes which had not been demonstrated, in principle, in
the laboratory. In this regard, the more pessimistic view of silicon contrasts to
the more optimistic view maintained for Gallium Aluminum Arsenide single-band
cell annealing—which has some supporting data (References 25 and 26).
Given the above projection for silicon, the environmental radiation effects on
silicon blankets were then calculated based on Reference 8 projections, and they
were included in- the efficiency projections made for silicon.
For the LEO Space Construction Facility, the effects of trapped particle radiation
are small, since the 225 mile orbit is low. However, for the 20-year lifetime,
there is a significant probability of a 1972 type solar flare occurring once per
decade. This dosage could be as high as 4 x 10 10 protons or 1.2 x 10 14 1 MEV
equivalency—this dosage then causing a 9% prop in output (Reference 27) . Com-
bined with a 2% drop in adhesive darkness; the overall loss could be 11% every
10 years (Figure 2-82).
For the GEO Radar Illuminator, the same flare activity and the higher trapped
electron fluence combine to require additional silicon array modules added every
five years. Also, as discussed under operating options, the LEO to GEO injec-
tion causes severe degradation if slower electric propulsion is used.
2.3.2.1.1 Radiation Effects on Gallium Arsenide. In contrast to Silicon Planar
Arrays, this study projects that Gallium Arsenide cells will be designed with the
capability of being re-annealed to effect significant recoveries from radiation de-
gradation, including that resulting from solar flares, should they occur.
The currently proposed schemes for accomplishing this involve scanning the array
with laser pulses (complex and possibly hazardous) or operating a concentrated
array at v. temperature high enough to result in continuous annealing (accompanied
by a continuous reduction of conversion efficiency) .
This study assumes the array has on-array regulation and array modularization
with accompanying switching. In these cases, it is possible to direct a large
current through the photovoltaic cells by applying a voltage in excess of the open-
circuit voltage. This technique could be used to periodically heat segments of
the array to an annealing temperature by drawing current from other array seg-
ments and dissipating it in the cells internal resistances. Accordingly — Gallium
Arsenide Planar arrays were assumed to be electrically re-annealable -- with re-
covery from 90% of radiation degradation.
2.3.2.1.2 Radiation Effects on Concentrators. The development of concentrators
offers some significant potential benefits as far as radiation damage is concerned.
These occur because the solar cells area is sr*111 compared to the mirror area,
and therefore. thicker glass coverslides can be utilized to the front surface of
they all. In the cases of the mini parabolic trough and mini Cassegrainian
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geometries, the cells are also protected by some thickness of mirror as well. The
back surface of the cell is also protected by a thicker substrate /radiator surface.
The net effect should be two orders of magnitude reduction in flux with a 5%
power reduction over the 20-year lifetime, when the decreased dosage is combined
with electrical annealing.
When these effects are combined with the potential for on-array annealing of the
Gallium Arsenide cells, utilized — concentrators show significant benefits.
2.3.2.1.3 Micro-Meteoroid Environmental Interaction. The effects of micro-
meteoroids on Solar Array performance appear to be small, certainly smaller than
radiation effects. This conclusion is based on the observed small amount of de-
gradation which occurs in LEO. Other workers share this view, (Reference 28) .
On the other hand, the size and life of the solar arrays for multimegawatt systems
will increase by three to four orders of magnitude over 1970 systems, and there
is a significant likelihood of collisions with particles large engough to penetrate
the thin cover slides of Planar Arrays and perhaps fracture the cell. A cursory
analysis, based on collison dynamics equations described in Appendix A of this
report and on the meteoroid statistics in NASA SP-8013, suggests that up to
8 x 10 7 collisions capable of coverslide penetration could occur over the 20 year
life. Further evaluation is required in this area, should concentrators not be
developed.
2.3.2.1.4 Micro-Meteoroid Effects on Concentrator Mirrors. Since the publica-
tion of . ASA SP-8013, and experiment was conducted by NASA on the SERT II
spacecraft in Polar Orbit (Reference 29) . The temperature of highly polished
aluminum was observed over a 5 year period, and found to vary insignificantly.
Previous laborabory bombardment with particles in the 10 -11 gm mass range had
indicated variation in thermal a/c under bombardment, the lack of temperature
change over the 5 year orbit is interpreted to mean that micro-meteoroid damage
is not appreciable. As a result, concentrator mirror performance should be pro-
jected to show only minor mirror degradation over the 20 year life. A degradation
value of 10 percent was used for the efficiency calculations.
It should also be observed that because the cell area is only 1 to 3 per cell of the
aperture (mirror) area, the incidence of cell damage from larger meteoroids should
be one to three orders of magnitude less if the meteoroid environmental specifical
is later increased back to the levels of NASA SP-8013.
2.3.2.1.5 Plasma Interactions. A body of literature exists which indicates that
the space plasma interacts with the power generation and management system in
several ways. They are:
a. The plasma at GEO may indicate charge buildup on dieletric surfn ^es, and
these may later discharge causing power system failures, and noise which
adversely affects satellite performance. (Reference 30.)
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b. The arrays may collect electrons and ions from the plasma, a shunting loss
as far as the array is concerned. (Reference 30.)
c. The plasma might support arcs from high voltage solar cell conductors to
ground.
2.3.2.1.6 Dielectric Chargeup and Discharge. Data now exists which confirms
charge buildup phenomena on dielectric surfaces. Based on this data, it is pro-
jected that the best static discharge prevention approach for dielectric surfaces
will be to conductively coat the surfaces to keep them close to ground potential,
or at least close to the potential of their adjoining cell conductors, so that there
Is a relatively low impedance to ground. Any surface not inherently conductive
would be coated or painted to make it conductive. As discussed previously, this
is the reason for utilizing indium oxide overcoat on the reflector front surface
and radiator surfaces evaluated by thiE. aitudy. . Conductive coatings and paints
or anodized aluminum surfaces should be employed.
2.3.2.1.7 Plasma Losses. As array voltages become higher, it is expected that
losses caused by plasma short circuiting of the array will increase, because plasma
electrons will be captured. Cursory studies for particular geometries were con-
ducted for past power system studies (Reference 30) . They indicated some loss
for the two particular geometries considered. The losses are a function of array
voltage lower voltages (100-200 Vdc) minimize plasma losses and higher voltages
(900-1000) make them large and significant (5-10%), but not insurmountable.
The accurate prediction of these losses requires the use of software now under
development by NASA, and even then is very dependent on the geometry of the
spacecraft and the detailed array voltage distribution strategy. Eventually, this
entire problem should be attacked and solved for spacecraft over several power
ranges such as 10-100 KW 100-1 mW, and 1-10 MW, and with several potential
likely mission configurations. ThP investigation should also consider alternate
insulation voltage partitioning strategies, and their possible negation by micro-
meteoroids, with subsequent increased arcing probability.
a. Planar Arrays — Plasma Concepts Summarized. For the planar array, the
front surface of the cells is at the potential defined by the cells. If the back
surface is slightly conductive (an indium oxide overcoat or black paint with
a sheet resistance of 1 kP /p) and if the paint is in contact with the cell con-
ductors intermittently, the paint will represent a high impedance shunt across
the cells. It should keept the array blanket from becoming charged and, at
the snme titre, limit arcing and limit the shunt losses to 1% or less of the sys-
tem :'-utput. Because the blanket is non-conducting, the initiation of arcing
to tl:e structure from the cell conductors requires a large voltage gradient,
since the back surface is some distance from the truss supports. Therefore,
it is projected that planar array can support the high voltage concept of this
study, albeit with some plasma and conductive surface shunting losses.
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b. Mini-Concentrators — Plasma Concepts Summarized. The min-concentrator
can also be designed using many of these same concepts. The reflectors/
louvers can be insulated from the truss structure just as the planar array
blanket is, so that they are close to the potential of the cells. If this approach
works to prevent chargeup /discharge phenomena for planar arrays, it should
work for the mini-concentrator as well.
Arcing from the solar cell conductors to the reflectors could conceiveably
short out sections of the array, except that by holding the voltages of the
troughs to close to the solar cell values, the arcing should be no more likely
than it is for todays honeycomb-backed arrays operating at the same voltages.
Therefore, it is projected that mini-concentrators should be able to use high
distribution voltages (using series-connected louvers) also with some plasma
loss.
2.3.2.1.8 Launch Environmental Effects. The launch environment will affect the
power generation approach, (either planar arrays or concentrators) the energy
storage system components, and the power management component.
The frame modules used to package and align the miniature troughs of the con-
centrator system are shown in Figure 2-12. The 1.5-meter-long troughs should
have quite a low natural frequency: excitation of the significant bending modes
will probably come mostly from acoustic energy and should be handled easily by
the structi re . A greater potential source of interaction would be linear accelera-
tion from the shuttle engines. If it were normal to the plane of the trough, it
could be a problem. However, by packaging the array so that the troughs run
longitudinally along the length (X-axis) of the shuttle cargo bay, the effect and
interaction of this load is minimized. This packaging approach is viable, as long
as it is included in cargo container baseline designs as they emerge.
Planar array blankets can be rolled or folded so that they become a compact mass
during launch phase. This compaction should permit them to also tolerate the
launch environment without penalties imposed on their design.
As discussed in the section on storability, the launch environment should also be
well tolerated by Energy storage, power management, and beam bui?der components
and robotic machines.
2.3.2.2 Energy Storage and Power Management Components. The potential energy
storage candidates, batteries, flywheels, fuel cells, and power electronics com-
ponents are not known to be sensitive to the natural particular radiation environ-
ment. or to plasma interactions, assuming the operating and power distribution
voltages are selected so that losses are not excessive. Of course, their solid
state control devices, if not shielded, may suffer some degradation, but good
packaging should make these effects negligible.
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Micro-meteoroids are another concern. The Fuel Cells, Electrolysis Storage Sys-
tem, with its reactant tanks and gasses under pressure, could leak from one
puncture if not protected. In fact, this study penalized the original suppliers
projected mass estimates, so that extra shielding mass was included.
Flywheels and batteries were riot penalized. Instead, it was assumed that their
casing and mechanical parts would not be as adversely affected, since cross
actions are smaller and they are modular. All energy storage options were assumed
to be capable of being designed to withstand the launch environment of the
shuttle; in particular, sodium sulphur batteries can be launched frozen.
The solid state component of the power management and control system should
also be protected by careful packaging design, which will place them inside of
thickness of their own and adjacent structural components, so that degradation
caused by radiation and micro-meteoroids is minimized.
2.3.3 STORAGE, DEVELOPMENT AND ASSEMBLY. The three types of miniature
concentrator were all evaluated for their constructibility attributes, benefits,
and efficiencies. The minitrough configuration has a line of solar cells which is
easy to assemble using automatic machinery. The cells can be easily assembled,
wiring to them can be easily accomplished, and an entire trough can be fabricated
in one easy step. On the other hand, the other two square configurations may
require hand wiring to interconnect the solar cells. Even if automated, the com-
plexity of automation appears to be greater, since the sides of the "eggcrates"
block the easy installation of wiring on the front side. Back-side wiring would
require accesses to the cell through holes in the radiator, or separate mirror/
radiator structures, a potential weight penalty.
Fabrication of the Planar Array blankets, with Silicon or Gallium Arsenide cells
is under development for arrays such as the SEPS system and poses no particular
technology problem.
Likewise, storage of small modular concentrators and planar arrays, with their
regasonably high densities, should pose no known problems. On orbit, fabrica-
tion of the arrays would make use of beams fabricated using the beam builder,
while the attached space crane (a part of the space construction facility) would
maneuver the beams into position, and either the crane or a robotic machine
would place the array modules in their desired final position. The truss itself
has dimension which can accommodate manned maneuvering, if the danger to the
astronaut from meteoroids can be reduced to an acceptable level.
Installation of Power Management and Energy Storage components could also be
done robotically (by a robot maneuvering along and inside the beams) or manually.
2.3.4 SAFETY. If the arrays and power system are to be designed to be modu-
larly interconnected to provide 900-1000 volts, then the entire spacecraft under
test will require safety caging or more elaborate safeguards to assure lethality
risk is minimized. This issue will require careful consideration prior to the final
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design decision of array voltage. In each case the benefit of the mass saved and
corresponding transportation cost savings must be weighed against this risk.
2.3.5 MODULARITY AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS.
2.3.5.1 Power Generation — Mini-Concentrators Modularity. Modularity studies
for three concentrator geometries were conducted in this portion of the study.
The three types of concentrators were the minitrough, the mini-Cassegrainian
dish, and a minitruncated pyramid (see Figure 2-83) . The minicassegrain con-
figuration and minipyramid concentrator both utilized a 5 cm 2 aperture. The
geometrical performance of the three concentrators considered is presented in the
tabular data, which shows that both the minitrough and minipyramid have a fairly
significant advantage in the amount of light received over the minicassegrain
system. Th:; advantage comes about because the Cassegrainian secondary re-
flector reflects aperture light (which, in the other configuration, would pass
through to the solar cells) while also absorbing aperture insolation.
Table 2-14 shows the beginning of life performance for the three different mini-
concentrators with three different cell types. The table also shows the effect of
performance of having the mini-concentrators misaligned from the insolation vec-
tor when only one gimbal is utilized. Here the advantages of the minitrough be-
come more evident to the reader. For all but one of the LEO and GEO configura-
tions and all of the three cell types, the minitrough provides greater output
power. * Table 2-15 summarizes the performance of the small concentrators after
their masses and the masses of their supporting hardware are estimated for the
various cell configurations. The one gimbal minitrough appears to be the least
massive system.
Finally, cost estimates were made for all the configurations studied. Tables 2-16
and 2-17 shows this data. The cost effectiveness of the minitrough configurations
then becomes evident, it projects the lowest cost.
2.3.5.2 Energy Storage - Flywheels and Batteries. When the sensitivity trades
and benefits analysis of the energy storage alternatives were completed, two
technologies appeared to offer significant benefits, Flywheels and sodium sulfur
batteries ( see Figure 2-84). The other two high energy systems, ZnBr 2 and
Li MS, were not as attractive because of their lower specific energy. ZnBr2
also requires pumps and fluid loops, and appears to be less efficient and less
capable than the NaS alternative recommended. The LIM$ approach does not have
active loops but also has probable penalties due to low efficiency. Both of these
systems have a solid plate electrode, which is perhaps more vulnerable to life cycl-
ing degradation than the liquid Na S system.
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Table 2-14. BOL PPrformi
ITEM
G AA S SINGLE CELLS (16%q AT 60`C)
TWO GIMBAL NORMAL L
ONE GIMBAL
LEO 5° L
GEO 23° L
TWO CELL (SANDWICH OR SPLIT SPECTRUM)
r^1 G A AS-15 , 6;rhGAAs=8
TWO GIMBAL NORMAL
ONE GIMBAL
LEO 5°L
GEO 730L
MULTIBANO GAP -17= 26%; CR - 5
TWO GIMBAL NORMAL
ONE GIMBAL
LEO 5°L
GEO 23° L
'SANDWICH ONLY
Table 2-15. Final Tr
ITEM MINI-TROUGH MINI-CASSEGRAIN MINI-PYRAMID
CELL AREA AS A PERCENTAGE CR = 50 CR - 50 . 125 CR - 5
OF APERTURE AREA 2% 1-2% 20%
CELL COST - MATT
ONE CELL (1985) 50 S/W 50 $/W $500/W
TWO CELLS (1965) 100 S11W 100 S/W $1000/W
MULTIBAND GAP (199 0%) 10 $/W 10 $/W $100/W
SECOND GIMBAL MASS WITH
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND EXTRA
STRUCTURE
10 MW RADAR 10,000 K9 10 ,000 K 9 10,000 Kj
2.5 MW SCF 21500 K6 2,500 Kg 12,530 KQ
The thermal analysis of radiator sizing for the alternatives, conducted during this
phase of the program, was based on the estimated waste heat radiation required,
and on the use of heat pipes/radiators/non-fluid/non-pump components which are
located directly adjacent to the energy storage modules radiator. Mass estimates
were based on 3.2 Kg/'11 2 , and on the Stefan Boltzan equation for the rejections
temperatures specified in Table 2-18.
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(2.5 MW SPACE CONSTRUCTION FACILITY)
700 KW HR STORAGE (25% RESERVE CAPACITY)
Table 2-18. Costs and Benefits of Alternative Enerlry Storage OI
Energy Storage Option Storage Radiator Impact
Initial 20 Year Radiator
Ini,. ,I Initial Transports- Replace- Projected Component/ Rel.
Mass Component tro y; Cost ment Cost Life Mass Transportation Temp.
Option (kg) Cost ($M) ($M) ($M) (Yr/DoD) (kg) Cost ($M) IoC)
Nickel Cadmium 35,000 6.3 45.5 155.4 5/35% 800 0.65	 1  -51.71.05	 J
Present Sodium Sulfur 7,000 10.5 9.1 372.4 1 30 .1 34014
.04
Long Life (5 Yr.) 7,000 10.5 9.1 58.5 5/35% 30 .1	 l 34014
Sodium Sulfur .04 J
Nickel Hydrogen 23,000 13.9 30.0 87.8 7/35% 525 0.5	 1 101.150.65	 J
Silver Hydrogen 14,000 19.5 18.2 722.0 1/40% 650 0.55	 1 101.4
0.85 ifH2O2 Fuel Cell 1,500 71.5 15.0 103.8' 7'/7596 1525 0.9	 l I	 902.4
Flywheels 17,500 18.6 23.0 5.0 20/75% 200
2.0	 J
0.3 1
 
0.75 600.45
	 J
Incremental Array
Imp Total System Total System
Initial Initia'
Expected Size Cost Mass @ Cost Mass L. C. L. C.
Option Efficiency (kW) ISM) IJO W/kg ($M) (kg) Cost Mass
Nickel Cadmium 0.8 870 41.2 8,200 95 44,000 250 150,000
Present Sodium Sulfur 0.8 I	 820 41.? 8,200 60 15,000 430 148,000
Lung Life (5 Yr.) 0.8 820 41.2 8,200 60 15,000 120 36,000
Sodium Sulfur
Nickel Hydrogen 0.83 790 39.5 7,200 80 31,000 170 77,000
Silver Hydrogen 0.8 820 41.2 8,200 80 23,000 800 289,000
H2O2 Fuel Cell 0.5 ' 220 66.0 13,200 160 26,000 260 40 000
Fl ywheels 0.85 780 39.0 7,800 85 25,500 90 25,500
' Assumes 60% replacement of component (cost and weight) per 7 years.
NOTE.
Lite cycle costs
and mass are for
20 year life.
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Figure 2-84. Energy Storage — Flywheels and Sodium Sulfur Batteries Could
Support 30,000 - 120,000 LEO Cycles over 20-Year Life
During earlier studies of electronics modularity (Reference 31), the recommended
level of modularity for advance power system components was between 8-20
modules. This recommendation is based on the conclusions that:
it. Low levels of modularity (from 2 or 3 up to 6 or i) cost and weigh more.
since the total system capability is significantly over-designed. For example.
for a prime/backup 2-module configuration, the backup weighs and costs as
much as the prime.
b. Very high levels of modularity ( 100 plus 1 spare) the complex and require
complex control, which itself may defeat the intended redundancy, and are
therefore, more excessive and expensive than lower levels.
At the recommended modularity level of around 10, the cost and mass of spare
modules is only 10% or so of the total cost, and the system should be manageable.
Based on this approach, the modularity of the Flywheels was established by
partitionin g;' the storage requirement into approximately 10 modules on the two
array wirings. so
 that acceptable cost and reliability would result. At this
modularity level, each module would have an energy storage of 75 KWHR . For
multiple rim flywheels made from Kevliu •ll 49 (Reference 32 and Figure 2-84). the
diameter of each flywheel was calculated to be slightly under 2 meters. This
sizing is then compatible with shuttle payload bay geometry.
Sodium Sulfur modularity sizing; was based on preliminary sizing done by Hughes
under study to the Air Force ( Reference 33) . Again. a 25 KW 1112 modularity is
feasible, three in parallel would provide a 75 KWHR modulo.
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2.3.5.3 Power Management System Modularity. The Power Management and Con-
trol System Preliminary Concepts developed during Task II of this contract were
inherently modular initially conceived. During this portion of the task several
modularity alternatives were examined to estimate their potential benefits. They
were:
a. A hybrid approach with DC ion engine beam power supplied directly from the
photovoltaic array modules, and with DC/AC/DC converters for discharge
power and user power. The Space Radar Illuminator Block Diagram was shown
in Subsection 2.2, Figure 2-73. The Space Construction Facility Block Diagram
is shown in Figure 2-85.
b. An all AC system, with AC-AC-DC converter modules for the ion engine beam
supply, using 10 or 20 KW modules compatible with the 50 CM 5000 ISP ion
engines.
c. A variation of this all AC system, with larger 250 KW modules. This level of
modularity could save some mass and cost, since complexity might be decreased
or fewer spares required.
The results of this analysis activity were that the first approach with the 900 Vdc
beam power supplied on array appears to be incre attractive than the others, from
a mass and cost standpoint.
It should be emphasized that the safety issue associated with i'00 Vdc power dis-
tribution and array voltages must be resolved satisfactorily, and that the ion
engines themselves must be able to accept delta regulation of the beam voltage
(switched barks of solar cells) with a step size of approx. 10-20 volts.
As described in Subsection 2.2, the Task II system synthesis considered AC and
DC power distribution and power components approaches. The AC distribution
voltage was set at 1, 000 Vac, the DC one at 750 volts based on a previous power
management study activity (Reference 34) . During Task II1, the AC and DC
approaches developed in Task II were amended to minimize system mass while at
the same time providing a stafe, maintainable system. Alternate voltages were
considered.
A review of future ion engine concepts (Reference 35). indicates that the ion
engine Screen Beam Supply consumes approximately 75% of the power delivered to
the engine. During Task III, configurations for both the AC and DC system were
considered which provide beam power directly from the solar array. Specificplly. .
calculations of the argon ion engine beam voltage Vg, using the equations developed
in Reference 9, showed that for a 50 cm, argon 5, 000 1 s engine, V B was 900 V do .In Reference 36, it was shown that this Dower is used as the engine screen supply,
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and must be isolated and, for the 30 cm Mercury engine, regulated to ±3%. For
this study, it was assumed that:
a. Beam current varies linearly with V B : therefore, variations in array voltage
and current drive capability vary engine Isp and do not adversely affect ion
engine performance, or, at the worst, require additional ion engine control
strategies. This implies that the 3% requirement can be met toy switching in-
array voltage modules of about 2.5% of the desired beam voltage. A group of
four modules would provide 10% control.
b. The solar cells on the photoboltaic array will be isolated and therefore can
easily be connected to ion engine cathode and neutralizer cathodes without
adverse effects on ion engine performance.
c. Plasma interaction with the ion engine screen supply beam voltage will be
acceptable, i.e., + DC frorr, the array should directly provide the net accelerat-
ing voltage of +900 Vdc for the ion engines without significant arcing or losses.
The solar cell array should probably have the potential characterislics shown
in Figure 2-86. With these characteristics, the grii , :ients on the array do not
have step functions but are as continuous as possible, minimizing arcing poten-
tial.
In Reference 22, Appendix 2, a postulated plasma potential for an insolated array
was developed. It was noted that arcing probability was a function of geometry,
array voltage, and dynamic plasma interactions. Analysis of the geometries of the
arrays and plasmas dynamics for the multiple power systems and array configura-
tions considered was outside of study scope. However, it should be noted that a
900 V array gradient has a higher arcing risk because of increased potential gradi-
ents betweenthe concentrator mirror.-i End solar cells and this may require acceptance
of a lower voltage system with its mass penalties.
Based on these assumptions, the remaining studies of optimum transmission volt-
age, modularity levels, and safety were then carried out.
2.3.5.3.1 Safe and Minimum Loss Distribution Voltage. Three possible distribution
voltage ranges were considered. A 900 Vdc level satisfies the need for a level
compatible with the 5000 sec. Isp argon ion engine screen supply. It also reduced
resistance transmission live losses. It raises safety questions; special conduits may
be required. Very low voltages (30 volts) would permit simple DC regulators for
such requirements as the ion engine discharge supply but have excessively high
resistance losses. For example, the mass penalty of the optimal transmission line
at 30 Vdc wFS calculated for the 10 megawatt radar to be 30,000 Kg for the dis-
charge supply alone. This is too large to be viable. A medium voltage range
between 250-350 volts appears to represent a middle ground.
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Therefore, the range of voltage levels considered for array power collection and
power distribution purposes were 300 and 900 Vdc and 300 and 900 Vac. The 300
volt DC and AC levels are presumed to be nonlethal When shrouded with "Romex"
type protective sheath, have a low are probability, and minimize plasma losses.
However, they increase transmission line mass.
The 900 volt level is presumed lethal and requires a conduit. This conclusion is
one of the most judgemental in the study. If astronauts wear insulating and in-
destructable gloves and if it could be concluded that no safety hazard exists be-
cause of the high voltage, since lethality is shown to be more a function of current
than voltage, then lethal current flow would not be possible through these gloves
and the benefits of higher vcltEge would be increased. However, after due con-
sideration, it was decided that it is necessary that DC and AC systems in the 1 kV
range of interest compatible with the 5000 sec. argon engine I sp require conduit
shielding; therefore, the mass of that conduiting around the transmission lines was
added to the trade between the high and low voltage approaches.
In developing the mass properties of the two systems, both 1 kv systems (ac and
de) were penalized by adding the mass of conduit to the total system weight. The
do configuration used 2-inch-diameter conduit, 0.1-inch thick. The ac system,
because of the hollow 2-inch-diameter center conductor, used 4-inch-diameter
conduit.
Mass of the conduit for the do systems is approximately the same as the mass
which the return would have if the sytem did not employ a conduit. Specifically,
each of the 108-Radar ion engines required 8 kg of center conductor and 8 kg of
conduit, a total of about 1728 kg. For an ac system, the conduit mass with twice
the diameter was four times as large, a penalty of about 2800 kg.
In this study, the mechanical configurations and geometry of the 2.5 mw space
construction facility and 10 mw radar were developed as part of Task II. The
geometry of the SCF was assumed to be identical to the geometry of the Space
Platform studied in Reference 14, except for increa:;Ed array sizing and its result-
ant path length increase. The geometry of the radar was developed to provide
symmetrical spacecraft mass distribution and symmetrical rotations of array wings
as the spacecraft rotates around the earth. Transmission cable lengths of 100 and
100 meters compatible with these geometries were then used to calculate losses.
2.3.5.3.2 PMS Modularity Levels for the Two Spacecraft. The 10 megawatt radar
arc' the one megawatt average power (2.5 mw array) space construction facility
both would utilize modularized power management systems. The modularity pro-
vides redundancy in the event of a failure and allows the power management system
to better match the ion engine power requirements. For example, the 50 cm diameter
argon ion engine thrusters require a 20.2 kW discharge supply for an Isp of 5000.
A module size of 20 kW can interface with flue one engine and meet this need. In
presenting the final power management masses, the module size was therefore used.
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Calculatior s of the penalties of this sizing, compared to 'optimal" siziag, indicate
insignificant differences for the SCF facility. The 10 mw radar also was only slightly
affected by this choice, at least for modules in this power range.
For these calculations, the characteristics of these modules, the DC regulators,
the DC/DC, DC/AC, AC /DC converters were predicted from specific weight vs.
power curves based on data developed for NASA on Contract NAS3-21757 (Refer-
ence 14) . For the AC system calculations, rotary transformers :,ass is included in.
the primary drive module mass. The cost analysis was also based on the equation
relating cost and mass developed in thEl study.
COST = 0.005 (MASS/2.2)0.921
where cost is in millic-n!; of dollars and M = mass in kg.
A learning curve equation was used to estimate total cost.
TOTAL COST = MODULE COST (0.6 x 0.85 NUMMOD + 0.4 x NUMMOD)
where NUMMOD = the number of modules
The modularity of the system was allowed to vary in two ways. First, the two
solar panel wings were assumed to be modularizable at a level of from one to 10,
and then each subwing is assumed to modularize at a level of f-Pom one to 10.
As previously discussed, alternative voltage levels were also considered, Fortran
programs were then used to calculate the system masses and costs for the various
alternate configurations.
2.3.5.3.3 Conclusions — PMS Modularity. The net effect of all these considera-
tions was to make this AC system and the DC system have almost identical masses
for the new configurat ions . See Table 2-19. It also shows the additional weight
of several alternative topologies. (See Figure 2-87.) If an all AC system is used
on the LEO SCF, the added regulator mass for, Beam regulators is about 2600 Kg,
so is the mass of beam DC regulators for the DC system. The Radar column also
shows sin:ilar deltas for Radar Alternative. The other two options are an all DC
system with DC-DC converter for Ion Discharge supply does add some crass to the
Radar, because of the duplicated DC to AC regulator section. Because the masses
are approximately the same, the eventual selection process is likely to concern
itself with other considerations. These include those discussed previously—namely,
the ability to design DC overload protection circuitry which will not either fail to
provide protection or require excessive mass. and the ability to be able to ever
close the high power, high voltage DC components gap.
For the AC version of the SCF PMS , AC drivers provide AC to the facility and
ion engine AC /DC supplies. For the DC version: , DC-to-DC converters provide
this function. DC distribution was at 900 Vdc , AC at 300 volts AC. DC required
safety eonduiting; AC did not.
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2.4 TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS
This part of the study was performed as shown in Fi ure 2 - 88.
OUTPUTS
IASK III OUTPUTS
. IDENnn IOErTIFY • GENERATE A
TECHNOLOGY CRITICAL (FOR TECHNOLOGY . IDENT Of TECH GOALS:DINTTTCHMOLOGY GOALS GAP 1990'11 LONG LEAD ►LAN TECH GAPS
TECHNOLOGIES
_ AEOMTS (DENT Of TECH ADVANCEMENT
- COMPARE iFFORTS
WITH DATA - LEAD TIMES - SCHEDULIS • IDENT OF LONA LEAD ITEMS
MMPS C9MNNEN7 SASE • itG1NOLOGY PUN
STATE if THE CDNSIOER ADVANCES
. INTERACT. WRN . ALCOMM ADDITIONAL STUDIESART DATA FROM GROUMO
"ISTKG /VANS
• IDENTIFY/PAIOAITIZE k TWITIES
TECHNOLOGY • A	 LY9
ADVANCEMENT • DESIGN RECOMMENS
CURRENT SPACE EFFORTS • MANUFACT%W ADDITIONAL
POWER SYSTEM • AUT S TEST STUDIES
APPROACNES
_ ESTASUSN CRITERIA
_ INCLUDE
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL
^`1PMS TECHNOLOGY • THERMAL (MAL 51111fY DAYS	 MALDATA ASSESSMENT • ENERGY STORAGE M*am-.A MASH
• SOFTWARE AT LOA AEf'=^' APPROVAL
TASK III OUTI'VT
GOAL SENEFTTS
Figure 2-88. Technology Recommendations
2.4.1 POWER GENERATION TE C HNOLOGY GAP IDENTIFICATION. The techno-
logy gaps in Photovoltaic power generation whose closure will provide significant
technology benefits are listed in Table 2-20, beginning on Page 2-140. Specific
recommendations are being liiade to close a gap in robotic beam builder develop-
ment. The remaining needed technology activities associated with multiband gap
cells and low light loss modular concentrator development are expected to be
closed for lower power systems in the 1980s. Of course, should this expected
development not occur as planned, backup plans for 2 cell modular low loss con-
centrators should lie implemented.
2.4.1.1 Power Management Ynd Control. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, NASA's
on-going AC power management technology program, coupled with the technology
goals recommended i r, Reference 14, cover the required multimegawatt technology
gaps uncovered by this study. Two areas still require additional attention.
Present concepts for a 25 KIC axially- wound rotary joint are not viewed as main-
tainable. Therefore, a technology gap exists in this area for manual/maintainable
spacecraft such as the radar and SCF missions. This assumes tha, the gaps which
Ref. 14 recommended closing are indeed closed in accordance with the recommen-
dations of that study.
The second gap involves switching components Lapable of switching the high
power AC and DC power modules.
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2.4.1.2 Energy Storage. For LEO applications like the Space Construction
Facility, the high specific energy of Sodium Sulfur and the long life of flywheels
make both technologies attractive. The Air Force is studying the development
of Sodium Sulfur systems, but corrosion of the present steel containers limits
life. There exists a technology gap which should be addressed - the testing of
cells utilizing protective chromium, molybdenum, or rutile titanium dioxide
coatings.
For LEO applications like the Space Construction Facilit; • , the mass, cost,
reliability, and life advantages of flywheel energ, storage elements were
developed in Task III , laboratory data on motor generators. ar. d analysis of
magnetic bearings all appear to offer potential advantages and benefits of enough
significance to warrant development for space applications. The last activity in
this area (Ref. 21) appears to have been completed in 1974, with no ongoing
effort now taking place. This study recommends that this gap be close:: for
multimegawatt systems. It further recommends study at lower systr-ii power
levels, since the results will probably downscale to systems below ore MW.
2.4.2 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION. The technologies require-
ments crucial to enabling multimegawatt space power systems have been identified
and documented in a format which provides the information required to prepare
a technology plan to enable Multimegawatt Space Power Systems in the 1990s.
Appendix B of the final report provides the data for NASA planning purposes.
2.4.3 CRITICAL LONG LEAD TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION. The long lead
items identified in this study were for power generation:
a. The low lose concentrator - which should begin development now for use
in lower power nystems .
b. Multi-bandgap cell technology for concentrators, now underway with planned
availability for environmental. life, and automated assembly development
in the next five years.
c. The robotic beam builder - which requires some seven years to first flight
and another three to achieve operational status in space.
d. Backup two-cell concentrators.
Appendix B summarizes the expected plans /lead times which should occur if
development is to proceed to meet 1990s availability.
For power management, the plan for the rotary transformer development. along
with the list of required technologies being developed for lower power levels
is given in Appendix B.
The plan for primary Sodium Sulfur battery and flywheel and energy storage
approaches is given in Appendix B. This development should also be considered
for lower earth orbit missions in the 50-900 KW class.
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SECTION 3
CONCLUSIONS
This study looked at missions for the 1990s which might require multimegawatt
power levels. Two missions were selected for study: a GEO air traffic control
radar illuminator and a LEO space construct facility. The GEO radar appears
to be beneficial because of its ability to provide a terminal region redundancy at
low cost. One system with a moderate amount of additional capacity can back up
the entire CONUS and, with two satellites, the entire U.S. is redundantly
covered using the minimum number of orbit slots. The LEO Space Construction
facility provides a base for assembly and test of the two radar satellites. as
well as the potential for assembling an electrical orbital transfer vehicle. For
both missions, argon ion engines were found to have significant benefits for
stationkeeping ( LEO) and orbital injection ( LEO to GEO) .
The study also developed beneficial approaches for concentrating photovoltaic
systems and potentially low mass power management and distribution systems.
The concentrating photovoltaic system, using small, semiparabolic troughs with
low light less, supports the GEO and LEO missions with only one gimbal per
array wing. It is tolerant of array pointing errors up to 25 degrees about the
yaw axis. Pitch error tolerance is 1 degree, an error easily achieved by
today's GEO spacecraft. The power management topology accommodates the ion
engines by time-sharing those portions of the power conversion equipment
which can be shared, thus minimizing mass. Energy Storage Technology
development recommendations are corrosion-resistant, sodium sulfur batteries
and flywheel backup systems.
Although GaAlAB plans.- arrays are projected to cost more than the modular
concentrator, their low mass makes them attractive for missions such as the
electrical orbital transfer vehicle (TUG). Data which validates the ability of
GaAlAB arrays to recover from the full spectrum of particle radiation using both
continuous and electrical re-annealing is required to validate the expected per-
formance, which today is based on testing at a limited number of energy levels.
Technologies which do not appear to be as beneficial for multimegawatt systems
are:
a. Large Parabolic Concentrators, including hybrids with Rankine turbines
b. Planar Silicon Arrays
Arrays are the mainstay of today's technology and will be more expensive than
concentrators because of their increased cell area and lower efficiency. They
are inferior when compared to concentrators for the self-injected GEO radar
spacecraft, because of their susceptibility to radiation.
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Large parabolic concentrators, including hybrids with Rankine turbines, are in-
effective because of the massive radiators requi .,ed to dispose of the waste heat
generated by the cell inefficiencies. These radiator systems are more massive
than small modular concentrators, because the radiators require heat-carrying
fluids, tubes, and heat pipes to distribute the heat out to the fins in the redun-
dant manner required for micrometeoroid survivability.
Energy storage technologies which were predicted to be less beneficial include.
a. Hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells
b. Current solid plate batteries ( NICAD , NiH )
c. Other high energy density systems (ZnBr 2 , LiMS).
Hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells, with electrolysis units for storage have about the
highest theoretical specific energy ( joules/kg) , but, in practice, the system is
massive and inefficient. The surrounding hardware (with provisions for electroly-
sis with phase changes) and survivability of the fluids 4nd gas systems when ex-
posed to micrometeoroids, decreases achievable specific energies to 66 watt hours/
kg. Inefficiencies are less than 50% (including the electrolysis)-. these make the
solar arrays larger than, other approaches.
The current systems (NICAD, NiH) all have shorter cycle life and would require
significant on-orbit battery restocking for the LEO mission with its 100,000 cycle-
life need.
Of the other two high-energy density systems, ZnBr 2 requires pumps and fluid
loops, and appears to be less efficient and less capable than the NaS alternative
recommended. The Li MS approach does not have active loops but also tics prob-
able lower efficiency penalties. Both of these systems have a solid plate electrode,
which is perhaps more vulnerable to life cycling degradation than the liquid NaS
system.
The power management and distribution system results developed during the
study indicate that hybrid AC /DC power management systems, with high voltage
arrays driving the ion beam supplies directly and with split AC power converters,
are an effective approach. Mass savings of from 10,000 to 30,000 kg would re-
sult, compared to more conventional all-AC or -DC approaches. The approach
requires that arcing losses from the front face of the solar cells into the plasma
be made acceptable by floating the concentrator metal structure at the plasma
potential of that portion of the array. The configurations will require study to
establish allowable voltages and voltage gradients, and may be mission/orbit de-
pendent. In any event, the cyclo-inverter technology for DC-AC-DC conversion
will be developed for the low-voltage discharge supplies, so that in the event
array voltages are limited to 100-300 VLC. the high-voltage beam supply can still
be accommodated.
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Three other Power Management technology requirements emerged from the study:
a. There is a need for a maintainable, low friction, high efficiency, and space
survivable approach for AC and DC rotary joint' power transfer.
b. There is a need for the development of .fault-isolating, fault-tolerant,
efficient switching for AC and DC power distribution systems. The AC
problem is more amenable to solution, beceuse AC current is automatically
zero at the crossover point each half cycle and therefore the probability
of a thermal runaway in a half cycle at 20 KHz is small, if Efficient thyristors
are used as the control device. DC distribution will require fast actuating
electro-mechanical devices sized to accommodate maximum 4hort-circuit
currents during their activation interval.
c. The DC system may also require the development of hiC,,;A-power DC
transistors, if AC development is not accomplished.
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APPENDIX A
MULTIMEGAWATT POWER SYSTEM (MMPS)
APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE SHEETS
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NMMPS COMPONENT APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE
1. COMPONENT
Idealized Silicon Solar Cell, Planar Array
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Efficiency of 16% (May consider Metal, Insulator, Semiconductor (MIS) type
construction), 50,am thickness, 200 0C self annealing - or somewhat higher If 2000C
defect not removable.
STATEMENT OF NEED1 3.
A planar array cell with long life lhigh efficiency, low cost
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Gallium Arsenide Cells, concentrators annealed polycrystaline cells,
Dendritic Web cells.
s. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT	 Annealable in space at high tempetatures, therefore,
Welds capable of high current, for on-array annealing.
S. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Basic Spectrolab or Comsat Cell, with lower cost due to process improvements,
plus Boron Oxygen defect removed for 200 0C self annealing.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Comsat, Spectrolab, ASEC, Solarex implementation of existing cells
•. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Cell dimensions, 5x5cm. Planar array blanket assumed to be packaged folded
for shuttle launch.	 100, 000 temperature cycles -65 0C to +600
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MMPS COMPONENT APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE
1. COMPONENT
Idealized GaAIAa Planar Array Solar Cell
L BASIC PARAMETERS
Efficiency of 20% (28 0C, AMO, CR = 1) 50 . umeter, low cost substrate, back
surface reflector. Tmax at least 125 0C for 20 years
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
A planar array with very low cost, high efficiency cells may be more effective
than concentrators because of the thermal control concentrators require.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Planar Silicon Cells, Cells for Concentrators
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Radiation Insensitivity, (Self annealing), Weldable contacts, up to 100, 000 thermal cycle
(-650-to +600C)6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Basically, take the current 1111T Lincoln Lab Cell and add production features for
low cost, plus development test, back surface reflection, and deposi tion on a low mass,
graphite substrate.
T. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Other low cost substrates (not yet demonstrated).
S. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The cell should be an advanced, low cost low mass version of the MIT/Hughes/
Varian work.
Cell width of 50 .a- meters.	 Planar blanket packaging in multiple folds for launch
environmental protection.	 Capable of acceptng electro staticallx• bonded cover
slides and back welded cireirit attachment.
	 Possible capable of circuit self annealin,
1
Specific weight of 1 gm/en	 assumed.
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9MMPS COMPONENT APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE
1. COMPONENT	 Single Band Gap Gallium Aluminum Arsenide Solar Cells -
- 1 or 2. Germanium Substrate
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Efficiencies demonstrated in the Lab of up to 16%
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
Planar Solar Arrays - Low cost Germanium substrate - high efficiency
plus 30 year life - self annealing
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Silicon, GaAlAs with Gallium Arsenide Substrate
5. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT	 Radiation Insensitive, THOT RANGE = 800C to 1250C,
up to 100,000 cycles. TCOLD = -650C
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Demonstrated by Lincoln Labs in Research Stage
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Other low cost substrates (not demonstrated to date)
6. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
A translation into production of the present Lincoln Lab cell design.
Capable of withstanding the Shuttle launch environment in a folded blanket
condiguration.
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1. COMPONENT	 Single Band Gap Gallum Arsenide Solar Cells - CR=1,
GaAs substrate
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Efficiency of 17-20% in lab. 50 fpm thick Tmax at least 1250C for 20 years
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
A planar array cell with very high efficiencies, needed only if the low cost substrate
approach cannot be made to work.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Silicon Cells, concentrator cells.	 Low cost substrate Gallium Arsenide cell.
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIRLMENT	 Radiation insensitivity, self annealing, weldable contacts,
electrostatic coverslide bonding, 100, 000 cycles -65 0
 to 600C
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Utilization of the Hughes, Rockwell, or Varian approaches.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Varian, Hughes, and Rockwell processes.
	
(Organ Metallic, and Liquid
Phase Eptaxial (LPE)).
S. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Advanced, low cost version. Weldable contacts. 	 V	 Temperature coefficient
of .22 MV/C°. imp Asc not strongly dependent on temperature. Coverslide
attachment via electrostatic bonding.
Capable of withstanding the Shuttle launch environment in a folded balnket
package approach.
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1. COMPONENT	 Edge Defined, Film Grown (EFG)
or Deatritic Web formed Silicon Solar Cells
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
et = 18% by lasar re-annealing and regrowing of junction region at AM1.
AMO /^ - 16% @ 280 C, 14% @ 60° C
1, STATEMENT OF NEED
Low cost silicon cells for space usage.
	 Reliable, long lived, capable of
100,000 teirperature cycles ( -650 to +650C)
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Single crystal or polycrystaline silicon.
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Radiation insensitivity, weldable contacts
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Use terrestrial production silicon and lasar annealing/diffusion to make the
equivalent of a
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Several suppliers and universities are developing approaches for very fast
ribbon forming systems.
8. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
o' = 14%, capable of surviving the Shuttle launch environment mounted to
a folded solar blanket.
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1. COMPONENT
	 Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Only lower efficiency demonstrated, but potentially much lower cost.
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
Lower cost solar power enhances the competitive position of space missions
such as the Space Radar and Construction Station.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Planar arrays with more efficient mono-crystaline silicon or GaAIAs, or
concentrating systems
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Radiation insensitivity or self annealing, 100, 000 temperature cycles (-65 to +600C)
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Horizontally Multilayered High Voltage Cells (1)
Efficiencies to 6% are predicted, assuming one of the 3 implementations matures.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Ultrathin active layer "FAN" type cell ?) or Tandem amorphous cells (3)
1, 2, 3 (References) 11 14th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference"
6. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
It is assumed that the shuttle launch packaging of the solar blanket which uses the
cells will be accomplished by multiply folding the blanket, so that launch
vibration and "g" loading are minimized, as far as the cells themselves are
concerned.	 The cells themselves must be capable of accepting coverslides.
Voc > • 4, Isc-	 Because low cost is inherent, width is assumed to be 200-500
,,ymeters, driving blanket specific weight up to 2 Kg/M2.
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1. COMPONENT
Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells (High Efficiency)
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Only lower efficiency demonstrated, but potentially much lower cost.
Efficiency increased by lasar annealing/diffusion.
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
Lower cost solar power enhances the competitive position of space missions
such as the Space Radar and Construction Station.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Planar arrays with more efficient mono-crystaline silicon or GaAIAs, or
concentrating systems
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Radiation insensitivity or self annealing, 100, 000 temperature cycles (-65 0
 to +600)
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Doped amorphous layer deposited and regrown epitaxially.
Efficiencies to 16% are predicted.
(Reference) 1114th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference"
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
6. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
It is assumed that the Shuttle launch packaging of the solar blanket which uses the
cells will be accomplished by multiply folding the blanket, so that launch
vibration and "g" loading are minimized, as far as the cells themselves are
concerned.	 The cells themselves must be capable of accepting coverslides.
Voc	 . 4, Is .	 Because low cost in inherent, width is assumed to be 200-500
meters,	 riving blanket
	 to 2 Kg/M2.specific weight up
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I. COMPONENT
Multibandgap One Sun Solar Cells
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Efficiencies of 23-25% @ 600C
STATEMENT OF NEED1 3,
A planar array cell with long life, higher efficiency, self annealing at GEO
levels. _
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Single bandgap cells, concentrators
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT 	 Annealable in space, possibly by applying higher
temperatures	 00-30000 capable of withstanding 100 000 -65 oC to +650C cycles.
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Both Varian and Spectrolab have approaches for construction of this type of cell.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Under study at Varian, Hughes Research, Arizona State University.
!. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Capable of being packaged to withstand the shuttle launch on a foldable blanket.
5 Y 5 cm square cells.
9. UNAVAILABLE DATA
There is no laboratory data on three bandgap systems as yet, however, theoretical
studies indicate that this extension of todays technology should be anticipated
but with the provision of high risk.
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1. COMPONENT
Etched Groove Silicon Concentrator Solar Cell
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Efficiencies of as high as 18% have been demonstrated in the laboratory
at 1000 sum.
i. STATEMENT OF NEED
A high efficiency, concentrating solar cell should be considered for its benefits.
They ara: cost reduction, low mass
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
GaAIAs concentrating cells, planar cell arrays
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT	 Radiation insensitive or self annealable, heat exchanger
mounting.	 (100, 000 temperature cycles, -65 0C to +1600C)
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Described in the 14th photovoltaic IEEE specialists conference by Microwave
Associates.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
OCLI concentrator cells, fabricated to NASA standards
6. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
1.	 The etched grooves shall not cause a loss of reliability (Ref. NTS-II
experiment).
Tha cells will be mounted to a heat exchanger, and in the mounted corfiguration
must be capable of withstanding the shuttle launch environment.
	 Based on our
analysis, heat fluxes will be up to 35 watts per 2.0 by 2.0 cm cell.
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1. COMPONENT
Concentrating G%AIAs Solar Cel?. Back Surface Reflector
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
17 to 20% at 50 suns
3. STATEMENT Of NEED
IA cell of this type appears to be able to make concentrators cost 10-30% of
the cost of Planar Arrays.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Low cost solar cells in
	 planar arrays, other concentrating approaches.
s' RP atlon l sQe Ar t7, capable of withstanding 100, 000 temperature cycles
-650C to +160 C
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Similar to Varian GaAIAs terrestrial cells
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Liquid Phase Eptaxial (LPE) or Organometalic Processes
6. COMPONENT PERFCRMANCEREQUIREMENTS
The cells will be mounted to a heat exchanger and in the mounted configuration
must be capable of withstanding the shuttle launch environment.
	 Based on our
analysis, heat fluxes will be up to 25 watts per 2.0 cm by 2.0 cm cell.
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1. COMPONENT
Multibandgsp concentrating solar cells.
L BASIC PAAAMETEAS
Efficiencies of 25-28%, temperature coefficients at Vmp of band gap .': 2 my/C°
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
Highly efficient, low cost power
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Plano silicon or GaAIAs concentrating cells, planar single band cells
S. SUSSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Radistiou insensitive, capable of withstanding up to 100,000 temperature cycles,
I. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION 	 -
Being developed by Varian under contract to NASA LeRC.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Varian Dichroic mirror approach with single band concentrating cells.
t. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REOUIRSMENTS
The cells will be mounted to a heat exchanger and in the mounted configuration
must be capable of withstanding the shuttle launch environment. 	 Based on our
analysis, heat fluxes will be up to 25 watts per 2.0 cm by 2.0 cm cell.
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1. COMPONENT	 Silicon/Gallium 50% efficient Solar Concentrator Celis
2. BASIC PARAMETERS 1. Sperical concentrator illuminates a target to a
"red hot" 21000K. At this temperature, the Gallium Silicon ck:lls
are theoretically 550 efficient, with 50% perhaps achievable.
STATEMENTOFNEED A 50% efficient photovoltaic system is needed to,3.
minimize system cost, mass, volume.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
	 The only other known possible 50%
efficient system would involve excessive radiator mass.
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
6. COMKNENT IMPLEMENTATION
	 The silicon/GA cells which the illuminator
shines upon must be capable of high flux densities. They must have
back surface reflectors.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
S. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The silicon cells should handle the heat flux of about 50% of the
energy. Since a concentration ratio of about 2500 is required for
2100 KO illuminator temperature, fluxes of approximately 200 w/cm2
will be incident on t1a cell. 	 100 w2/cm must then be handled by
the thermal control system, }.ith what would probably be a jet
:.,>incement on a heat exchange close to the back of the cell.
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1. COMPONENT
Rankine cycle heat engine
7. BASIC PARAMETERS
Terrestrial technology and KIPS technology have developed turbines whose
efficiency is 70 to 727o of Carnot maximum.
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
Rankine engines could be employed to utilize low quantity waste heat from
photovoltaic systems, depending radiator specific weight, they may have benefits.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Pure photovoltaic systems. 	 Fluid systems with rankine pumps.
I	 S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT Radiation and micrometeorold environment, 0 g liquiflcation,
LEO thermal cycle for space construction
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
KIPS turbine(s) could be upscaled and used with jet condensers.
	
Scaled point
designs for up to 10 KW have been developed.
1. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
No other space alternative is known for use in conjunction with photovoltaics,
1 although a commercial Barber-Nichols turbine could perhaps be space qualified.
8. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
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1. COMPONENT
Brayton cycle heat engine/alternator
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Input temperature assumed to take only one value - T HOT	 1400° with reflections
from Dichroic mirror secondary. THOT ° 150 0C wtth cells at secondary notjudged feasible.
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
IT '-%g reflective mirrors, perhaps 30% of the solar insolation might be utilized
in .. heat engine system.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Rankine or Stirling Engines, or Photovoltaic "only" systems.
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT	 Low sensitivity to micrometeoroids.
	
Fluids should
not be a possible contaminant.
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
The DIPS and LeRC Brayton turbine developments serve as lower power
prototypes which could be upscale?.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
8. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The unit should have overall efficiencies of about 25% for a temperature range of
from +60 to +11000C.	 The attainable specific power from typical combined
rotating units, appears to be about 50 W/Kg, and this will be speci$ed.
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1. COMPONENT
Nickel - Cadmium Electrochemical Storage Battery
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Energy Density - 10-25 W-hr/kg
Life 5-10 yrs.	 30, 000 cycles (LEO), 300-900 cycles (GEO)
Throughput Efficiency - 75-90%	 Voc = 1.3 V
O timum Temperature - 0-100C
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
Load management buffer, secondary and backup power during array outages,
power source for on-array thermal management/annealing.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Metal-Hydrogen electrochemical
Flywheels electromechanical
Fuel Cells, regenerative
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Occlusion in LEO (3896), radiation and mi crometeoroid environment
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Charge/Discharge unit draws power from secondary bus
Batteries on array side of rotary joint to minimize pointing requirements
Deep discharge reconditioning for extended life, resistance haater for op below -50°C
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Depth of discharge: varies inversely with useful life. 	 Implies trade-off of transpor-
tation against component costs over time. Minimum 10 year weight attained at about
25% discharge depth
Regulation: shun series
	
on-arms	 regulation, or LC 3 high gfftclency
8. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Load profile: handles intermittent peak power	 rrRc
loads (up to 2C without loss of life) for space
construction facility
Output: Equals array EOL power, for about 0.5 hrs 10
Voltage: Dedicated storage bus allows selection 4O
Reliability: Switches for bypass of inoperative cells \LEOControl: Microprocessor algorithm based on sensed 4
voltages, temperatures
Temperature Range: -40°C to 50°C	 2
Working Voltage: 1-1.25 V
Acceleration: 5 g's max
	 10	 2s	 `0	 "	 .0..	 '
Vibration: Shuttle launch environment
	 is	 so	 io x 000
Longer lifetimes not achievable - although
benefits from longer life could be
significant.
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I. COMPONENT
Nickel - Hydrogen Electrochemical Storage Battery
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
Energy Density - 30-35 W/hr/kg (Hi-H)
Life 5-10 yrs. 30, 000 cycles (LEO), 900 cycles (GEO)
Throughput Efficiency 75-90% Voc = 1.36V
3. STATEMENT OF NEED Backup for NaS and flywheel.
Load management buffer, secondary/backup power during array outages, power
source for -? r. ray thermal management/aanealing
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Nickel Cadmium electrochemical
Flywheel electromechanical
Futl cell, regenerative
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Occlusion in LEO (38%), radiation and especially micrometeoroid protection
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Charge/discharge unit draws power from dedicated bus
Batteries on array side of rotary joint to minimize pointing requirements
Provisions for protection against punctures or for bypassing cells required
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Nickel, Hydrogen vs. more materially expensive but lighter Silver-Hydrogen
Regulation: shunt, series, on-array or LC 3 high efficiency charge control
Depth of discharge varies inversely with useful life. Minimum 10-yr. weight
is achieved at about 50% discharge depth.
S. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
)
Load profile: Handle intermittent peak
power (up to 1.5 C w/o loss of life) 10
Output : equals array EOL power for 0.5 hrs '
Voltage: dedicated storage bus allows selection •5Reliability: provisions for bypassing failed cells
Control: Microprocessor algorithm based
on sensed voltage, temperature and
pressure
Temperature Range: 0° to 30°C
	 2
Working Voltage: 1.0 - 1.6 'V
Shuttle Environment
Longer lifetime not achievable -
although benefits from longer life could
be significant.
\GEO
LEO
\
10	 20	 30	 40	 60 N-Mr/kIl
%000
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-:0MPONENT	 I
Shyer - Zinc Electrochemical Storage
2. BASIC PARAMETERS	 I
Energy Density, 30-50 «fir/kg and perhaps greater
Life - 1-2 yrs;
	 200-500 cycles GEO only
Throughput Efficiency 70-90% Voc = 1.5
STATEMENT O F NEED
Emergency power source, power source for array outage and thermal
'	 management/annealing
3. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Nickel - Cadmium electrochemical
Regenerative fuel cell
Flywheel electromechanical
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT	 I
Emergency backup power for radar mission (GEO), radiation and micrometearotd
S. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION 	 V11VIL'UUH7
Inorganic/organic separator allows extended life compared to earlier cells
60 maximum DOD for rechargeable operation
	 I
a	 Charge/discharge unit draws power from dedicated bus
	 j
i
0	 ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
I
I
a. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
One year lifetime with excellent charge
retention. Lifetime increase is unlikely
Acceleration: 5 g's
Operating temperature: -40 0C to 750C
Working voltage: 1 to 1.55 V
Charge retention: 1 year at 250C
Shuttle launch environment
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N-IMPS COMPONENT APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE 	 I
ZO.MPONENT
Silver - Hydrogen Electrochemical Storage
:. BASIC PARA161ETERS
Energy Density - 50-70 W. h r.' kg
l	 Life 1-10 vrs	 H, 000 cycles (LEO), 900 cycles (GEO)
Throughput Efficiency 70-90 r
	
Voc = 1.7V
STATEMENT OF NEED
i
	 Load management buffer, secondary/backup power during array outages, power
source for on-array thermal mgmt. /annealing
j 3. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Nickel Cadmium electrochemical
j	 Flywheel electromechanical
Fuel Fellregenerative
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
1	 Occlusion in(LEOI 39 cf, radiation and micrometeoroid protection
S. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION	 I
Charge/discharge unit drags power from dedicated bus	 1
Batteries on array side of rotary joint to minimize pointing requirements
Pro%lsions for protection against micrometeoroids or bypassing failed cells
:,;.'ERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
silver - Hydrogen vs. heavier but less e- nsive Nickel Wdrigen
i	 Regulation: shunt, series, on-array, LC high efficienc y regulation
i	 Depth of discharge inversely proportional to batter y life; optimum around 775
i	 death of discharge
S. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Similar to Nickel - Hydrogen
a
c0
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f '. COMPONENT
Lithium/ Transition bletal (e.g. Ti) Sulfide Electrochemical Ba
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
i	 Energy Density 150-250 H hr/kg
I	 Life - 300-900 cycles 5-10 yrs. (GEO)
Throughput Efficiency 70-90% VOC - 2.1 V
3. STATEMENT OF NEED
j	 Load management buffer, emergency and occlusion power for GEO orbit.
t. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Nickel-Cadmium electrochemical
Metal - hydrogen electrochemical
Flywheel Electromechanic
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
GEO Occlusion (1%), micr<,ornat"rotd and radiation environments.
G. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATMN
Batteries on array to minimize loin' `n.1 requirements.
j	 Charge/Discharge unit draws poker from dedicated bus to account for large
a	
voltage vs. SOC slope for this couple.
7. ALTERNAVVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
High temperature lithium/iron sulfide battery (350-45(rC)
1 
3. CONIlONENT PER roRMANCE REQUIREMENTS
operating temperature:
Wv' `161ng voltage = 1.5 - 2.0
Shuttle launch environment
Deep discharge capability
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1. COMPONENT
Rotary Joint (Transformer)
2. BASIC PARAMETERS
5 UW AC continuously rotatable joint arranged as 20 separate
250 KW circuits - repairable on orbit - use pot core design with
outside coils.	 See below.
STATEMENT OF NEED
1
1,
Transfer of energy across rotary joint.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Slip rings.
S. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Array must point at sun; antenna must point at earth.
6. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Rotary transformer connects between resonant converter primaries
and load converter secondaries.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Rotary capacitor, slip rings.
6. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Power:	 5 mw total per side
20 transformers rated at 250 KW each per transformer side.
Frequency:	 20 KHz
Inductance:	 Controlled
parameter
Full Load Torque:	 TBD
Efficiency:	 98%
Specific ,`.lass.
	
1	 Kg/K10 j.
Voltage:	 1.000 Vrms
i
Current;	 250A rms per
circuit.
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1. COMPONENT	 Payload Connectors - Magnetic
L SASIC PARAMETERS
Voltage (primary) 1 KVRMS, 20 KRz
Power:	 Up to 250 Kr 0 250 amps.
3. STATEMENT OR NEED
Connectors are required to connect individual membrane load's to
the distribution matrix.
	 Connectors facilitate maintenance and
improves.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Hardwiring, welding, or regular contact connectors.
S. SuasYsTam REQUIREMENT
S. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Magnetic connectors offer increased resistance to plasma losses,
increased safety and eliminate the need for a separate power
transformer in load equipment.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Should be the subject of a detailed design study.
t. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Primary Voltage:
	 1 KVRMS
Secondary Voltage:
	 Single or multiple windings per load
requirements
Frequency:	 60 Rz
Power:	 Up to 250 KW
Connect/D'Lsconnect Cycles:
	
100*
Efficiency:
	 98%
Circuits:
	 2
Insulation Resistance:
	 100 Megohms
*Not a limitation - could be increased if an increase was
required.
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1. COMPONENT	 Resonant Converter Driver Unit
L BASIC PARAMETERS
Power level 25 KW for Space Construction Facility and Radar with
a high modularization level.	 250 KW for lowest cost and mass
radar system.
3. STATEMENT OR NEED
Power distribution conve:ter.
A. ALTERNATIVE TUMMOLOGY CONCEPTS
DC distribution.
s. SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
High efficiency distribution system required.
i. COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Solar arrays drive converter primaries which passes across
rotary point and to load distribution.
7. ALTSRNATIV[ IMPLEMENTATIONS
• DC distribution would eliminate need.
4. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Input Voltage:	 300 VDC
Input Power:	 25 to 250 KW
Output Voltage:
	
300 VRKS
Resonance:	 Resonant at about 20 KSz with rotary joint
internal capacitor and inductor.
Control:	 Databus
Efficiency:	 98%
Physical:	 1.65 Kg/KW for one half of the converter
y second order terms in accordance with
Figure _.
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I. COMPONENT	 Load Distribution Switchgear
L SASIC PARAMETERS
Power Level:	 10 MW	 AC total, 25 KO for radar distribution
Configuration:	 Electronic crossbar
y. STATEMENT OF NEED
Interfaxw parallel lines from rotary joint to load matrix.
Adaptive load management. 	 Redundance management.
4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
Hardwired system.
L SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Adaptive load distribution required.
L COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Outputs from the rotary joint need to be distributed throughout
the load matrix.	 Failures of power management equipment on
the load side of the point must be accommodated.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Thyristor switches which switch at zero voltage point.
8. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Power Level:	 From 25 to 250 Ka (may actually be 30 KW so that
for compatibility with ica modularity).
Frequency:	 20 KHz
Inputs:	 21 (20 + 1 spare) 0 250 KR
Outputs:	 Determined by load matrix for the radar.
Control:	 Databus
Efficiency:
	
99%.
Voltage:	 1,000 vrms
Current:	 250 A per input 8 20 inputs 8 2 wings
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MMP$ COMPONENT APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE
1. COMPONENT	 power Management Control Computer System
• EASit PARAMETER:
Distributed Master/Slave Computer System
• STATEMENT Of NEEA
Overall PM8 control.
4. ALTERNATIVE TUHHOLOOY CONCEPTS
• SUBSYSTtM REQUIREMENT
Yes
• COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
All PMS components connect to the control computer.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
•. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE UQUiREMUM
This control computer will be a distributed computing system
with a master computer and many slave computers with fault
detection software and hardware. 	 The throughput of a typical
slave computer will need to be about 2 MDPS with the master
computer operating at about 80 MBPS.
Word length:	 8 bits
Communication Medium:	 Optical or wire databus, or FM RF
Power Source:	 Master - 1 KVDC
Slaves - 20 KRz AC
A-25
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I. COMPON"T	 Ion Engine Power Supply (AC input)(50 cm dia. assumed)
L SM C PARAMUCAS
Input is 20 SSz AC, must operate as resonant converter secondary
output is to beam and discharge engine inputs.
3. STATItMWr OF N=-	 -
Ion engines required for space construction facility station-
keeping and boost to GZO for space radar.
4. ALMNATIVC TMNOLOGY COMM"
Beam supply array switched, DC/DC converters at the engines for
discharge supply.
• SUBSYS tM RtQU1RgMgNT
Supplies must enable possible cooling.
• COMPON9W WrU MCMAT1ON
For the split AC system, the ion supplies must operate as the
back half of the split inverter system. 	 For SO cm engine
diameter, sizing is approximately 42 811.
7. ALTUMATME IMPUMMATIONf
Smaller diameter ion engines with smaller power modularization
level (35 cm/23 811).
t. COMPMCNT WFORMAWA RtQUIRiMUM
Input:	 300 RUB, 20 KRz AC
Resonant Converter
Total Output:	 29 81r/thruster	 R 108 thrusters (radar)
Efficiency:	 97% overall
Physical:	 1.65 Sg/811 per module (Figure _)
Beam Output:	 900 VDC
Discharge Output:	 30 VDC 0 88 amps.
Cooling:	 Passive	 490 A/Supply Module at 92 SM
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1. COMPONENT	 Ion Engine Power Supplies (DC input)
L BASIC PARAMETERS
Input is directly cuff of the solar arrays. 	 Beam output is
directly from switched array—no isolation required. 	 Discharge
supply is to be provided by a DC/DC converter.*
3. STATEMENT OR NEED
Ion engines required for LEO stationkeeping (space construction
facility) and boost to GEO (10 MW Radar).
C ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
A split AC system with a DC/AC driver module driving a high-
voltage beam system.	 A DC system with a high voltage DC/DC
converter for power beam.
S. SUSSYSTW REQUIREMENT	 Determined by Reliability and Cost/mass
minimization.
L COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
Single failure tolerant switching for the beam output.
DC/DC converter for the 30 volt discharge supply.
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
A split AC resonant converter with both beam and discharge
supplies.
t. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIRWENTS
Input:
	
900 VDC
Total Output:	 10 megawatts ( radar), 750 KW (SCF)
Efficiency:	 95% (DC/DC) 99% ( switches)*
Physical:	 3.3 Kg/KW – DC /DC converter at modularity
level of ion engine
Beam Output:	 900-V at 80 amps per thruster ( 8 for SCF)
Cooling:	 1 KW per supply -passive ( 108 for radar)
Discharge Output: 	 660 amps at 30 volts.
*Benefits of a DC /DC converter over switches for the 30 VDC
discharge requirement all about 31,000 Kg and $30M because of
transmission line mass.
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1. COM'ONCHT	 SC? Energy Storage Switching Controller-Electrical
L BASIC PARAMUCRS
Voltage:	 (In and out) 300 VDC
Power:	 1 megawatt output to SCF facility
Discharge Time:	 1 hour nominal
S. STATtMCNT OR N=
A computer-controlled charge/discharge system is required to
manage battery or fuel cell electrical energy storage system.
•. ALTRARATIVt TSCHHOLOOY CONCBM
Flywheel energy storage.
1. SUBSYSTtM RsQu1RRMtNT
Overall energy storage of one megawatt.
1. COM'ONMT IM'LtMtNTAT10N
Single failure tolerant switching to ensure reliatility.
No crosstrapping of busses.
7. ALT9RNATIV9IMPUMCHTAT10NS
If this switching approach later proves to be infeasible,
regulators at 2.3 Kg/KR could be substituted. 	 This substitution
will not affect the trade of DC vs. AC PUS components, which
are downstream from the Energy Storage.
t. COMPON[NT P&AFORMANC[ RSaUIRSMSNTS
Input/Outout Voltage:	 300 VDC input, 300 VDC output
Input Current:	 55 amps 0 300 VDC
Output Current:	 Modularity level of 20/array panel
requires 80 amps/output module
switch with 40 switches.
Physical:	 0.1 Kg/KR
Control:	 Databus
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1. COMPONtNT	 Connecto3":3 - Mechanical
1. BASIC PARR CMM
Voltage:	 1 KVRXS
	 20 KHz	 1,000 VDC
Current:	 Up to 80 amps	 Up to 80 amps
' AC System
	 DC System
3. STATWWa OF W=
Connectors are required to connect individual loads to the
distribution matrix and service any failed modules.
4. ALTtRNATIVIK TUNHOLOGY CONCZM
Hardwiring or welding.
S. SUBSYMMRRQUIRBMtNT Ion engines, space construction facility modules
and radar blanket modules should be repairable/serviceable.
•. COMPONENT IMPLLMCHTATION
7. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATIONS
AC transformer coupling for the AC system design.
L COMPONENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Voltage:
	 1 KVRMS/1000 VDC
Frequency:	 20 KHz
Current:	 Up to 80 amps
Connect/Disconnect Cycles:
	 100
Efficiency:
	 99.5%
Contacts:	 6 (4 hot, 2 shields)
Insulation Resistance:
	 100 megohms
A-29
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
AND
TECHNOLOGY PLANS
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High bandgat) cell . Typp I Page 2 of 4
. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A1GaAs is the best high bandgap material to use, because it is
almost perfectly lattice-matched to GaAs.
Liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) has been used to grow some of the best
A1GaAs on record, but 0M/VPE is better for high throughput solar
cell processing.
ECHN!CAL PROBLEMS: 	 j
Incorporation of oxygen into A1GaAs, especially with Om/VPE.
This is why high bandgap cells have not tur:ied out very well
thus far.
RNATIVES:
Split the spectrum two ways instead of three, use lower bandgap
Al GaAs .
High bandgap a1GaAs cells are much closer to being realized than,
sac, the monolithic multifunction cell. These cells could be
act-t-piahir by 0l1 ; 'VPE in the early 1980s.
-	
_ wac-e:
[n	 ..
a	 ^:..	 ^7.
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LARGE SPACE PO\VER SYSTEM COMPONENTS CIIARACTERISTIC DATA STIEFT
PART A — PHYSICAL
t
1
COMPONENT NAME	 High bandgE.D cell Pace 3 of 4
FUNCTION	 Efficient conversion of upper part of AMO spectrum.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
- Ag grid At 50 sum,	 1250C, 1.5 Pm Jiff.
p+GaAs length
2.95 eV A1GaAs window 4.5)um grid line width;
metal
1.95 eV p A1GaAs 290fum grid spacing
-
-
1.95 eV n p-junction depth = 0.7 hum
GaAs substrate
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTIONS
STATE OF PROJECTIO\ ACHIEVABLE
CHARACTERISTIC
 THE ARZ FOR 1990 CA_-1ABILITY
,Size (cm x cm)	 1.5 x 3.0	 cm 1.5 x 3.0 cm large as boule
Thickness (pm)	 400 hum 300-400 hum 50 hum
(g)	 1.0
(
Mass 0.75-1.0 0.6g	 for	 1.5 x
Substrate Thermal 3 cm
Conductivity
i	 (W/cm-OK)	 0.3 0.3 10.3	 (GaAs)
'Space Radiation Dam-!
age	 EOL/BOL	 0 . 5 )um di f f . 1.5 hum	 di f f . perhaps 3 hum
41 0	 1 MeV	 l	 lengths lengths diffusion 
^,	
.,--- , lengths	 I
/CONI0—.'R.. I3-N CH:...:CTEE IST -CS
Ag metal grid on cell. Vacuum solder to package.
P
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VAI I.T I! — ILlif 0i,'.%IAM:L
P(	 VI High banGgap cell	 Page 4 of 4
Photovoltaic conversion at 1250C,
50 suns for upper part of AMO spectrum.
, •:A' C L DE1 LC)P\if:'\T PROJECTIONS 125 0C, 	50 suns, 0.847 cm cell
STATE OF PROJECTION •E-,!-*
1 'A C T 1:	 F TIM ARI'l	
I
I-or" I'! go C	 I:I	 .
— \1 i 1.26 V
— No data available 1.5	 V about 10%
on this level 0.41	 amp	
I
higher current
MIA lof	 spec
	
am	 I 0.49 watt and power, with
!splitting 12.8% associated gain
in efficiency
0.388
0.023%
0 C
solar mower.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
;. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): TYPE 11
	
Page t of
Orange-Red Response Solar Cell (650-900,im )
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Photovoltaic converters
'. OBJECTIVE'ADVANCEMEKT REQUIRED: 2- $0% efficiancv
a CURRENT STATE OF ART:
.
 GaAs aolar calla can gresentiv be
fabricated with acceptable efficiencies for this task.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
Cell for mid-range of spectrum.
Organomettalic vapor-phase epitazy (ON/VPIC) should be used
to grow a GaAs junction on an N+ GaAs substrate. Then an
A1GaAs window (bandgap >2 eV or so) should be grown on top.
i. RATIONALE ANO ANALYSIS:
GaAs is ideally suited for this range of thespectrum.
A1GaAs with Al concentration >50% is sufficient for window.
H-5
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
t. 7ECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Mid-spectrum cell. TvDeI IPace 2 of 4
ECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A GaAs cell is best suited for this range of the spectrum.
Technology is fairly well developed because GaAs is presently
used as a full-spectrum cell, so no other material is likely
to replace GaAs.
Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) can be used to fabricate GaAs
solar cells but OM/VPE is best for reproducible, high
throughput cell growth.
_ - EC^-N!CAL °R.OBLEMS.
Presently, some oxygen can find its way into the A1GaAs window
with Om/VPE, but this may not be a severe limitation.
Ohmic contacts could be better on p+ GaAs (which always caps
the A1GaAs window), used in p on n cells, which are easier to fab.
_ -=r;NA T IVES.
This is the assist III-V cell to fabricate and is likely to be
used in any spectrum-splitting scheme, unless a move difficult
technology were employed (e.g., Si and A1GaAs for 2-cell spec-
trum splitting).
: Q U NP E=TU = =E., -=7,HN0L C C	 -
GaAs solar cell is now close to realizing its full potential.
This component will be ready before either the high bandgap
(Type I) A1GaAs cell, or the low bandgap (Type III) cell.
Cover slides for heat (long wavelength light) rejection. The
technology for this does exist (See =11 under Type I cells).
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LARGE SPACE POWER SYSTEM CO\IPONENTS CHARACTERISTIC DATA SHEET
PART A — PHYSICAL
COAIP0NEN'r NAME	 Mid-spectrum cell, Type II	 Page 3 of 4
FUNCTIOiV	 Efficient conversion of middle part of AMO spectrum
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
A+ 50 suns,
	
1250C,	 1.5 µm
777	 22	 - Ag metal grid diff, length
p+ GaAs
- 4.5 µm gridline width	 metal
'-2 eV A1GaAs window 290 µm grid spacing
p-GaAs p-,junction depth-0.7 Am
n-GaAs
GaAs substrate
PHYSICAL DEVEL0PMEN°T PROJECTIONS
STATE OF PROJECTION ___j ACHIEVABLECHARACTERISTIC
:ART FOR 1990
1.5 x 3.0 cm
I	 CAP.ABILIn'
large as boulesize (cm x cm) 1.5 x 3.0 cm
thickness	 (
 Am) 400 µm 300-400 ^im 250 µm
mass	 (g) 1.0 0.75-1.0 0.6g for	 1.5x
3 cm
substrate thermal
conductivity(W/cm K) 0.3 0.3 0.3	 (GaAs)
Space Radiation Dam-
age (EOLiBOL)r10 16 1 µm diff 1.5 µm diff perhaps 3 µm
electron dose lengths I lengths (diffusionlengths
',fETALi.I Z T IO'i :iATER I.IL/CON: IGUR.IT ION.' CHAR.aCT R I ST ICS
Ag metal grid on cell.	 Vacuum solder to package.
MATERIAL CONSiDER.ATiONS
^
I
l
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i''_	 ^^ ^:^:•:: Mid-spectrum cell, Type II 	 Page 4 of 4
F'hotovoltaic conversion at 1250C,
50 suns for middle part of AMO spectrum.
:'.?'01::.:.;`,CL OF'\ F LOP`.IE:\ PROJECTIONS 1250C, 50 suns, 0.847 cm cell
STATE OF PROJECT10N'
THE ART
	
I
I'OR 1:!90
--	 -	 -VnT i	 no data on a .774v
.	 .:.__ spectrum - .927v about 10%
split all but .408 amp Ihigher current
x present resul s	 .296 watt and power with_
are not far 7.800'* !associated gain
from the 1990 in efficiency
projections
at right !
* as o of total solar power
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DEFINITION Or TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 Tvpe III	 PzGe o' 4
IR Response Solar Cell (900 nm - 1200 nm)
TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Photovoltaic Converter
MEC7IVE.'ADVANCEMENTREQUIRED: >30n efficiency
CURRENT STATE OF ART	 Some GaAsSb cells have been made, but technolog y
is primitive. Si alternative is, of course, well developed.
.ESCRI PT!CN OF T ECHNOLOGY-
Low bandgap, low-voltage cell.
Organometallic vapor-phase epitaxy (OM/VPE) should be used to grew
a 1.11 eV GaAs 7,Sb 27 junction lattice-gr° Aed to a Gars substrate.
An appropriate A1GaAs window (bandgap > 1.5 eV or so) should be grown
on top.
:,NALE AND AM :.LYS S
Low bandgap cell should convert low-energy photons, i.e., reduce
"red loss."
'3-9
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REOUIREh1ENT
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Low bandgan cell, Type III 	 Pace 2 Of 4
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
This stud y
 will center on the OM/VPE-grown GaAsSb cell lattice-graded to
GaAs, having 1.11 eV bandgap at 30 0C. Silicon is an obvious alternative
to GaAsSb and would present fewer process problems, but since Varian is
better equipped to study III-V cells, this study will center on GaAsSb.
-Er'^-'NIC^L oPOBLEMS.
Detects arising from lattice-constant graded layers. Also, GaAsSb growth
b y OM/VPE or any technique is not well developed.
Silicon cell, as described in #7.
Work on :atti;.e-constant g rading and on G....sSb epitaxy is in progress.
Nothing that other solar cells do not require.
B-10
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COMPONENT NAME	 Low bandgap cell, Type	 III Page 3 of 4
FUNCTION	 Efficient conversion of long-wavelength part of AM0 spectrum.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
rte- -^_-1-,-_ * 	 - Ag grid At 50 suns,	 125 0 C,	 1.5,um dif. F.
length
p+ GaAs	 I
4.5,um grid line width 1
> 1. 5 eV A1GaAs WilLdow }	 metal290 ,Lm grid spacing	 ,
p-GaAsSb
p-junction depth = 0.7 pm
n-GaAsSb
and grading laver
GaAs substrate
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTIONS
STATE OF PROJECTION ACHIEVABLECHARACTERISTIC THE ART FOR 1990 CAPABILITY
Size	 (cm x cm) 1.5	 x	 3.0	 cm 1.5	 x	 3.0 cm large as boule
Thickness (Pm) 400 fun 300-400 µm 250 pm
`Sass	 (g) 1.0 0.75-1.0 0.6 g	 for	 1.5x3	 c.
Substrate thermal con- 0.3 0.3 I0.3	 (GaAs)
ductivity	 (W!cm-°K)
Space Radiation Damage
(EOL BOL) <1.0  hum di_`f. . 1. 5 ,um dif f Perhaps	 3 ,um dif f.
"alo 16	 i	 r 1 len	 _F; Ien to hs
"IE -ALLIZyTIO`; ',i.AT.:RI.%L,'CO\ IGURATION/CH.I,OACTERIST ICS
Ag metal grid on cell. Vacuum solder to package.
MATERIAL CONSIDERATIO\'S 	 i
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P 1!t7 I?
^•^ ^^ !=	 Low bandgap cell, Type III	 Page 4 of 4
Photovoltaic conversion gr 125
0 suns for long wavelength part of AMO spectrum.
:'ilI'Gi::•:.^`:CE: DEVELOP'MEN'T PROJECTIONS
	
125 0C, 50 suns, 0.847 cm cell
bTaTE OF PROJECTION i	 ^_Ii:.:^:;GL!
C'i:....1CT1:P.IS-T TNF ART
	
I
F 0 n
--- -^•	 -V I GaAsSb cells 0.45 V about 10%
\I I (1.15 eV bandgap 0.51 V Iihigher current'=^	 ^'--	 VptTT
5C I at	 30 0C)	 have 0.31 amp land power, with
?rt^gy,'' -'-- been grown with 0.13 watt jassociated gain
lattice-constant 3 .42	 * din efficiency.
grading to GaAs,
but efficiency is •.
poor due to 0.287 amp
dislocations. 0.011 e
oC
* as Z of total solar power.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	 _ _ 	 'age t ct 4
Full-Spoetrum Response Alultibandgap Monolithic
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Photovoltaic Converters
3, OBJECTIVclADVANCEMEN T REQUIRED: high-efficiency conversion at
air mass 0 and space operating condition
J CURRENT STATE OF ART:
_ 
Single-junction GaAs dells with A1G aAs
windows are being produced.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY*	 _Ag grid
Organo ►net t a l ie vapor-phase epi t aria l
	
p+ GaAs
► 2.76 eV AIA5Sb, P(Om VPE) growth of 3-cell monolithic
	 2.01 eV A1GaAsSb, P
stock as shown at right. Substrate is 	 2.01 eV, n
-400 pm thick and the active layers	 n+
and lattice-Constant grading add
	
cunn. I ^^ n	
n.4
1.54 eV, A1G a_AsSb,
another 35-40 m w ions .	 12	 1.54 eV, n
tunny 1 j, n	 n+p+
1.19 eV GaAsSb, 1'
1.19, n and
_	 lattice grading
n+ GaA s -;t bst rat e
6 RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS
OM 'VPE has been used for uni form, reproduc it) 1 o growt h of
111-V materials. He holds the hest promise for future
11igh-tl11'011ghput SyStOW. GaAs substrates are being
produced in growing numbers for a variety of applications.
11-l.1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ^iultibandczap cell
	 Page 2 of 4
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
If lattice constant grading proves to give unacceptably
high defect density, bulk sensory crystals may be developed
which could serve as substrates w±th arbitrary lattice con-
stant. They would be much more expensive than GaAs.
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.
Lattice constant grading now gives too high a defect density
Also, any kind of III-V alloy with Al presently grown has an
oxygen problem. Al is necessary for a wide bandgap range.
AL'ERNATIVES
Two-junction cells, =Lttice matched to binary III-V substrates
(e.g., A1GaAs on GaAs) can be fabricated but will be less efficient
than the proposed A1GaAsSb cell.
D L4'v N =E C PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TEC
	
:C MHNOLOGY A tiCEME'4'
Present work aimed toward improving lattice-constant grading,
growing A1GaAs, GaasSb, etc., growing good tunnel junctions.
fabricating good GaAs and A1GaAs solar cells. These "pieces"
are not yet good enough for 1iJ cell to be attempted.
T=CHNOLCGY REQUIREMCNNTS
Successful fabrication of each vital "piece" of the multi-
,junction cell, see (10).
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LARGE SPACE PONVEA SYSI'EAl COMPONENTS CIIARACTERIST1C DATA ,III-:ET
PART A — PHYSICAL
COMPONENT NAME	 Multibandgap cell 	 page 3 of 4
FUNCTION	 high-efficiency conversion,	 A^10
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION PAI;U\METHIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
A1GoAsSb cell on GaAs, see 4.5 µm grid line width 	 metal-
drawing in
	 (5),	 P.	 1 290 Am grid spacing 	 lization
for 50 suns.
1250C,	 1.5 Am
diff.	 length
p-layer thickness-0.7 µm
n-layer thickness-1.0 µm
(except bottom)
P HYS:, AL DEN'ELOP^IE\'r PROJECTIONS
STATE OF PROJECTION ACHIEVABLE
CHARACTERISTIC
•rHE ART FOR 1990 CAPA131LITY
size
	 (cm x em)
	 1.5x3.0 cm
	 1.5 x 3.0 cm	 large as boule
thickness	 ( µm)
	 400 Am	 300-400	 Am	 2 5c prr,
Mass
	 (g)	 Log	 0.75-1.0g
	 0. Gg & r 1 . 5
x3 cm
Substrate thermal
conductivity(W'-nN K)	 0.3	 0.3	 0.3
	 (GaAs)
Space Radiation
Da	 r;e EOL/BOL	 0.5 Am diff.	 1.5 µm diff	 erhaps 3 µmCi	^ u	 I lie V e 1 e_	 f t, I ^!ni
	ice_
`IET:IL.LI7.ATI0N	 '?:1"1'IRI:1LlCON; IGCR:II'ION CHARACTERISTICS	 J
AR metal grid on cell. Cell is vacuum-soldered to package.
\l.1TIAUA1. CONSIPEIZ.\TIONS
Some solders could be ,jeopardized at too high a cell
	
temper-
ature
	 (e.g..	 Ag-Su eutectic volts at 221°C).
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Multibandg_an cell_	 Page 4 of 4
C'l Ai I.AC TI:i(1'^'i ICS	 High-efficiency photovoltaic
conversion at 1250C. 50 suns
i'FEFO1;VANC1: DE.%'FLOP^IE \-I' PROJECTIONS
—
i	 STATE OF PROJECTION %II	 .^C'	 II -..	 AF
CIi.:?;A CT 1: RIST'.^ THE APT	 I I'O^ 1' +99"" CA	 I" 7": Y	 J
I low bandgap 2.8 v 2.9v
jGaAsSb cells, 3.3 v 3.3 v
-p	 sc I	 lattice-grade .33 amp .409 amp
to GaAs, have
.92 watt I	 1.02 watt
been grown but
241/10 I	 26.5-efficiency is
..__ r
 .t70."`
I
poor due to
^ dislocation.	 ^ I
- ....: Cur rci	
.318 amp	 j	 .394 amp
oC	 .056%/oC	I	 .04
REM
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT	 I
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Modular Small Aperture Pagel of_
Concentrator.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVElAOVANCEMENT REQUIRED: For 25% efficient mul tihandgan
cells, a design having 1 hg/m2
 specific mass, capable of
holding
-
the cell temperature below 1250C.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Study activity to develop concepts and
conduct trade studies.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
Activity is under way to develop multibandgap cells with the
required efficiency at about 125 0C. Low light loss modular
concentrator designs with single reflections should be exam-
ined to develop geometries with a high degree of isolation
uniformity over the 2cell surface and pointing error insensi-
tivity. The 100 cm" aperture is sized to permit passive
low cell temperature, a reasonable cell size for handling
and manufacture. It also allows for two cell geometries
should the multibandgap cell fail to become available.
o. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
The required small concentrators represent the least costly
approach for meeting the 1990's power needs. Cost will be of
utmost significance in enabling the large power missions,
since they must compete with alternate terrestially-based
solutions. Further, the modular concentrators should be
safer, may have lower plasma losses, should be less sensitive
to radiation, and should be more compatible with DOD threat
survivability needs.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Modular Small At)erture 	 Page 2 of
Concentrator.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONa:
Develop the concentrator module using one of several geometries
such as:
1.	 Modular Nested Trough
2.	 !Nodular Off-Axis Parabola
3.	 Modular Small Cassegrainian
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.
a.	 Optical design	 for lowest
	 light
	 loss,	 most even
	 insolation
across the cell	 face,	 and
b.	 Thermal mirror radiator design for lowest mass at 1250C
cell temperature.
? POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES.
a.	 A thermophotovoltaic module
b.	 Planar arrays.
'C PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
NASA and DOD plans for development in this area appeal- to have settled
initially on modular cassegrainian
	 solutions.	 Light
	 losses
which may be avoidable result.
	 Further study	 is required to
limit	 losses.
RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
a.	 Mjltibandgap cell development.
b.	 Truss beambuilder development.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Low Mass Gal l i um	 Page 1 of 3
Arsenide Planar Array Blanket and Cells
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Power Generation
3. OBJECTIVEIAOVANCEMENTREQUIRED. A Low-Mass Gallium Arsenide Blanket
for use in East Electric Transfer (Space Tu4) missions.
a. CURRENT STATE OF ART: 8-12 mill cells for blankets,
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
50 micrometer thick gallium arsenide cells on a Kapton blanket.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
This appears to be the lowest mass approach for this mission, and, when
combined with on-array annealing, is a viable technology for missions
which spend extended times in the radiation belts.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Low Mass Gal 1 i um Arseni de 	 Page 2 of 3
Planar Array Blanket and Cells
I 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
1. 50 micrometer thick cells with 50 micrometer thick coverslides.
2. 50-100 micrometer coverslides with very thin 10 micrometer deposited
Gallium Arsenide cells.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.
Fabricating and handling the cells prior to blanket installation.
°OTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES.
Heavier modular concentrators.
'C' PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
Gallium Arsenide technology may not continue for other missions because
Of its high cost.
1 1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
None.
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1. TECHNOLOGY AECU:REMENT (T1TLZ,: Low Mass Gallium 	 Page 3 of 3
Arsenide Planar Array Blanket and Cells
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t. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Space Fabricated Truss	 Page i ofd
for Solar Array Support
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Power Generation -
.
 
.-. 0SJECTIVE'ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Fabrication of Truss Beams
in Space for Su000r^ of Solar Array Modules Made by a Robotic Beambuilder.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Deployable beams in development at General Dynamics.
Fabricated beams developed at MSFC/Gru man.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
Trusses made by a robotic truss beambuilder which fabricates, from rolls
-- -of graphite epoxy _flater7 al . -trus s -^nembP_r_% wi th__4 lorL mass per unit
length (< 1 Kg/m).
6. RATICNALE AND ANALYS,S.
Bea,rbuilders utilizing aluminum and graphite epoxy have been studied
extensively by Grumman and General Dynamics. The beams themselves should
weigh about half as much as com parable deployable beams with heavy fitting
and hinges. Total mass savings are about 15 to 2U; of the total array
mass.
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I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Space Fabricated Truss Page 2 of
for Solar Array Support
7 TECHNOLOGY CPTIONS.
Alternate materials exist with varying degrees of strength.
o. TECHNICAL PF'OBLEMS.
An aluminum beam fabricator has
	 been demonstrated.
POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES.
1.	 Deoloyablk•	 trusses	 (about	 100:	 heavier).
2.	 Aluminum `;pace Fabricated Trus es	 (aoout	 50% heavier for the
some
	
strength).
'0 ?LANNEO PROGRAMS OR IJNPERTUPSED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
Plans	 for	 this	 technology exist	 but are on hold at this
	
time.
I
= E:_ATEO TECHNOLOG Y =EOUIPEMENTS
1.	 Astronaut-Controlled	 Trzisporter and	 installer	 for	 Space-
Photovoltaic
	
Array Modules.
installed
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUI REM ENT (TITLE):
	
Flywheel	 Inertia	 Page I of 3
Storage Module
Z TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Energy Storage
3. OBJECTIVEIAOVANCEMENT REQUIRED: 	 A 20-year LEO cycle life energy
storage	 system.
a. CURRENT STATE OF ART: 	 Fl vwheel s for automobiles will 	 have specific
energies of 20-40 wt-hr/kg.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY•
Kevlar 490 composite flywheel	 rotor, with magnetic bearings and
brushless DC motor generator.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS.
The 80,000 eclipse cycles	 the Space Construction	 Facility will	 see over
its 20-year life make a	 storage medium which 	 has extended cycle	 life
beneficial	 life cycle mass would be	 lowest for this a p proach,	 for a
relatively	 low risk	 system.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (71TL4:
	
Flywheel Inertia
	 Page 2 of 3
Storage Modules
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS.
The rotor design cin be axially wound, or perhaps a brush type.
	
The
axial winding would be safer—probably a significant discriminator.
B. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The entire system requires a predesiqn study to validate the concept.
.In_addition,	 the angular momentum	 interaction will	 require opposing
modules to avoid unfavorable spacecrAft - interaction.-
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Sodium sulfur liquid mode batteries.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTUREEO TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
DOE-automobile technology will
	 develop the rotor designs,
	
but NASA funding
-is required for the magnetic
	 bearing activity and for the thermal
	 aspects
of-thie motor/generator design. 	 -
^. REL.AT_D TECHNOLOGY RECUIREMENTS.
This activity is related to control	 of the structure 	 bending modes and
angular orientation.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
t. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITL7: Sodi ­m Sul fur Batteri es	 Page i of 3
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Energy Storage
3. OBJECTIVElAOVANCEMENT REQUIRED: High Specific Energy
(100-150 Wt-hr/kg) batteries - with very
high cycle life - 10,000-30,000 cycles.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: NiCad and NiH batteries at 10-30 wt-hr/kg and
5,000 cycles.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
Liquid sodium sulfur batteries operating at 300-400°, have the potential
--- to be able to sustain many cycles-a7td-rave-high-speci-fi-c-energies.
However, the development of corrosion-proof container platings using
rutile titanium, molybdenum, or chromium, followed by extensive life-cycle
testing is required.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
Batteries operating with liquid electrolytes have the potential for
extended cycle life, and this study has shown there would be significant
mass and cost benefits from this development (about a 50% life-cycle
cost and mass savings).
B-29
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Sodium Sulfur	 Page 2 of 3
Batteries
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Alternative platings and alternative seals.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1.	 Thermal-control	 to-stabilize the batteries at their operating
temperature, after a frozen launch.
2.	 Proof-of-cycle life.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Flywheel	 inertia energy storage.
11 0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
-The  Air Force high energy density battery storage program should
develop this	 technology.
't. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Development of mostly oassive thermal	 control	 systems.
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High Energy Density (HED) Rechargeable battery for satellite applications.
Contract F33615-79-C-2044, Hughes Aircraft Company. Quarterly Meeting.
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t. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE'): Astronaut Controlled 	 Page t of-i
Transporter and Installer for Space Assembled Photovoltaic Array Modules
Z TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Power Generation
3. OBJECTIVE1A0VANCEMEN7REQUIRED: Photovoltaic Array modules must be
installed onto the truss support frame to facilitate their final use in
generating power.
s. CURRENT STATE OF ART:	 Solar Array panels are all installed and
interconnected terrestrially.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
After the truss frame work has been fabricated and interconnected by the
-- Space Construction Faci.]itxlSCFl 4rew L a machi ne is^quired to transport
the array modules from the cargo containers attached to the SCF, out onto
the truss frame. There, they must be attached at both erg s to the truss
members and electrically connected.
o. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS.
The routine task of transporting Photovoltaic Array modules and then
attaching them to the truss framework requires a machine to assist with
the transportation and installation. The degree of robotics could be
minimal, human direction of the process is a distinct possibility.
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1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Astronaut Controlled 	 Page 2 of 3
Transporter and Installer for Space Installed Photovoltaic Array Modules
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS.
Human vs.	 robotic control	 requires study.	 Time and motion analysis is
needed.	 Modules might come attached in widths equal 	 to the width between
truss beams, or, the machine might attach modules at their final	 location.
One machine may span the trusses, or two may be used.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
This
	
requirement requires a full-scale study to begin	 its	 implementation.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES.
The entire assembly process could be done entirely by astronauts—but
probably more expensively.
1 0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED i -CHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
None.
t1. RE'_ATEO TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
Space-fabricated truss	 for solar array support.
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i. TECHNOLOGY REQUI REM ENT (TITL ):
	
Fault Tolerant, Low Mass
	 page i of —3
DC Switching and	 Fault	 Isolation Matrix
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Power Management and Control
3. OBJECTlVFIAOVA14CEMENT REQUIRED:
	
A fault tolerance, low mass
switching matrix -	 single or dual	 fault tolerant	 - with on-array
regulation capability.
a. CURRENT STATE OF ART:	 DC low power switching using electromechanical
components.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
- Single and dual	 failure-tolerant designs for efficient, DC power on-array
- regulatinn. are required for --Ion Engine- Beam $upply_ yaLtage control.
Ideall., ,	 the limited	 short-circuit current capability of the array -
along with a limited complement of electromechanical 	 switches - can be
used to meet the requirements.
o. RATIONALE: AND ANALYSIS:
Single and dual	 failure-tolerant des i gns for electromechanical	 DC
switches	 for fault isolation and on-array ion engine beams supply
regulation would be heavy.	 AC masses are also	 high.	 Approaches which
are low mass
	
- and utilize the short-circuit capability of the array
may enable this technology. 	 Benefits were
	
shown to be significant
mass	 savings	 if a	 nybrid approach using both regulated DC and AC for
the systems can be developed.
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I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTMTLM:
	
Fault Tolerant, Low Mass Page 2 of 3
DC. Switching and	 Fault
	 Isolation Matrix
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS.
1.	 Transistor or electromechanical	 switches.
2.	 Single or dual	 failure	 tolerant.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.
1.	 The specific ion engine beam voltage range of regulation requirements
should be developed.
2.	 -A ci-rcuit analysis study should be conducted	 to validate the regulation
approach,	 redundancy approach,	 and	 reliability goals	 to be targeted
toward a more massive, all AC or all	 DC power management and control
system, with AC or DC switches.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
1 0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
An on-array regulation study is actively under way.
". RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Ion	 engine	 beam supply voltage,
	
current,	 and	 regulation	 goals.
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0EF1N; ilON OF TECHNOLOGY RECUIREMEMT
t. TECHNOLOGY REOUIREMENT (TiTt7:	 Fault Tolerant AC	 Page ', of	 3
Switching and Fault
	
Isolation Matrix
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Power Management and Cuntrol
3. 08JEC7VEIAOVANCEMENT RECUIREO:
	
25 r.W Sized Modules must be
switched to achieve fault tolerance
S . CURRENT STATE OF ART: 	 DC low power switch on toda; 's satel 1 `. te, 	 using
electromechanical	 switches.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
AC user loads require a switch matrix interconnecting them to the AC
— buses,	 so that_,,ser. faults ar arrk.10C—to_AC con y ertar- faults can be
switched out, with the remainder of the system continuing to operate
correctly.	 Because high frequency AC changes direction quickly and each
half cycle,
	
thyristors can be used as
	 these switches	 without the risk of
thermal	 runaway in the event of a
	 fault.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
By nAlularizing the AC power management and control 	 system to connect
Solar array Modules	 directly	 to	 the	 DC	 to	 AC	 split r.•e:le converter
modules,	 DC	 fault	 isolation	 switching can	 be	 avoideu.	 This means	 that
heavy	 fault
	
isolating electromechanical 	 single-failure tolerant
switches can be eliminated	 ircm the system, enabling a 	 low-,nass	 Switch-
ing	 system.
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Fault Tolerant AC	 Page 2 of 3
Switc'-Jriq and Fault	 Isolation Matrix
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
1.	 Thyr's.or switches or electromechanical	 switches.
2.	 Singl y	)- dual	 failure tolerant.
8. TECHNICAL PR08LEMS.
The required degree of rebundancy should be established by a reliability
analysis for 100 KWc to 10 MWe systems.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Electromechanical	 switches used in a DC distribution system.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Single and dual	 failure DC fault correcting and	 isolating	 switches	 for
5 )(We-level—switching-
1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
25 I(We split cyclo converters for AC power management and distribution.
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CE+NI7CN OF cCHNCLCGY FECUIRE.%AEN -	 wo.
i 1, i,-C^iNOLCGY ;E_U: q EMENT (1MLZE . Fault Tolerant AC	 Page 3 at 3
Switching and Fault Isolation Matrix
I
12. T_CHNCLCG'f ;;c.AUIREMENTS SCHELULcI'
YEAR
SC>3 ErUL: 1-c.'A	 1 11 2 1 3 14 1 5 1 6 1 71 8 1 9; 10111: 121 13114i 151 16i 171 181 19;,
TECHNOLCGY	 I	 I I	 I	 I I I I I
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Study
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Development I C `	
f	 l
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Development
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I	 II	 I I I
I
^
I	 I^	 1
I
i	 .l
I	 ^
{^I^III
i
I	 l
I	 I.
l	 i
,
' 1^ 3. USAGE SC>iECU' •^	i
ITT-_ -!NOLOGY NEED OA7E I I I
	 I I
	 i	 I	 i TOTAL t
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I. Basic p henomena ot3erved and
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2. Theory formulated to describe
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3. Theory tested ov :rrysicW excenment
!	 c ► .matnematical mccel
t. a•rtinent !unctions or charactenstic
zemonstratec. e.;.. nate-n ai,
=mccrent
S. Com ponent or treactcarc-tested in
relevant environment in latcratcme
5. Mcdei tested in aircratt environment
7. McCel tested In space environment
8L New cacaCility denved !rcm a muc'1
lesser oceraticnal meeel
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tional mcdei
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I	 DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY g EQUIREMENT	 I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(T1TL-9: AC 25 KWe Power Cyclo 	 Page 1 of 3
Converters for AC Power Distribution
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:	 Power Management an d Control
3. CSJECTIVE'AOVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Operational 85 KW DC/AC and AC/DC
split cycloconverter modules.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: ]/2 KWe DC/DC Cyclo Converters are operational
in the laboratory.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
25 KW DC/DC Cyclo Converter development is currently under way. This
___.technalogy..activity_sh quld_pg completed and_then_g?_te^ed_tn include split
cyclo converter design, ultimately leading to array located DC/AC con-
verters using rotary joint transformers for reliable, frictionless power
transfer.
o. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS.
Development of this conceptual approach will enable AC power distribution
and split cyclo converters. These save system mass whenever one DC-AC
converter can drive two AC-DC user supplies when compared to two DC/DC
converters. Also, frictionless rotary power transfer across the space-
craft orientation drive and power transfer assembly rotary joint is enabled
by these modules when rotary transformers are used.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
t. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): AC 25 KWe Power Cvclo	 Page 2 of 3
Converters for AC Power Distribution
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS.
A.	 A transistorized Power Converter.
B.	 A power converter utilizing SCRs.
Also, utilization of the rotary transformer.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Minimizing series inductive reactance so that the resonant cyclo converter
.will	 function correctly.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
DC to DC Boost Buck Regulators, CUK DC/DC Converters.
'0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
25 KWe Power Converter prototype development.
• ^. RELA7 =-:) TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
Rotary Transformer, Orientation Drive, and Power Transfer assembly
(ROTODAPT).
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'	 I	 0E+NI CN CF.cCH NOLCGY nE Ui ^n:MEIVT 	 No.
1. c.;.^NCLCGY .,ECt;.QE?vtENT (771-9. AC 25 KWe Power Cvcl o
	
;age 3 or 3
Converters for AC Power Gistribution
12 7SCHNOLCGY rle:UIREIv1ENTS SCHECUL_ NEEDED FOR ION ENGINE INJECTION AND i
STATIONKEEPING AND MULTIMEGAWATT MISSION USES:
L	 YEAR
SCHEZULE 17V.i	 1 1 1 2 1 31 4 1 5 1 6 1 71 81 9 !1 10111: 121 131 141 151 161 171 18 1 19!
TECHNOLOGY	 I I I I (
25 KW DC/DC Module
I
Development	 I I	 I I I
Split DC/AC - AC/DC
Module Development
I
I
Testing of Rotary
Transformer Coil
Sections	 in 25 KW I
DC/AC/DC Converter
Flight article Li—L-Iic '	 Ii
Development	 I
I 1^ ^ 1Proof	 Flight Testing	 J	 j Il 11 , 1^^ ^I
13. USAGE SCH_CU'l
TECHNOLOGY `cBD OA7E I I	 I I i I	 I I	 j	 TOTAL
',VMBER OF LAL'`NCHES	 I I I 11 I	 l	 I	 l l I	 I	 I I I I	 I
14. RE=ERENCES
Study of Power Management Technology for Orbital Multi	 100 KWe Applications,
Report CR 159834, Contract NAS 3-21757, J.	 W. Mildice, General	 Dynamics/
Convair Division.
S. LZ/SL OF STATS OF THE ART: S. Component or breadbcard•testec in
relevant environment in labcratcr/
1. 9asic cnencmena ccaerved and
revered 6. Model tested in aircraft environment
Theory tonrulated to cescnbe T. McCel tested in s pace envircnment
,^ nenemena 9. New caipaeility derived tram a muc:1
2 Some purti ops pf Lhe thepry
lesaer operational mecel
tested b	 phs7camodel	 xperiment
mat`,e atti	 a	 l 9. Rel tY	 pgradin	 of an ccera-;ac,li	 u	 gor	 .
1	 Psrinent 'functions or charactenstic tional moCeii
cemanstrated. a.;.. material, 10. Lifourne exteniicn of an cceraticnal
cmcenent mcdel
aas^ ;a
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RFQU;REMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT TITLE):
	
Rotary Transformer 	 Page 1 of 3
Orientation Drive, and Power Transfer Assembly (ROTODAPT)
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Power Management and Control
3. OBJECTIVEIAOVANCEMENT REQUIRED: 	 Operational Modular ROTODAPTS
with 25 KWe coil	 Dower transfer capability.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: 	 Low power DC slip ring ODAPTS used on
Geosynchronous Spacecraft.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
A ROTODAPT is required to transfer power transfer between the solar arrays
__which-mus.L_he nrientedso their aRQ!:Jur-e_pLane
- fees *he sunl i0t, —and
the spacecraft bodies, which are required to point toward the earth.
The ROTODAPT would consist of a rotary transformer, to enable low friction
power transfer, dual 	 redundant coaxial	 bearings,	 and a servo drive system.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
The use of a rotary transformer for power transfer across the rotary
joint enables	 low friction transfer with low arcing 	 risk.	 Spacecraft
distribution and array distribution voltage can 	 be as high as possible;
the
	
slip rings will	 not
	
limit this
	 voltage.
	 Outside coil	 design	 enables
I
easy maintenance and passive thermal 	 control.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 	 Rotary Transformer.	 Page 2 of 3 I
Orientation Drive,
	 and Power Transfer Assembly (ROTODAPT)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
1.	 A "pot coil" design with both coils on the outside for easy maintenance
and passive,
	
low mass
	 heat rejection.
2.	 A coaxial	 coil	 design.
a. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1.	 Assuring that transformer inefficiencies and forces caused by the
rotary transformer air gap are minimized.
2.	 Interfacing with the orientation drive mechanical 	 hardware compati-
bility,	 including	 its
	
redundant
	
bearing	 tolerances.
3. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES.
1.	 DC	 ODAPT with	 slip	 rings.
2.	 AC ODAPT with slip rings and no rotary transformer.
• 0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
100 KWe technology activity with low voltage DC slip rings.
'i aE:_AT=_D T_CHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS.
25 K'We cyclo converter development with the ODAPT rotary transformer
used as	 the cyclo converter	 inductive element.
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l
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I
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`
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11 I I II	 I II• 'I
CE=+N17CN OF 7=_C HNCLCGY RECUIRE.MENT	 No.
1, ,cCHNCLCGY AECU: Iq ENiEN7 (TiTL.;: Rotary Transformer 	 Rage 3 cf 3
Orientation Drive, and Power Transfer ROTODAPT Assemb y--fotary Joint)
1 12 TSCHNCLCGY aE`.-dUTAF_MENTS SCHEOU L E	 i
YEAR
13.USAGE SCHE'JU' = 	 i
TICHNOLOGY NEED OATS	 I I	 I I	 I I 1	 I	 TOTAL
`LMHEA OF LALNCHES
	 I	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 I	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l
14. REFERENCES -
Study of Power Management Technol ogy for Orbital Multi 100 KWe Applications,
Report CR 159834, Contract NAS 3-21757, J. W. Mildice, General Dynamics/
Convair Division.
15. L_=VEL OF STATE OF THE ART: S Ccm,,jnent or bread board tested in
I. Sauic onenomena cbserved and
'alevant environment in lancratcrI
reported S. Nceel ,estad in alrcratt environment
OZ Theory formuiateo to descnbe 7. Mcdet !ested in space envircnment
phenomena S. New cacability denved from a much
Limited theory tested oy physical lesser oreraticnal mccel	 1
experiment or rnathc.matical	 model 9. Reliability u pgracing of an ceera-
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cemonstniec. e.,.. matenai, 10, Lifetime extenslcn ct an coerat!cnal
cemocnent model	
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLEM:
	
Slip Ring Orientation Drive Page 1 of	 3
and Power Transfer Assembly (Slip Ring OOAPT)(Rotary J(-jint)
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 	 Power Management and Control
3. OBJECTIVElADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: 	 If ROTODAPTS are not developed,
DC	 slip rings capable of artless, megawatt transfer dust be developed.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: 	 Low power DC slip ring ODAPTS.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
This
	 is an extension of today's slip ring design - except pressurization
___is required - to --enable _high voltages,and meteoroid protection of the
	 -
pressurization system is also required
	 (modular pressure vessels).
6. RATIONALE ANO ANALYSIS.
If, for some unexpected reason, AC power management and distribution
are not developed,	 or, when	 ion engine beam supplies can be
	 supplied
directly from DC on-array regulated sources - avoided power converters
completely - then 	 this technology is required.
I
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OE=INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITL ): 	 Slip Ring Orientation Drive	 Page 2 of 3
and Power Transfer Assembly (ODAPT)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A.	 Wet Ring
B.	 Dry Ring
C.	 Axial	 or Radial	 Rings
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.
Axial	 brush ring may not be
	 topologically compatible with du<.1 	 redundant
bearings - requiring extra redundancy.
9. POTE':TIAL ALTERNATIVES.
Rotary transformer, orientation drive, and power transfer assemble(VTOD",PT) .
1 0. PANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY AOVANCEMENT:
Air Force high voltage slip ring development up to 25 KWe.
'1. RE;-A7=—.^^ 7EC;-^NOLCGY REQUIPEMENTS.
1.	 Ion engine
	
beam voltage
	
supply delta	 regulation.
2.	 On-array DC power regulation.
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CE+NI TlCN OF T c`•:,HNCLCGY =+ECUIRE.IAEN T	 No.
1. T-•:—.HNCLCGY ;ECU g EMENT (7171-9. Slip Ring Orient ation 	page 3 of 3
Drive and Power Transfer Assembly Slip Ring ODAPT
12 T?CHNCLCGY RECUIREIMENTS SCHEDUL_
YEAR
SCHEOUL_ 17im	 1 1 1 21 31 41 .51  61 71 81 9 1 101 11: 131 131 141 151 161 171 181 19!
r-e-HNOLOGY I	 I I I
Modularity Design
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l	 i iODAPT
^ I
l
^	 f
Prototype Development
I
I
of ODAPT Ring Modules
Design,	 Fabrication
and Test
Flight Article ODAPT
11 10 Figt
Development I 1
Proof Flight Demonstra-
I	 !
tion	
^	 I	 I I I	 • I I ^ I	 I i.
13. USAGE SC)-iECU1
i<CHNCLOGY `ctD DATc I I 	 I I	 I	 I I I I 	 TOTAL I
`MISER OF LALNC-IES 	 I	 I	 I	 I	 Ill	 I	 1 I	 I	 1 1 I	 I	 11 1
1 14. RE.=EgENCES
High Voltage, High Power Solar Power Systems Study, LMSC-0715836,
15 April 1980.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF THE ART:	 5. Component or breadboard - tested in
I. 9asic pnencmena cbser+ed and	
relevant environment in laberatcr/
reooreC	 6. MCC oI 'ested in aircraft environment
Thecrf !crrnL 3teC to describe	 7. Mocel tested in space environment 	 i
pnen:mena
	 i9. New capability derived from a muc7
3,1 'htery tested by ::'tysical excen 	 leaser operat.onal mcceiment 	 I	 N
cr mattlematical rncdel	 9. ReliaCtlity ucgracing ct an --eera-
a. Pertinent ` unctions or cmaractenstic	 tienai mceel
^emcnstratec. e.;.. material, 	 10. Lifetime extension of an cceraticnal
_,mccnent	 model
ese^ ;t
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	DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 	 I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Power System Control	 page 1 of 3
Computers (Failure Tolerant)
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Power Management and Control
3. OBJECTIVEIADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Single Failure or Dual Failure
Tolerant Control Computers to Control the Power Switching
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Power is generally controlled from ground
stations.
5. ^ESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY:
Distributed, single, or dual failure tolerant processirs which send
commands to switch matrix drivers which-control-the switching of the
user loads.
I
I 6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS.
The power system itself will be single or dual failure tolerant;
therefore, the processor(s) controlling it should have the same level
of redundancy.
a-5o
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):
	
Power ystem Control	 Page 2 of 3
Computers	 (r'ailure Tolerant)
T. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS.
1.	 Distributed processors connected as a fi-derated system 0 provide
single or dual	 failure tolerant processL-s.
2.	 Single package processors with single failure tolerant designs.
I	 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Architectural and software studies are required to define failure
i
i
detection and correction strategies.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
I
None.
1 0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
Significant activity is already under way in this area at MSFC for DC
system concepts.	 It should	 be expanded_to include Hybrid System Design.
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Hybrid AC/DC Power System Development.
I
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CErFINI"M CV OF T1 CHNOLCGY RECUIREMENT
	 No.
i	 t. TECHNOLOGY RE-CU!AEMEN T (T1TL_9:	 Power System Control	 Page 3 of 3
I
Computers	 (Failure Tolerant)
12 TECHNOLOGY RECUIREMENTS SCHEDULE.
	 j
CAL.ENOAR YEAR
SCHEDULE 17_M	 1 1 1
 21 31 41	 81 61	 71 81	 9 1 101 11, 12 13 14	 lbl 161 171 181 19!
I	 I	
l
l
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Development I I
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Software Development
I
1 I	 C i
I
Flight Critical	 Fabri-	 I	 I
cation
(
I I II 1
13. USAGE SCHEOU'
	
TECHNOLOGY '47EED DATE ( I	 ' I I	 i	 I	 TOTAL I
	
`LMBER OF LA NCHES I I	 I	 I
14. REFERENCES
1. Study of Power Management Technology for Orbital Multi 100 KWe
Applications, Report CR 159834, Contract NAS 3-21757, J. W. Mildice,
General Dynamics/Convair Division.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF THE ART: S. Component or breadboard. tested in
relevant environment in laboratoryI. Basic phenomena cbeervr_s and
recortod 6. Model tested in aircraft environme it
Z. Theory tormulatec to describe 7. Model tested in space envirenme-
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3. 71hec ry tested by :rtysical excenment lesser operational motel
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a Fernnent ' unt_iens o! cnarac : enstic ticnal model
cemcnstratec. e.g.. material, 10. Lifetime extension of an ocerational
com ponent mccel
1eesz ;a
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APPENDIX C
TECHNOLOGY PLANS
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i•1r 1a 1
III-V MULTIJUNCTION SOLAR CELLS AND
III-V SOLAR CELLS FOR SPECTRUM SPLITTING
AT AIR MASS 0
by
Timothy J. Maloney and Bruce R. Cairns
Prepared for General Dynamics, Corvair Division
611 hansen way/palo alto /califomia 94303/u.s.a./415/493 -4000
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1. TASK I - MONOLITHIC EPITAXIAL MULTIJUNCTION SOLAR CELL
1.1 A1GaAsSb Multijunction Cell
A monolithic epitaxial III-V multijunction solar
cell should have all junctions lattice matched to one another
in order to avoid excessive lattice defects. If possible,
the epitaxial stack should also be lattice matched to a
binary III-V substrate, but this can severely restrict the
junction bandgap range. The best junction series occur in
the quaternary system AlGaAsSb (which allows higher bandgap
windows than, say, A1GaInAs) for lattice constants in bet-
ween those of GaAs and InP. A lattice-constant grading
layer could allow such a stack to be grown on a GaAs or InP
substrate, and a substantial amount of work on graded lattice
constants has been and is being done. There is a slight
chance that the development of bulk ternary materials will
allow substrate material of arbitrary lattice constant to be
used. 1 The best multijunction bandgap series in A1GaAsSb at
typical operating temperatures in space was found to be
(30°C bandgaps) 1.19-1.54-2.01 eV, which is accomplished by
growing junctions of GaAs
.8Sb.2, A1.22Ga.78As.82Sb.18'
Al . 58 Ga . 42 As . 83 Sb .171 and finally a 2.76-eV window layer of
AlAs .BS Sb ,15 . This has a lattice constant of 5.73 A, closer
to GaAs (5.64 A) than to InP (5.87 A). High-bandgap tunnel
junctions are grown in between the cell junctions. The
tunnel junctions are taken to be perfect in these calcula-
tions, but one could subtract, say, O.1V per tunnel junction
from the maximum power voltage to get an idea cf their effect.
A multijunction cell-modeling program was develop-
ed using the single-cell program of L. James  as a building
block. The basic cell program has 29 independent variables,
C-3
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nine of which are set for each junction in the multijunction
program. Thus the multijunction model has 29 + 9 (n-1)
independent variables, where n is the number of junctions.
Among these are the carrier diffusion lengths in the p and n
layers of each junction, which one would like to be as long
as possible. At present such diffusion lengths are about
0.5 micron or less, but one would expect better values by
1990. The effect of radiation in space is unknown, but the
diffusion lengths are likely to be somewhat degraded, although
it is known that III-V materials are less susceptible to
radiation damage than silicon. Moreover, Heinbockel, et al 
have argued that the high operating temperature of GaAs solar
cells in space could allow the radiation damage to be annealed
out. Our study was done using two different diffusion lengths
for all layers -- 3 microns and 1.5 microns. Junction thick-
nesses were optimized for each diffusion length (about 0.7-1
micron for 1.5-micron diffusion length and 1-1.3 micron for
3-micron diffusion length). The bottommost layer can be
almost arbitrarily thick, and 30 microns has been used in
this work.
Calculations were done for Air Mass 0 (AMO) at 1, 2, 3,
10, 100, 500 and 1000 suns and at temperatures between 50
and 250°C. Results are presented in tables and figures as
follows: Table I, efficiency, 3-micron diffusion length;
Figure 1, graph of efficiencies; Table II, maximum power
voltage and current, 3 microns; Table III, efficiency, 1.5
micron; Figure 2, graph of efficiencies and Table IV, maxi-
mum power voltage and current, 1.5 micron. A one-third-inch
cell is specifically considered in all cases, but intrinsic
quantities such as efficiency do not change much with cell
size or shape.
C-4
Other remarks about the A1GaAsSb multijun
cell appear in the attached General Dynamics f
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2.0 TASK II - III-V CELLS FOR SPECTRUM SPLITTING
2.1 Type I Short Wavelength A1GaAs Cell
An Al . 4 Ga . 6As solar cell (30 •C bandgap of 1.91 eV)
with an Al . 93 Ga . 07As window of 2.95 eV . is proposed as the
Type I cell. Efficiency as a function of temperature and
concentration is plotted in Fig. 3 for the 350-650 nm part
of the AMO spectrum. Efficiency is calculated as a fraction
of total solar power in these graphs, so that efficiencies
of the three cells can be added to compute system efficiency.
A 1.5-micron diffusion length has been used for all these
cells. Since 125°C, 50 suns has bran suggested as a likely
operating point for solar cells, the complete I-V curve for
that operating point is shown in Fig. 4. Table V gives cell
performance data at 125 0C, 50 suns, for Types I, II, and III
spectrum split cells. Remarks about using cover slides for
heat rejection are in Section 3.1.4.
Figure 5 shows the efficiency versus temperature
and concentration for monochromatic light. Here a 1-sun
concentration was taken to be the power in the AMO band from
1.91 eV to the usual window cutoff of 3 eV. it was found
for Type I cells that optimal efficienc y was achieved for
monochromatic light at 0.13 eV above the bandgap.
2.2 Type ?I Medium Wavelength GaAs Cell
The 650-900 nm AMO spectrum is ,-ill suited to a
GaAs solar cell, and it is therefore suggested for Type II.
Figure 6 shows efficiency versus temperature and concentra-
tion for this :i-11. The I-V curve for 50 suns, 125 1 C, is
shown in Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 4	 1	 curve for Type I cell, 50 suns and 1250C.
;See Table V for current and voltage scales,
and Fig. 10 for a discussion of I-V curve
details.)
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(See Table V for current and voltage scales and
Fig. 10 for a discussion of I-V curve details.)
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Efficiency versus temperature and concentration
for monochromatic light (1 sun being the power in the AMO
band from 1.38 eV to 1.91 eV) is shown in Fig. 8. In Type
II cells, the optimal efficiency was achieved for monochro-
matic light at 0.10 eV above the bandgap.
2.3 Type III Long Wavelength GaAsSb Cell
The 900-1200 nn AMO band is probably best suited
for a silicon solar cell, but since Varian is best equipped
to evaluate III-V solar cells, this analysis was done for a
GaAs . 73 Sb .27 cell having 1.11-eV bandgap at 30°C. Figure 9
shows the efficiency versus temperature and concentration.
The I-V curve for 50 suns, 125°C, is in Fig. 10.
Efficiency versus temperature and concentration
for monochromatic light (1 sun being the AMO power from 1.03
to 1.38 eV) is shown in Fig. 11. Optimal efficiency was
achieved with the monochromatic light 0.07 eV above the
bandgap for 'type III cells.
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FIGURE 10
	
I-V curve for Type III cell, 50 suns and 125°C.
(See Table V for current and voltage scales.)
The outside envelope of the set of curves repre-
sents the I-V curve of the junction itself, with
no series resistance. The curve through the points
of the inverted V's includes sheet resistance losses.
The curve through the inside edge of the V's in-
cludes the voltage drop through the ohmic contact
resistance, blockage of light by the metallization,
and loss of current in the junction under the metal-
lization. The curve drawn inside the set of 10
bunched curved lines is the terminal I-V curve.
It includes losses due to the resistance of the
grid contact metallization. The maximum power
point is at the point where the lines are most
closely bunched together.
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3.0 TASK III - SOLAR CELL MANUFACTURING AND COST PROJECTIONS
3.1 Multijunction Solar Cell Manufacturing Processes
Multijunction solar cell manufacturing can be
	 #
divided into four major component process areas as shown in
Table VI. Each of these areas influences the performance
and cost of the cells. High volume, commercial equipment is
available for many processes; however, several processes,
such as epitaxial growth and packaging, require in-house-
designed equipment to meet specific cell design and system
requirements. The cells are processed in wafer form until
step 12 where they are cut into individual cells. This
process would be used if cells were processed today; how-
ever, various improvements will undoubtedly be introduced by
1990. The following discussion will describe several of the
most important processes.
3.1.1 GaAs Substrate Preparation
In this cost study, we will consider the
epitaxial multijunction stack to be lattice matched or lat-
tice-constant graded to a GaAs substrate. Single crystal
GaAs substrates of the size required are available from
either liquid encapsulation Czochralski (LEC) or horizontal
Bridgmen growth. Varian grows high quality LEC ingots 2.5
inches in diameter weighing 1.5 kgm. It is very likely that
ingots at least 3 irct-es in diameter weighing 4-5 kgm will
be available by 1990. Rectangular ingots are being grown by
horizontal Bridgmen which can supply wafers that are 1.25
inches x 1.75 inches, and this size will also be signifi-
cantly increased by 1990. Polycrystalline GaAs, which
C-24
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TABLE VI
SOLAR CELL MANUFACTURING PROCESS FLOW
	
I.	 GaAs SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
1. Polycrystalline GaAs Growth
2. Single Crystal GaAs Growth
3. Slice into GaAs Substrates and Polish
	
ii.	 ACTIVE LAYER EPITAXIAL GROWTH
4. Organometallic Vapor Phase Growth
	
III.	 CELL FABRICATION
5. SiO2 Deposition
6. Front Contact Photolithography
7. Front Contact Metal Evaporation
8. Front Contact Metal Lift
3. Back Contact Evaporation
10. Front and Back Contact Alloy
11. Plate Front Contact
12. Cut Wafer into Individual Cells
13. Etch to Remove SiO2 and GaAs Contact Layer
14. Deposit Antireflection Coating
15. Test at One Sun
	
IV.	 CELL PACKAGING
16. Solder Solar Cell to Baseplate
17. Solder Interconnect Metal to Solar Cell Front
Contact and Baseplate
18. Test at Concentration
19. Attach Covei Glass with Transparent Adhesive
20. Test at Concentration
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contains the n-type dopant (Sn, Te, etc.), is used as the
starting material for both of these growth techniques.
Single crysta:. GaAs ingots are sliced on a multiblade
saw into wafers .020 inch thick. The wafers are then lapped
and chemically-mechanically polished to remove saw damage
and provide flat, smooth, damage-free surfaces required for
high yield epitaxial growth. Final wafer thickness is .016
inches. This will also be very nearly the thickness of the
multijunction solar cell. Because they are large-area
devices, GaAs cells are susceptible to breakage during
processing. It would probably not be cost effective to
produce thinner cells because of reduced yield. However,
the possibility of reducing the thickness to .010-.012
inches would be investigated during early stages of produc-
tion to determine the exact yield and net cost effect.
3.1.2	 Solar Cell Active Layer Epitaxial Growth
In the organometallic vapor phase epitaxy
process, the wafers are placed on a susceptor which is
heated, and H 2
 gas containing various organometallic compounds,
hydrides such as AsH 3 , and dopant gases are passed over the
wafers. Chemical reactions result in deposition of the
active layers on the wafer surface. It is a continuous
process in which the compositions of the various layers are
determined by the chemical inputs to the gas transport
system. The organometallic process can employ larger reactors
than are presently used, can handle a variety of wafer
sizes, and give smooth wafer surfaces which are important
for photolithography during cell fabrication. The main
challenge with organometallic growth is to control material
C-26
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properties to meet the desired cell efficiencies.
	
3.1.3	 Solar Cell Fabrication
Following active layer growth, the
Wafers are metallized, cut into individual cells, covered
with the antireflection coating, Pid tested at one sun for
acceptable performance. rlcsL of theAe processes use cost-
effective, high-volume, semiconductor industry equipment.
The processes must be carefully controlled in order to
obtain high yields. A low specific contact resistance is
essential for high cell efficiency, and this property is
monitored during fabrication.
The AR coating will most likely be
either Si 3N4 or TiO 2 . Si 3 N 4 is currently used and is depo-
sited by a plasma deposition process. TiO2 has been develop-
ed experimentally as an AR coating and will probably be
available by 1990 for production if required.
	
3.1.4	 Solar Cell Packaging
The cell packaging procedure consists of
attaching the cell to a cell support structure (baseplate)
and interconnect metallization and installing a cover glass.
The GaAs cell is soldered to a baseplate which provides
solder connections to the front and back cell contacts. The
cell baseplate can then be mounted to the array by either a
solder or mechanical connection. This baseplate could be
made pa=t of the array structure so that it would not add
extra weight. The baseplate could be metallized alumina
approximately .020 inch thick and rectangular :n shape so it
could easily insert into a pattern of open matching spaces
C-27
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cc:itrining the overall system interconnect metallization.
The cell would be soldered to the baseplate using vacuum
solder, and a metal leadframe interconnect could be soldered
from the front contact of the cell to the baseplate in the
same manner.
A cover glass for radiation protection
would be attached to the soldered GaAs cell Using a space -
approved transparent adhesive such as Dow Corning 93-500.
III-V solar cells appear to be more resistant to radiation
damage than silicon cells and could probably use a .004 inch
thick MgF2
 or blue-red-coated ceria-doped microshoet cover
for light weight. This gives excellent transmission and
perhaps 0.5-1.5% power enhancement when bonded to the GaAs
cell AR coating of Ti0 2 . An alternate --over to be tried
would be .006-.012 inch thick fused silica with antireflec-
tion and W rejection coatings. The expected transmission
is the same; however, this is a thicker cover which adds
weight. A blue-red coating which would reflect most of the
IR above 1.0 = would be very useful for heat rejection in
this high concentration system. Reduced heat transfer
through the cell would simplify attachment of the cell to
the array.
The cell-baseplate assembly would be
tested at c-.,ncentration to select those units for glass
covers ant tested again after cover attachment. This should
result in a high yield of good cells attached to the array.
3.2 Projected Solar Cell Costs
III-V solar yell costs are presently very nigh
because the cell technology is still undergoing considerable
C-28
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development and high volume facilities do not exist at this
time. Future costs will depend largely on the exter.: of
engineering efforts given to III-V and the volume of cells
required. Extensive engineering programs can develop high-
volume processen in all areas -- materials, fabrication and
packaging. In addition, progress on volume production by
1990 of GaAs integrated circuits and optoelectronic devices
will have significant impact on some of the costs, such as
substrates and quite possibly epitaxial growth. Government
and private funding for terrestrial GaAs cells could have a
large impact as well.
The major areas requiring development to
lower solar cell costs for large power arrays are epitaxial
material and packaging components and technology. Consi-
derable commercial equipment already exists for fabrication,
yet largely remains to be developed for materials and packag-
ing. High-volume fabrication equipment will also continually
be developed for the general semiconductor =arket. The
major focus in fabrication should be aimed at high-yield
processes using existing equipment. As these processes are
more clearly def.:ied, any high-volume fabrication equipment
rot ava fable can be developed.
Low-cost solar cell wafers, including sub-
strate and epitaxial layers, are absolutely essential for
low-cost cells. Th..s is importer. c a:; it relates to the
ba2ic ccs:: of materials as well as fabrication costs, which
are greatly reduced by processing large wafers containing
numerous cells per wafer. Bulk GaAs ingots of 3" diameter
and 5-10 kgm will be required for low-cost substrates.
Orgsnometallic epitaxial growth wi:l need multiwafer run
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capability, with fast turnaround time. The amount of
material required for sizable cell power production will be
very large. For example, the production of 4 MW/year would
require -1 million in  of epitaxial wafers. It is obvious
that high-volume processes are required to handle these
quantities of wafers at reasonable labor and capital equip-
ment costs.
Packaging costs can be a significant percentage of the
total costs. Not only can package components be expensive,
but they can critically affect yield, initial performance,
and reliability of solar cells, all of which can have sizable
cost implications if not carefully considered. Packaging
materials and fabrication techniques for these materials
determine the package component costs.
The potential for obtaining low-cost solar cells can be
demonstrated by comparison to a very similar industry --
namely, optoelectronics for LED devices. The optoelectronics
industry has clearly shown that GaAs and related compounds
(GaAsP, CaP) can be greatly cost-reduced through volume pro-
cessing of the materials. In addition, the optoelectronics
industry has shown that materials (substrates and epitaxial
growth) and packaging are the dominant cost factors. The
optoelectronics GaAsP processes are quite similar to solar
cells in kind and only differ in specific details. Both
require Gaffs substrates, epitaxial growth, fabrication of
metallized devices, testing of unpackacjed devices, packaging
and final. test. The yield and cost considerations for solar
cells will be very similar to optoelectronics devices. We
have compared our basic cost estimate, where possible, to
available costs from the LED industry and found them con-
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sistent. If the market develops as expected, the costs will
be achievable. These costs also assume a continuous market
for GaAs cells and an 80% learning curve as volume increases.
Cost projections are based on a method used for calcu-
lating terrestrial cell costs and adding 308 for special
costs related to space cells. These special costs cover
additional documentation and quality control tests required
for space cells. The packaged cell costs also incorporate
cover glass quotes and associated assembly costs from two
potential vendors. Aside from these two considerations,
cost estimates are similar to those done for terrestrial
cells.
For this contract, the following specific assumptions
are used:
1. Concentration ratios of 50 and 100
2. Operating temperature of 150°C
3. Theoretical efficiency of 22.5%, although there
will probably be a 18 difference in efficiency
from 50-100 suns. This was not considered.
4. Average actual power output at 90"s of theore'A cal
S.	 AMO solar power of 1.353 kW/M2
6. Cell size. This was not specified, but individual
cells might be on the order of 1.5 cm x 3 cm.
7. 158 of cell covered by busbar metal for contact
to package components.
S.	 Loss of 108 of the epitaxial material due to wpfer
edges not usable as part of a cell.
9. Overall cumulative yield of 60.58 of assembled
good cells out of potential cells obtainable from
wafers entering the epitaxial process.
10. Cell cost:: at selling prices tc array man•ifacturer
f.-om an outside supplier.
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11. 1980 $ values.
From these assumptions and terrestrial cell cost pro-
jections, cost curves were generated as a function of cumu-
lative cell production for packaged cells at 50x and 100x
concentration ratios. The packaged cell cost includes all
soldering operations and cover glass attaci,ment required for
a unit which could be mounted to an array. These projections
follow an 80% learning curve. These curves are shown in
Fig. 12 for cumulative power levels from 1 to 1000 MW. The
upper curves for both concentration ratios assume technology
and material costs similar to today's optoelectronic industry.
The lower curves assum ,. a 50% reduction in these costs. For
example, present wafer sizes are small (2-3 in 2 ) compared to
those obtained from potential 3" diameter ingots (7 in2).
Similar improvements in epitaxial, fabrication, and packaging
throughput could bring about lower costs.
Several conclusions may be made from these curves and
discussion:
1. ^'osts in $/Wp (Wp = peak watt) at high-power
volumes can be greatly reduced from present
space solar cell costs.
2. Higher concentration ratios strongly lower cost
due to the high cost of GaAs material and packag-
ing materials such as cover glasses.
3. Volume has a strong impact both from the stand-
point of the learning curve as well as technology
breakthroughs which occur for sizable markets.
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4.	 To meet these costs, all areas of solar cell
development will need strong support, but materials
and packaging in particular.
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